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PREFACE

In this bookIhavetried to developananalysisof the concept of anempirical
law, an analysis that differs in many ways from the alternative analyses found
in contemporary literature dealing with the subject.
I am referring especially to two well-known views, viz. the regularity and
necessity views, which have given rise to many interesting papers and books
within thephilosophy of science.**
In developing my own views, it very soon became clear to me that the mere
restatement of these alternative views, followed by a discussion of their defects
and an explanation of my own view, would not suffice to show what I regard
asbasicallyunsound intheseviews.
If weseriously consider the well-known difficulties facing the regularity view,
we have to consider the possibility that the time has arrived to stop our attempts to solve, by means of patch-work additions, the fundamental problem
of empirical laws within the traditional context of logical positivist doctrines.
I have tried to find a solution which is based on a different philosophical
context, the main incentive being that the discouraging results of the customary
attempts to solvetheproblem might have been the outcome of the fundamental
philosophical setting within which theproblem had been formulated and within
which everyone looked for a solution. The problem of empirical laws is not a
problem existing by its own rights - it is shaped by an underlying point of view
or theoretical framework.
For this reason I have started with a brief sketch of the logical positivist
context. However, I want to stress the fact that my intention was not to offer
an historical exposition, but an exposition which becomes meaningful when
related to the subsequent arguments concerning empirical laws.
The notion of direct or theory-free observation has been taken as the fundamental characteristic of the logical positivist point of view. This view has
been further characterised by means of five theses, among which is the thesis
that observational terms are isolated or theory-independent units of extensional
meaning. These terms are then supposed to be the starting-points of meaning
and the end-points of confirmation, and these very characteristics mark the
privileged position such terms have in a logicalpositivist philosophy.
Thepost-positivist view2, on the other hand, ischaracterised by the opposing
notion of theory-loaded observation. This notion leads to other conclusions
which radically oppose some of the theses of logical positivism. The notion of
theory-loaded observation itself, although often clearly stated, has not yet been
systematically elucidated, and I have made an attempt to do this in ch. I after
my sketch of the logical positivist context. This seemed to me to be necessary

* SeeNOTES, p. 109.

in order to make my post-positivist point of view as clear as possible, before
tackling the problem of empirical law itself.
I have paid special attention to the lawlikeness of concepts and their confirmation and falsification.
These epistemological issues are followed by a separate examination of
Goodman's riddle in ch. II, because it lies somewhere between the lawlikeness
of concepts and the lawlikeness of laws. If Goodman's riddle is taken as a
seiious problem, as I think it should, it is primarily a problem of concept or
theory formation andnota problem of induction.
In ch. Ill theregularity view hasbeen examined andthewell-known difficulties related to such a view are considered, assuming the knowledge gained in
ch. I. This hasledto some interesting results, especially inconnection with the
analysis of counterfactuals and the confirmation of 'normal' singular conditionals, to which I return inthelast chapter.
Three different views of thenecessity view arebriefly stated and investigated
in ch.IV. RESCHER'S view3 is,I think, close to mine, which hasbeen developed
in ch. V. However, there are fundamental epistemological differences between
our views.
Inthelastchapter Ihavegivenmyownanalysisoftheconcept ofan empirical
law, which should not be taken as a synthesis of a regularity and a necessity
view, but as opposed to both. It is,as far as particulars may count, the result
of an analysis of the concepts 'regularity' and 'necessity'. I have tried to argue
that the greatest shortcoming of the regularity view lies in the fact that the
proponents of such a view have not been really concerned with the concept of
'regularity' itself. They usually take this concept to be intuitively clear enough
to serve as basis for their analysis. Their attacks upon the necessity view are
based on the reproach that 'necessity' is a very obscure concept, and that it
should, therefore, be avoided inthephilosophy of science. Wecould, however,
reproach them in a similar way, since the concept of 'regularity' is anything
but clear.
One may say that an empirical law formulates a 'regularity in nature', but
we can only dojustice to the function a lawhas in science, if we are ready to
view this regularity as a necessary connection, which does not exist in an
observer-independent reality, but in a theoretically co-constituted empirical
world.
This investigation does not pretend to answer all questions concerning
empirical laws. It should, therefore, not be regarded as complete, but neither
should the arguments and suggestions be regarded as completely free from
ambiguity.
Much remains to bedone in order to offer a generally acceptable theory and
better understanding.

I. THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL CONTEXT

1. T H E LOGICAL POSITIVIST CONTEXT

It is, of course, rather hazardous to speak of 'the' logical positivist theory,
but with the following I do not try to give an accurate description of the view
of any logical positivist. I rather want to give a model or a framework in this
section, which may help the systematic analysis I want to offer.
According to the positivist view, the ultimate link between our knowledge
of the world and the world itself is direct observation. This direct observation
provides one with a special kind of knowledge expressed in so-called observational language, and however liberal the reductionism that one likes to claim
and however pragmatically one wants to draw the distinction between observational and theoretical terms, I hold it to be fundamental to logical positivism
that empirical knowledge gained from direct observation has an epistemologicallyprivileged status. 4
The pre-eminent characteristic of this kind of observation is its theoryindependence or its theory-freedom. The word 'direct' in the above context
indicates that no theory or no other knowledge intervenes anywhere. The naked
eye or ear, etc., meets with brute facts or raw data. Assuming for the moment
that there is something like direct observation and that there are observational
terms and statements, let us systematically investigate what this assumption
entails if we are to make sense of it. I think it will be agreed that at least the
following five, mutually dependent presuppositions, must then be valid: two
ontological (i and ii), two epistemological (iii and iv), and one methodological
(v).
i. The reality (or the world or nature) of which we have knowledge in common
sense andscience isobserver-independent.
This thesis is not exclusive to logical positivism, but that is of no importance
here. It states that nature iswhat itis,and would bewhat it is,evenifthere were
no observers5 and the term 'direct' in 'direct observation' serves to indicate
that it is of such an observer-independent world that we acquire knowledge of
in direct observation. In other words, if one claims the possibility of direct or
theory-free observation, one must also claim the existence of an observerindependentrealityofwhichonegainsknowledgebymeans ofsuchobservations,
ii. Nature or reality ispopulated by mutually independentdata or brutefacts. (I
do not, at this stage, make a distinction between data, brute facts, events or
phenomena and I shall almost always use the term 'data', when referring to this
particular typeofcontext).
With this thesis I particularly allude to the negatively formulated idea that
there are no necessary connections in nature tying data together. A datum is an
isolated unit, it is literally self-supporting. It is observer-independent by being
an element of the independent reality, but it is also datum-independent or
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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independent ofother data foritsbeing that very datum. But'asa matterof
contingent fact', asoneis likely to say, a datum can, spatio-temporally, be
related to(e.g. 'go together with') one or more other data. So we can speak of
connections between data based on such contingent relations in space-time.
This isthe only way inwhich we may legitimately say that there are empirical
connections between data, and it is veryimportant to realize that they leave the
separate facts ordata untouched. There isno placefor other,empirical connectionswithinthepositivist context.
There isone special kind ofthe 'going together inspace-time', namelythe
constantly 'going together' orthe constant conjunctionofa datum ofa certain
kind, A,with oneof another kind, B.Suchaconstant conjunction is (part of)a
regularity innature, but again this isapurely contingent matter. Secret forces,
as they are sometimes derogatively called, are dismissed and there isonlythe
constant conjunction and the regularity without exceptions and these concepts
apparently are taken to be completely transparent. 6 And like the separateor
single data, a regularity also iswhat it is, independent ofany observer. Such
regularities can be known by induction, which istaken tobethe pre-eminent
characteristic ofempirical science, and they are formulated inuniversal statements. This is a first-order approximation of the logical positivist view of
empirical laws, the regularity view.7
iii. There are observational terms whichare isolated or theory-independent units
of meaning.
Indirect or theory-free observation weacquire, inone way or another, knowledge ofthe mutually independent and observer-independent data referred to
above and this knowledge islaid down inobservational terms. Atbest these
terms are the names ofthe data we are aware ofin direct observation, which
is pure, notmixed up with theoretical or subjective interference. Somehow
the same data are given the same name. (I think itisinprinciple impossible
to giveasatisfactory explanation ofthis 'somehow' as long as one presupposes
theory-free observation. However, I must pospone this point till later -see
section 3). These names can only be theory-independent units of meaning,
becausetheorising does not enter into direct observation at alland consequently
they acquire the exact role they are preordained toplay ina logical positivist
methodology. Theobservational terms aretheconstants in the'Aufbau' of
empirical knowledge, havingafixedmeaning, as NAGEL callsit. They are isolated or theory-independent in the sense of not referring to other terms;they have
the meaning they have,independentlyofthemeaningofother terms. Inparticular, they constitute the end-points ofconfirmation, which becomes possible
just by their not referring to otherterms, but Ishallcome back to this in section
2.At thismomentsuffice it to saythat themeaningof observational termsshould
be characterised as purely extensional: there is no place for intentions*,
because there isno empirical basis forsuch things inapositivist ontology.As
* The term 'intention' is used here in thesenseof 'meaning'andnot inthesenseof 'purpose'.
It issynonymous to what e.g. QUINE and GOODMANcall 'intension'.
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there are no necessary connections tying things together in nature, similarly
there are no obscure entities or mystic forces or intentions tying terms together
in our language. QUINEand GOODMAN are consistent with respect to thispoint,
being allergic to intentions, which, in their view, can only be obscure intermediary entities. CARNAP, HEMPEL, NAGEL and others are not consistent if
they appeal to 'the' meaning of a term in cases where the extensional approach
seemsto fail.*
iv. Observational statements are isolated or theory-independent.
Observational statements, i.e. statements containing only observational
terms as non-logical terms, are theory-independent firstly because the observational terms are theory-independent and secondly, because the 'synthetic
operation', to borrow Reichenbach's term, does not introduce any theorydependence atall.
Wemay elucidate this by means of an example. If wetake 'raven' and 'black'
as observational terms, then 'all ravens are black' is an observational statement. It is based on a directly observed constant conjunction:
Ra^Röi, Ra2Bö2> ••••
••••>Ra„Btfn (R = raven, B = black)
and it is brought about by induction. The atomic observational statements like
'Ra k ' and 'Ba m ' are isolated or theory-independent, because 'R' and 'B' are;
the conjunctions are theory-independent, because the synthesis, by being based
upon a directly observable 'going together', does not introduce such a dependence andthe separatedata, e.g. 'Ra k ' and 'Ba k ',remainwhat they were before
the synthesis; and the universal statement is also an isolated or theory-independent unit, because induction does not create any theoretical connections
either. In particular, induction does not introduce any obscure, stronger than
extensional connections. The separate data again remain what they were before.
Thanks to this theory-independence, observational statements, especially the
so-called experimental (NAGEL) or empirical (CARNAP) laws, may survive the
replacement by an alternative of a theoretical framework, in which they have
beentakenup originally.8
v. Extensional logic is an adequateframework for scientific as well as epistemologicalandmethodological investigation.
The logical framework, laid down bypropositional and (first-order) predicate
logichas been used innearly allinvestigations byphilosophers such as CARNAP,
HEMPEL, NAGEL, QUINE, GOODMAN and many others. This framework has
become a very reliable ingredient of the method of philosophical inquiry. It is
taken to be adequate for the analysis of concepts like 'confirmation', 'lawlikeness', 'theory', 'explanation', 'counterfactual', etc., and it is also used as an
analytical tool with respect to the way of reasoning in daily life and science.
In my opinion, this confidence in the adequacy of extensional logic can be
understood in the light of the four theses mentioned before: extensional logic
fits, so to speak, theontologicalandepistemologicalfacts, briefly sketched ini to
iv above. Observational terms as theory-independent units of extensional
* Weshallmeet with examples of this inch.III.
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meaning and observational statements as isolated units of empirical knowledge
constitute a very good interpretation basis for first-order predicate calculus:
the universe of discourse is formed by the isolated data, named by individual
constants;groupsof thesame data(aclass ifyou like) arenamed bypredicates9;
and the adequacy of the truth-functional composition of statements is guaranteed by the isolatedness of observational statements (they can only be bound
extensionally or truth-functionally). This adequacy of extensional logic constitutes a part of the logical positivist philosophical point of view and I think
itisanimportant part, because many contemporary problems in the philosophy
of science are at least partially created by this 'faith in extensional logic'. But
this point, like all others mentioned above, will become clear in the course of
this study.
2. THE POST-POSITIVIST CONTEXT

In section 1 we started with the notion of direct observation. Knowledge
gained by such observation is taken as the starting-point of all other knowledge
and as the end-point of confirmation10 by the logical positivists. And observational terms are basic in this sense that they do not refer to any other terms or
do not entail any meaning-connections; they only and immediately, i.e. not
through the medium of any theory, refer to data.
In this section we shall start with the opposite notion of theory-loaded observation. SHAPERE has given the following characterisation of this view: "there
is one by now familiar objection (against the theoretical-observational distinction, H.K.) (that) marks out a transition to a view of science which stands in
radical opposition to that of the empiricist-positivist tradition and has, both
by its own freshness and its own failures, helped to bring about the shift of
emphasis in the problems of the philosophy of science. (. .) according to this
criticism, not only is the relevance of observations at least partly dependent
on theory;evenwhatcountsasan observation, and the interpretation ormeaning
of observational terms, is at least partly so dependent. All 'observation terms'
in scienceare, in this view at least to some extent 'theory dependent' or 'theoryladen' in a sense which ispassed over by the usual ways of making the distinction. Data are not 'raw'; there are no 'brute facts'." 11
This view can be recognised in the work of many authors, but the notion of
theory-loaded observation itself has not yet been analysed very thoroughly.
One may say that a theory is a "conceptual network through which scientists
view the world", like K U H N 1 2 ; or that "scientific theories are ways of looking
at the world", like FEYERABEND13; and one may agree with the early postpositivist POPPER, that "there is no such thing as 'pure experience' (compare:
'direct observation', H.K.), but only experience interpreted in the light of
expectations or theories which are 'transcendent'." 14 or with HANSON, when
he says "Seeing is not only the having of a visual experience;it is also the way
in which the visual experience ishad" and "seeing is a 'theory-laden' undertaking" 1 5 ; and at last we may refer to MARY HESSE, who gave the example of a
4
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layman and a physicist in an atomic physics laboratory and concluded that
"Each entity is observed in the ways appropriate to it" 16 where this appropriateness is determined by the theory 'through which' observation takes place
(compare Kuhn's expression quoted above). But all these remarks only describe
what one takes to be a fact, namely that observation is always theory-loaded,
and a systematic explanation of this fact, if it is a fact, has never been given,
except in one case 17 , to which 1 shall come back in section 3. There I shall
consider questionslike"How isit possible that all observation is theory-loaded
if one does not presuppose an innate theory, which can load observation from
thebeginning?" and "Is it not much more 'natural' to presuppose theory-free
observation as the starting-point of empirical knowledge, followed by the
formation of a theory, which can then load further observation?"
For the moment, however, wecan use this somewhat vague notion of theoryloaded observation in its opposition to direct observation, and investigate what
its consequences are for some of the points mentioned in the theses of section 1.
i. Empirical data, and therefore empirical reality, are not observer-independent.
Tf all observation is theory-loaded, executed from a certain point of view
(POPPER), if there is always observation through a certain theory (KUHN,
FEYERABEND) or if observation is the having of a certain experience ina certain
way (HANSON), then what we observe, the empirical datum, is co-constituted as
that datum by the theory or the concepts through whichweobserve.Thus, empirical data are, for the very fact of their being those data, essentially observerdependent; they are those data only by being observed in the appropriate way.
Consequently there cannot be as far as empirical science is concerned, any raw
or pure or theory-independent data or brute facts, free from theoretical slants,
but only data "analysed, modeled and manufactured according to some
theory". 18
A metaphysician may, perhaps, lay claim to a special faculty which enables
him to distance himself sufficiently from reality so as to see it as it really is
(although, in my opinion, he shall see nothing at all), but a scientist can only
have knowledge of a world which is co-constituted by theory-loaded observation and consequently cannot speak of an observer-independent world. 'Nature'
as we know it in daily life, and science, is co-constituted by our theories or
conceptual systems through which observation becomes at all possible. And if
RESCHER says (compare note 5)that it would take a bold act ofrashness to deny
that such an observer-independent Nature is regular in various respects, I
would say that the assertion, as well as the denial of such a claim seems to be
meaningless because it would presuppose the existence of a rather mysterious
Nature.
This should, I think, be taken as the post-positivist alternative to thesis i of
section 1.
ii. There are no terms or statements with a fixed or theory-independent meaning.
This is the post-positivist alternative to theses iii and iv of section 1. Observational terms with a privileged epistemological status do not exist, therefore
there can be no isolated observational statements either: "The meaning of
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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every term we use depends upon the theoretical context in which it occurs.
Words do not 'mean' something in isolation; they obtain their meaning by
being part of a theoretical system". 19 The meaning of any term whatsoever,
and thereby of any statement, isdetermined by themeaning-connectionsithas
with other terms within a particular conceptual system. Of course the term
'meaning-connection' needs to beclarified, butit should beclear bynow, that
this theory-dependence of every empirical concept and every empirical statement, however simpleitmay seem, stands indirect opposition tothe extensionalapproach totheproblem ofmeaningwithin theprecinctsoflogical positivism,
which resulted in theses iiiandivof the previous section. If all empirical concepts have a meaning bytheir being connected with other terms, then thereare
no concepts which do not refer to other concepts. Butthen, there canbeno
observational terms either, because these terms must becharacterised by the
very fact that they donot refer toother concepts (compare note 10).Only terms
which donotrefer toother terms can beused astheend-points of confirmation
and thestarting-points ofmeaning. Andwhen thepossibility of such terms is
denied, asitisbypost-positivism, then a fresh answer isrequired for both the
problem ofmeaning andtheproblem ofconfirmation (one should e.g. offer an
analysis of the term 'meaning-connection', mentioned above). With respect to
confirmation itisillustrative tocompare Carnap's view with Mary Hesse'sand
Hanson's. CARNAP states that, if confirmation isto befeasible at all, weneed
theory-independent end-points (i.e. observational terms). MARY HESSE and
HANSON onthe contrary, state that, ifconfirmation istobe feasible atall, there

must be meaning-connections between 'observational terms' and theories, so
that these terms cannot betaken asisolated units. 20
Enough hasbeen said forthe moment toformulate briefly the post-positivist
alternative to theses iiiand iv. It will beclear,I think, that this alternativehas
consequences fortheconcept oflaw, which istheaimofthis study. The discussion about this concept mainly centers around thequestion what experimental
laws (NAGEL) (or empirical laws; CARNAP) are.In other words, the problem
of law isnearly always reduced tothequestion "What makes a universal conditional, which contains only observational terms, lawlike; or what is thecriterion fordistinguishing between accidental andlawlike universals about observables?". 21 Andthese experimental laws were taken to beisolated or theoryindependent from a logical positivist point of view (compare thesis iv of section 1).They were taken to be directly, that is theory-independently, confirmablebytheir instances, whileatheory, oratheoretical lawinCarnap's words,
"cannot beput toadirect test". 22 But assoonasobservational terms areessentiallytheory-dependent onecannolongerclaimthat thereareisolated experimental laws and much ofthe discussion about these 'laws' becomes senseless within
a post-positivist context. Butwe shall come back tothis later.
I willnotformulate apost-positivist alternative ofthesesiiand vatthis stage,
because theconcept of theory-loaded observation itself should first be further
elucidated (sections 3to 6).From this analysis wemayperhaps formulate an
alternative view concerning 'connections in nature', which cannot be connec6
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tions in an observer-independent reality, and wemay then be able to review the
adequacy of extensional logic.

3. THEORY-LOADED OBSERVATION

My intention with the following example 23 is to stimulate the formation of
some new empirical concepts, i.e. concepts not previously formed. This has the
disadvantage of artificiality, but it has the advantage of elucidating what the
essential impact of empirical concept formation is. Afterwards I hope to lessen
the disadvantage of the example by a switch to 'normal' concepts.
Being obliged to explore the example in a written text some complications
arise that do not normally arise in practise. I shall refer to these as 'examplecomplication' and I trust the reader will be able to imagine the factual process.
In therectangle below I have given a number of objects:
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The numbers only serve to refer to the objects in the rectangle: e.g. (5,15)
is the object in the top right-hand corner. This method of referring to any
particular object is an example-complication, as in practise I should merely
point it out with my forefinger. This would mean that such apointing-out could
already be understood and, as is well known, one has to learn this. A baby
looks e.g. at the tip of your forefinger when you point to a certain object. Likewisethe reader issupposed to be able to observe the objects as separate objects.
Ifnecessary, Icanaddmore objects.
Now if I do something with some of these objects, I shall have to be explicit
about this,whileinpractise no wordswould beneeded (example-complication).
The success of the example will depend on my description being followed step
by step. The reader who only skims through what follows will fail to grasp the
points Iwishto stress.
First I put (5,14) in the first row below (I), second (1,4) in row II, then (3,4)
in row I, (2,11) in row II, (5,9) in row I and (3,1) in row II. The result can be
sketchedasfollows:
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row I
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I could go on with my investigation of the objects within the rectangle and
continue to put them in one of the two rows, on the basis ofthis inquiry, but
that would not be very interesting. I may, however, ask someone else to go on.
Could he? If he claims that this 'going on' would be purely a haphazard operation of arbitrarily distributing the objects between rows I and II, I shall take his
answer to be in the negative. Byadmitting this,e.g. when he stipulates in which
row a particular object belongs, he would be admitting that he does not understand what I did, because this was not a matter of mere arbitrary selection. He
cannot observe in the way I can observe andfor him the empirical data, that I
observe, do not even exist. I must come back to this remark, but let us first
continue theinvestigation, assuming that, ifan answer isgiven, it would not be
that the process is haphazard. Now where would one put (5,11)? In row I?
No, that would be wrong, it belongs in row II, but it is an understandable or
intelligible answer, it is not a gamble. From what I have done up till now one
could perhaps have got the idea that I put the objects from the rectangle alternately in rows I and II:the first thing in row I, the second in row II, the third
in row I again, and so on. This would at least render the above answer intelligible. The trial, briefly expressed by the concept 'alternately' was, however, an
errorand this became clear as soon as I explained that (5,11) should be put in
the second row. Observation had not yet occurred in the right way, although
something had definitely been observed (the trial made this possible!) and the
answer based upon this observation, but without any understanding of what I
haddone.
If someone answered my question of where to put (5,11) with: "In row II"
that would be correct, but whether he observed in the right way, or not, and
whether he already understood what I did, or not, remains to be examined.
Wewould now have:

row

rowII

i

O Da
—' •A

L

Where shall we put (4,2)? In row I? Yes, that is correct, but the answer "In
row II" would again have been intelligible. For one might have reasoned that
all objects built up of straight lines belong in the second row, while all objects
which are also constituted by bent lines belong in row II. Up till now this
conjecture or trial has always been confirmed, but now, with (4,2),wehave met
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2(1973)

a trial-falsifying instance and the trial is again unsuccessful. According to this
trial, (3,15) would also have been a falsifying instance, for it belongs in row II,
while onewould haveput it inrow Ion thebasisof thistrial. Onthe other hand,
(3,10)would haveconfirmed it, becauseitbelongs inrow I, whereit also belongs
according to this trial. In the same way (5,6), which belongs in row I, would
also havebeen a confirming instance. And again wemust conclude that anyone
who observed the objects within the rectangle through this conjecture, i.e. who
observed those objects asbeing bent or not-bent, had not yet observed from the
right point of view (POPPER) or in the right way (HANSON). And he who directly
gave the correct answer may have observed in the right way, but might also be
in error, even if he has put all the objects, referred to up till now, inthe right
row.
Inthemeantime wehavenow got:

row I
row I I

0 Da A<3P
-AL - n

Where shall we put (5,15)? I expect that many readers will answer: "In row
II". This answer is completely understandable and I trust everybody sees why.
It is very simple: in row I all letters within the rectangle we have met with
so far are taken up and in row II all (logical and geometrical) symbols. Now
(5,15) being the geometrical symbol for a triangle, should be put in row II.
This trial or conjecture has been confirmed by all instances investigated up
till now. But in saying this an interesting point is raised. If we observe the
objects in the rectangle through the conjecture 'all letters in I - all symbols
in II' and say that this has always been confirmed up till now, then apparently
(3,1) has been observed not as the 12th letter of the alphabet, but as the geometrical symbol for 'angle' (angle A of triangle ABC is often symbolised by LA,
justastriangle ABCis symbolised by A ABC,using (5,15)).Object (3,1) might
at first sight haveappeared to be an exception to the conjectured rule,because it
could have been observed as the 12th letter of the alphabet. But it is not a trialfalsifying instance after all. It has become an understandable or explainable
exception, which turns out to be a nice confirmation: (3,1) isnot the 12th letter,
but a geometrical symbol and therefore belongs in row II. This clearly illustrates, I think, that whatwe observe, the empirical datum, is co-constituted byhow
we observe; in the given example (3,1) could be observed through the concept
'letter' or through the concept 'symbol' and inboth cases we observe a different
empirical datum.
But let us now return to (5,15). I must disappoint those who believed it to
belong inrow II, asit belongs in row I, although it isnot a letter of thealphabet
and although it is a geometrical symbol. And (1,9) which is neither a letter nor
a formal symbol, also belongs to row I. We cannot give an explanationof these
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factsleavingthetrial 'alllettersin I—all symbolsinII' intact,aswecould inthe
caseof(3,1).Objects(5,15)and(1,9)arenotexplainableexceptions,but falsifications of this trial, which must now be accepted as an error, and the observer
shouldtryagain.Hehasnotyetobservedintherightway,hedoesnotyetknow
thedataIknow.
Let me add some extra information: (2,15) and (1,1) belong in row TIand
(3,6)and (4,13)belong in rowI. Then wehave got:

row

i O D a A^S P A 9 D A

rowll

- A L —

D %Ü

Canthe observergoon now?(5,3)?InrowII? Yes,that'scorrect. And(3,8)
in row II, yes. (2,6) in row I? No, have another look, it belongs in row II,
asdoes (1,12)and (2,13).And (2,2)must indeed beput in row II.
At this stage, most students attending my lectures, where I actually went
through thisprocess, succeeded inunderstanding me.Thisinvolves their being
able to continue myinvestigation as Iwould have doneit. They went through
many different conjectures and at last, somesooner, somelater, 'saw' itorhad
an 'Aha Erlebniss', if you like. At a certain moment they understood what
I wasdoingandhowIwasdoingit.Theycould, from thatmomenton,observe
whatIalreadycouldobserveandtheygainedknowledgeofempiricaldatawhich
theyhadnotevenknowntoexist.
Now Ican onlyhopethat thereader alsohad suchan'Aha Erlebniss'onthe
basis of the evidencejust described. I shall assume for the moment that the
readerhasbeensuccessful and shallsaythathehasformedconcepts.
Now, oncethe concepts have beenformed, wecangivenames to them. The
giving of a name to a concept is, as such, very important for communication,
but which name,i.e. which letter-sequence or word weshall useasa name for
a certain concept is,at least in our culture, a highly conventional matter. Let
ususetheletter-sequencesdesolc andnepo, or the words desolc and nepo,as
namesfor theconceptsjustformed: theobjects inrowIaredesolc,thoseinrow
IIarenepo.Ithink,that letter-sequences become words just by acquiring this
function ofnamingaconcept;otherwisesuchasequenceremainsameaningless
stringofletters.
Before going on I must besure (andperhaps you also want to be sure),that
you haveindeedformed theconcepts'desolc' and 'nepo'.Therefore I amobliged to make use ofan artifice which isnot essential to what follows (examplecomplication).Thisartifice consistsinthebetrayal ofasecret,whichispossible
in this exampleand which isessentiallydependent upon thefact that you have
alreadyformed many otherconceptstowhichIcanappeal.Thesecretissimply
this:if an object in therectangle completely encloses a certain area it isput in
rowI(desolcisthereverseofclosed;thenameisnotpurelyconventional after
10
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all)and ifan object has an open area it isput inrow II (nepo- open). But again,
the possibility of betraying the secret, present in this example, should not be
taken to be a conditio sine qua non for concept formation. On the contrary,
at the most fundamental level of concept formation we have no possibility of
betraying asecret. In thecaseofthecolour concepts,for example,wecannot say
what red things 'have incommon', what thecharacteristic ofgreen things is,etc.
In such a case the question is simply whether one sees it or not or whether one
has formed these concepts or not. Thus, the betrayal of the secret in our example should not be taken as essential: with enough patience, nearly everybody
would, sooner or later, be able to form these concepts in the way briefly sketched. I shall come back to the 'nearly' mentioned in the last sentence in section 5.
Let us now review this process. A certain activity was deployed therein, one
tried and erred and at last understood, one gained certain knowledge in the
form of the concepts 'desolc' and 'nepo'. This activity is,I think, a very important kind of empirical inquiry. As a matter of fact, I do not think it is normal
science in Kuhn's sense24, but it need not be revolutionary science either. For
there need not be a rival or conflicting or paradigmatic concept of the concept
which is formed in such an investigation. We could call it evolutionary science,
but perhaps these remarks arerather premature here and I shall have the opportunity to come back to this point later.The pointIwish tostress hereis that a
certain activity wasdeployed which I havecalled an important kind of empirical
inquiry.
Before one started this investigation, before one formed the concepts 'nepo'
and 'desolc', one did not know anything about nepo and desolc things. One
could not observe them and one did not even know of the existence of empirical data such as '(5,15) is desolc'. And now, afterwards, one can observe such
things and have knowledge of such data as the one mentioned. Concept formation meansprecisely this learning to observe in the appropriate way. And therefore: theempiricalconceptformed entailsamethod of observation.
Having a concept is being able to do something, namely to observe in a certaindirectedwayorfrom acertainpoint of view.Once onehaslearned to observe
asone should, onehas formed concepts. This 'as oneshould', this appropriateness, constitutes the meaning of the concepts, its intention ifyou like, and in the
following sections of this chapter I shall attempt to analyse this further. I
intend to show that the concept is itself a minute theory, complete with lawlike
connections, however rudimentary one may wish to call it. The empirical concept, asa minute theory, laysdown the appropriateness of a method of observation. This is the primary ingredient of the meaning of an empirical concept.
Once one has formed the concepts or minute theories 'nepo' and 'desolc', one
can practise normal science with them. One can now investigate the 11th letter
of p. 36of Kuhn's 'The structure of scientific revolutions' and establish whether
it is nepo or desolc by observing it through the concepts 'nepo' and 'desolc'.
This was not possible before, one was blind with one's eyes open, one saw but
did not observe anything of this kind. Of course, one observed letters and other
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symbols, but this only stresses the point: one could observe these things just
because one had a method of observation laid down in the concepts 'letter' and
'symbol'. And this observation in normal science should now be characterized
as theory-loaded observation in this sense, that we observe through the minute
theoriesorconcepts'nepo' and 'desolc'.Inthisveryelementary senseall observation istheory-loaded; allobservation is observation from acertainpoint ofview
(POPPER) or through a conceptual scheme (KUHN). It is always the having of a
certain experience in a certain way and not simply an exposure of the senses to
the world (HANSON). And it is not only the having of a visual experience but
also the way in which it is had (HANSON again). Without such a theory-loadedness there can be no observation and it is precisely this theory, that makes
observation in a certain way possible, which we come to know in the trial and
error investigation called concept formation. And then, if all observation is
theory-loaded, the empirical data we become able to observe, cannot be called
'raw data' or 'brute facts.' Empiricaldataarealwaysconceptuallyortheoretically
co-constitutedjust becausetheyarethosedatabybeingobservedtheory-loadedly.
The empirical datum of science is essentially theory-dependent or conceptdependent for its being that datum. Theory-free or directly observable data are
not the things we have knowledge of in empirical science.
Before finishing this section we must reconsider the question how it is possible that all observation is theory-loaded: must not the process of concept
formation have a theory-free starting point, so that, basically, logical positivism
is right in this respect? Must not we suppose that there once was a theory-free
observer facing theory-independent data? Is not every little baby an example or
a confirming instance of this supposition? Does not every human being start as
a theory-free observer meeting with naked data, forming concepts as isolated
units of extensional meaning, which then may load his further observation?
It is precisely this problem of where to find a fixed and stable, i.e. theory-independent, starting point of empirical knowledge which, according to MARY
HESSE,mayexplainwhythe distinctionbetween an observational andatheoretical language lives such a long life25, because this distinction provides an answer
to this problem by providing a theory-independent observational basis. I
think we can give a much more satisfactory answer by now.
A human being does not start as a theory-free observer and a baby is not a
theory-free observer facing raw or theory-independent data or brute facts.
Not because of the fact that a human being is born with some theory in mind,
but simply because he does not start as an observer at all. A baby is not an
observer at birth, just as it is not a biped at birth. It must learn to observeand
as a rule, but not always, it has the ability to learn to observe in a directed or
theory-loaded way (if I had omitted the last six words of this sentence, I would
have said the same thing; for clarity I have added them). It has,in other words,
the ability to form empirical concepts or the ability to learn how to load its
observation appropriately. A baby can learn to handle things, to manipulate
them, to move them and to play with them as we, at least, often call it. In such
a process it forms the very wide and unspecific concept 'thing' and at the same
12
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time it constitutes things as empirical data. Conceptformation, or thelearning
how to observe appropriately, and datum-constitution are closely interrelated:
they arebroughtabout at the same time inoneand the sameprocess. In growing
up, the baby learns to handle and thus to observe things in many other ways,
forming new concepts and at the same time constituting new empirical data by
trial and error. Oncewe have recognised the fact that a human being must learn
to observe in order to be an observer at all, wemust also recognise all observation to be theory-loaded, because this 'learning to observe' means learning to
observetheory-loadedly ortheformationof theconcepts through which observation becomespossible.And theproblemof thestarting-pointhas then disappeared: we do not start theory-free and we do not form our first concepts by
theory-free observations. We learn to observe by trial and error and this is
the same as the formation of empirical concepts asminute theories ina sense to
beexplained inthefollowing three sections.
Idoubt whether theproponents of theory-loaded observation hadthis radical
alternative to direct observation in mind. Many of their remarks suggest that
there still are two stages in observation, a 'pure stage' followed by an interpretive stage, but this, I think, would be pointless, because it would reintroduce
theory-free observation through the back-door. The difficulty here is one of
formulation as is also clear from what I have said in this section. I said e.g.
thatconceptformation isthelearninghowtoload one'sobservation appropriately. This also suggests that there is some measure of theory-free observation,
which must be loaded with theory, but this is not what is meant at all:the expression 'theory-loaded observation' is a pleonasm. We can only separate the
concept as an isolated unit from the theory it implies, if we sacrifice the concept. Such a separation destroys the concept, it simply vanishes and we deprive
ourselves of a method of observation, which might have been important. The
same holds for the data:we can only separate the datum as an independent or
self-supporting datum from theconcept or theory through whichwecan observe
it, if we destroy it. 26 This does not imply, that e.g. atoms did not exist before
our modern concept 'atom', which provides us with a very complicated method
of observing atoms (which, among many other things, means that we cannot
meet them in the street and that we cannot observe them in the way we can
observe the telephone on my desk) was formed. Of course atoms existed before
modern physics, but this only means, that if human beings in 1500 A.D. had
known our modern theory and had formed the concepts in which this theory is
focussed, then they would have observed atoms. They could e.g. have observed
sodium and chlorine ions, arranged in the cubic crystal structure of NaCl, in
an X-ray analysis. But then the datum 'that thing there is a sodium atom' is a
theoreticallyorconceptuallyco-constituteddatum,asitisfor a'modernchemist.
In what sense is our answer to the starting-point question more satisfactory than the logical positivist answer? In section 1 under thesis iii I stated that,
presupposing theory-free observation, it isimpossible to explain how 'the same
data are given the same name' or how certain data are brought together in the
same group or class of objects. If one does not know the concept 'red', then
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how can it ever be explained, presupposing theory-free observation, that one,
at a certain moment, succeeds in bringing together in one group such different
things as a ripe tomato, a bottle of blood and that chair over there? One might
answer that in all these cases wehave the same sensory impression, but how do
weknow this? How can wejudge impressions as being 'the same' ifwehave not
yet formed the concept 'red'? Once we have formed this concept it is easy: we
observe that tomato, that bottle of blood and that chair through that concept
or minute theory so that we can know an order in a multitude of impressions.
But we can only answer the starting-point question if we say that the formation
of a concept isprimarily the learning to observe through that concept. Presupposing theory-free observation, however, an answer like this is prohibited. 27
One final remark should be made in connection with this point. POPPER also
considered the question of the starting-point, while not presupposing theoryfree observation. In his view all observation is theory-loaded and therefore
theory must precede observation; but this theory is in turn preceded by other
observations, which "in their turn, presupposed the adoption of a frame of
reference:a frame of expectations:a frame of theories. (. .) There is no danger
of an infinite regress. Going back to more and more primitive theories and
myths we shall in the end find unconscious, inborn expectations". 28 Of course
this isalso an answer to the starting-point question and apparently wemust not
take too seriously his remark that "The question how it happens that a new
idea occurs to a man (. .) may be of great interest to empirical psychology; but
it is irrelevant to the logical analysis of scientific knowledge". 29 I do not like
thisanswer,notbecause it implies a psychological statement (Ithink my answer
also does and one should welcome such a scientific risk in epistemology), but
because it isananswer toawrong question.Thequestion "Is notthere a danger
of an infinite regress?" is wrong because it presupposes that theory precedes
observation, which implies a separation that I warned against earlier. The way
in which one observes and the theory or concept which loads one's observation
come to be known at the same time, in one and the same inquiry, namely concept formation.

4. THE EMPIRICAL CONCEPT AS A MINUTE THEORY

In this section I shall not refer only to the nepo-desolc example of section
3, but mainly to the colour concepts. Without this switch which, inmy opinion,
willjustify itself in due course, I should be obliged to develop the nepo-desolc
case artificially further and further while the colour concepts have, as a matter
of fact, gone through just such a development and it will, therefore, be easier
touse theseasour example.
The formation of 'red', 'green', 'blue', etc., is also primarily a case of learningto observe in a certain way, appropriate to certain data:all data are observed in the ways appropriate to them (MARY HESSE) and this also holds for red,
green, blue, etc., things; otherwise, we may add, there would not even be such
14
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empirical data as 'this thing here isblue'. It isthis appropriateness, this 'certain
way' or this 'how' of our observation, which makes observation possible. It
directs or loadsour observation, which cannot thusbeimagined asbeing theoryfree. In this section, as well as in the next two, I shall try to analyse this 'how'
and this analysis should make it clear in what sense an empirical concept is a
minute theory. In other words, this analysis should explain what we mean by
the meaning or intention of an empirical concept.
As in the case of 'nepo' and 'desolc' the formation of the colour concepts
has been successful only if one discovers, at last, after many trials and errors
and some sooner, some later, the trial that holds, the way in which we should
indeed observe, the 'how' of observation. We should e.g. not observe things as
bigger or smaller, as square or round, as beautiful or ugly, as nepo or desolc,
etc. etc., until at last one grasps the correct trial and this cannot be further
explained as in the case of 'nepo' and 'desolc'; the secret cannot be betrayed.
One grasps the correct trial at a certain moment or not; one has the mentioned
'Aha Erlebniss' or not; one succeeds at a given moment to make the required
'creative jump' or not. In the next section we shall investigate the problems
connected with this inexplicability, such as the role of the teacher, the possibility of different people having the sameconcepts and the question whether everybody is able, in principle, to make the same creative jump or not. Now this
inexplicable 'how' of observation, that trial that holds, is the primary meaningingredient of the concepts which are formed: 'red', 'green', 'blue', etc., all mean
the sameinthis respect. Inwhat sensetheyare different concepts willbeexplained later. We said, we could not explain this 'how' any further, but we can give
it a name,i.e. colour. This 'how', shared by 'red', 'green','blue', etc. constitutes
themeaning of theconcept 'colour' and wemay now answer the question "How
do we learn to observe when we form the concepts 'red', 'green', 'blue', etc.?"
with "We learn to observe things as coloured things or, what boils down to the
same, welearn to constitute certain data, namely coloured things, by observing
appropriately". But notice, that this is only a naming of the 'how' and not its
explication. In the case of 'nepo' and 'desolc' we could have named the how of
observation, which ispresent inboth 'nepo' and 'desolc', e.g. by using the letter
sequence folor, which becomes the word folor just by acquiring this function
of naming the 'how' of observation. But in this case we could betray the secret,
aswedid.
Let me repeat the warning of section 3 here: we should by now realise the
error of saying that there are folored and coloured things in an observerindependent reality, which come to be known as soon as we appropriately
observe them, i.e. through the concepts 'folor' and 'colour' respectively; we
cannot say this, precisely because these data are only those data within that
appropriate method of observation by which they are co-constituted; the 'how'
of our observation and the data for which this 'how' is appropriate are brought
about in one and the same process of concept formation. I will now first say
something more about such concepts as 'folor' and 'colour' and then I will
come back to 'red', 'green', etc.
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A concept like 'colour' comes to be known by trial and error: one must try
anderr in order to grasp at last the correct trial;one also learns how to observe
in 'incorrect' ways.In the nepo-desolccasethe observer tried to understand how
I observed in terms of a putting of the objects from the rectangle alternately
into two groups, hetried to understand it as an observation ofbent and straight
things or as a putting of linguistic symbols in one row and of formal symbols
inthe other. In all thesecases he failed because he had not yet observed appropriately, hehadnot yet observed folored things,which did not yet exist for him.
But it is very important to err in such ways, because itprovides us with a first
kind of order ina chaoticmultitude ofpossible waysof observation. The concept
'folor' comes to be known as distinctfrom the concepts 'form' or 'symbol' or
'size' etc., and analogously the concept 'colour' comes to be known as distinct
from 'size', 'folor', 'taste', 'form', 'smell', etc. In this way these concepts, as
methods of observation, are ordered amongst a great many other concepts or
methods of observation. They get a position in the conceptual scheme, part of
which may be present beforehand, but part of which may also be formed in the
same process of concept formation. The order in the conceptual system is
brought about by the relation 'distinct from'. Of course, being routineers in
concept formation, and most ten-year oldpeople are,theserelations are brought
about rather automatically and they may therefore seem trivial, but they are
not unimportant, because theyconstitute part of our methods of observation:
learning how not to observe contributes to learning to observe from the right
point of view. Oncewehave formed the concept 'colour' and thereby the colour
concepts (see below), we know that in order to establish the colour of a thing,
e.g. to test 'that thing over there is red', it is not necessary to observe its form,
its size,its weight, its being ugly or not, etc. And this knowledge is stored, so to
speak, in the concept 'colour' and rests upon the relations 'distinct from'. That
it is trivial knowledge, if it is, does not imply that it is epistemologically unimportant to explain whereitcomes from.
Observation of coloured things, then, is observation loaded with, or through,
theconcept 'colour'. This concept directs our observation (therewould not even
beobservation without adirection!) and thisdirection ispartially determined by
the relations, 'distinct from', that this concept has with a great many other concepts. The concept 'colour' thereby enables us to bring about an order in a
multitude of sensory impressions, which implies the constitution of the class
of coloured things. The extension of a concept is, in this view, indissolubly
bound to its intention. The concept as a method of observation or as a point of
view, to borrow Popper's term 30 , enables us to speak of its extension. 'Colour'
isa minute theory inthat it focusses these 'distinct from' relations by which it is
taken up into the conceptual scheme. It isaminute theory inthat itfocusses this
conceptual scheme and it has the meaning it has by being taken up in this
scheme, which is not only built up of such 'distinct from' relations as we shall
see.
We must now return to the fact that, in learning how to observe, we form
different concepts (e.g. 'red', 'green', 'blue', etc.). This is a rather simple point:
16
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once the 'how' (e.g. 'colour')of an observation is understood or grasped, other
concepts (e.g. 'red', 'green', 'blue', etc.) have more or less also been formed, because that 'how' or that method of observation is learned or discovered inan
orderingof things, which could not be ordered in that way before: the learning
to observe in a certain directed way comes down to the same as the learning to
orderthings ina certainspecific way. If we learn to observe coloured things, we
learnto order them accordingtotheir colour. 31 Butherewemust also take care
not to separate what cannot be separated: there isnot first the method of observation and then, as a consequence, the order. No, we learn how to observe in
learning how to order and viceversa. These are two aspects of one and the same
process of concept formation and we cannot understand the one without the
other. The ordering should be understood as a special kind of manipulation of
things, to which we referred before in connection with the baby's formation of
theconcept 'thing' (section3).
Of course not all concept formation can be said to be a matter of learning
to order inassimpleamanner asin the cases of the colour and folor concepts
(these are at least simple in our very 'theoretically loaded eyes'),but we are still
at the very elementary starting-point level. Later on we shall see(first in section
5), that the formation of 'more advanced' concepts takes place in a different
way. Also inthosecaseswemay say,Ithink,that a conceptisprimarily amethod
of observation. But returning to the colour concepts, wemay saythat the 'how'
of observation, laid down in the concept 'colour', is at the same time the 'how'
of the order which isbrought about. And if someone would ask what this 'how'
is, I could only answer "Colour". It cannot be further explicated, it can only be
named, as I saidbefore. And via the concept 'colour', beingpart of the meaning
of'red', 'green', 'blue', etc.theseconcepts are taken up intheconceptualscheme.
But they have another meaning-ingredient, constituted by their having a specific
place inan order, aplace which can be filled by the appropriate data 32 and this
aspect of their meaning distinguishes the colour concepts from each other.
Let us now consider in a little more detail what it means to say that, e.g.
'red', isaminute theory. First, ofcourse, 'red' contains the 'how' of the observation or ordening, by which it gets a position within the conceptual scheme via
'colour'. And part of themeaning of 'red' may beformulated by 'red isa colour'
or by 'if a thing is red then it is coloured'. Both these statements formulate the
same necessary connectionbetween 'red' and 'colour' and thusalso between the
empirical data known by means of, observable through or co-constituted by,
these concepts, e.g. 'this is a red thing' and 'this is a coloured thing'. But notice
that we do not mean a necessary connection between facts in an observerindependent reality, nor a necessary connection between linguistic entities,
which has no empirical foundation at all. It isimpossible to apply the positivist
analytical tool of the factual-linguistic dichotomy in such cases (compare
Quine's criticism in his 'Two Dogma's', to which I shall come back later).It is
much more as Hanson stated:once a concept orminute theory has been formed
"scientists will cease distinguishing between its (i.e. the concept's, H.K) structure and that of the phenomena themselves."33 But this 'fusion' can only be
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justified within an epistemology, marked by theory-loaded observation. Within
such a context one may speak of necessary connections in a theory-dependent
world (compare thesis ii of the logical positivist context, sketched in section 1).
Connections such as the one between 'red' and 'colour' are necessary in a very
simple sense: part of the meaning of 'red' is 'colour', which contains the 'how'
of observing coloured things. The negation of the statement 'red is a colour'
would come down to the same as "I don't know what 'red' and 'colour' mean".
Such a necessary connection is empiricallyfounded as a necessary connection,
but not in the inductivist sense of a constantly going together of a thing's being
red and its being coloured. It is empirically founded in the following sense: in
concept formation the 'how' of observation is, finally, discovered. This 'how'
or thistrial that stands the test isdiscovered inempirical inquiry, itisnot known
a priori, and then,onlyafterwards, wecan recognise insuch empirically confirmed trials such necessary connections as the one between 'red' and 'colour' and
between 'folor' and e.g. 'nepo'. But the necessity of such a connection does not
imply an 'irrevisability' or a 'true, come what may' (Quine). On the contrary,
what may come may indeed force us to break such connections open, which
would then imply the destruction of our colour concepts and we would be
deprived of a possible method of observation. This stresses the empirical
character of such necessary connections. There is no guarantee whatsoever that
the trial we at last discover in concept formation will continue to stand the test
to all eternity.Thus,ifwespeakof necessity,this isalways a necessityrelative to
our conceptual scheme.34
And how else could it be:concepts are always concepts within such a scheme
and data are always theoretically or conceptually co-constituted data. Thus,
ifwespeak of a necessary connection between concepts or data, it can only exist
relative to a conceptual scheme. But this possibility ofits being refuted emphasises the fact that the necessary connection as such isempirically founded. And
the question whether we can imagine such future evidence, which would force
us to break such a connection open and therefore to reject our method of observation or, in other words, which would lead us into a conceptual crisis, is very
interesting because of the answer we must give to it: we cannot imagine such
data because of theveryfact that theyareexcluded byour conceptual scheme or
our theories. Ifwecould understand such data wewould haveaconcept through
which we could observethem, atleast inprinciple,and inthat casethe necessary
connection would already have been broken open. We can imagine or understand a red thing to be square or round only because, with the concept 'red', we
know that the form of a thing isirrelevant to its being red. This goesback to the
relation 'distinct from' between 'colour' and 'form' and thereby between 'red'
and a certain form. Our ability to understand this rests upon the fact that it
constitutes a possibility within our conceptual scheme. Analogously, our not
being able to understand a red thing not to be coloured as well, rests upon the
fact that it is impossible within our conceptual scheme, that has been formed in
empirical inquiry, namely concept formation. But weshall meet with this point,
namely the possibility of refutation, several times again and I shall then go
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further into thematter.Weare,after all,abletomake such conceptual revisions;
concepts like 'particle', 'energy', 'simultaneity', 'mass', etc., from physics,
and concepts like 'individual', 'state', 'social change',etc.,from social science35
have been revised precisely because of the necessary connections they contained
within the 'old' conceptual schemes or theories.
But the concept 'red' still contains other connections as a part of its meaning,
it is a still more extensive minute theory. By having a place in an order, 'red',
is connected with the other places in the order: it has that place by its not
occupying the other places. We may formulate this simply by 'red differs from
green, blue, etc.' or by 'if a thing is red then it is not green, not blue, etc.',
Again these connections are necessary in the same sense as the one discussed
before: they are not 'necessities in nature', nor are they purely linguistic truths,
but they are relative to the conceptual scheme in which they acquire meaning
and theymay befalsified, which would causea conceptual crisis.That red differs
from green, blue, etc., is necessary for the formation or the having of those
concepts. Otherwise there would be no order nor a 'how' of observation : there
would beno colour concepts at all. Of course wecan only say this in retrospect;
we can only recognise these necessary connections with retrospective effect.
And ifwe do form theseconcepts then thenecessary connections arethere. They
are established in the trial and error investigation which is called concept formation.
It can now be seen more clearly that concepts, even if they would be called
observational predicates by a positivist, are not isolated units of meaning.
Concepts are only concepts in relation to many other concepts; among them
are the 'distinct from' relations and the necessary connections. By focussing
theserelations an empirical concept isaminutetheory. It may also bemoreclear
by now that an empirical datum is neither observer-independent nor independent of other data for its being that datum. An empirical datum isnot an isolated
and raw fact. The empirical datum 'this isblue'is onlythat datum thanks to the
existence of many other data in respect of which it can be ordered and thereby
constituted asthat datum.
There are other theory-ingredients of an empirical concept like'red', that are
more important than the onesmentioned inthis section,especially in connection
with the analysis of the concept of empirical law, which isthe aim of this study.
These ingredients will be called the lawlike traits of a concept or its lawlike
character. They will be investigated in the next two sections. POPPER 3 6 has
frequently referred to the lawlikeness of a concept, but the idea has never been
extensively elucidated.

5. THE LAWLIKENESS OF AN EMPIRICAL CONCEPT - i

Up tillnow wehavetried to elucidate someimplications ofconcept formation
(sections 3 and 4), but we relegated certain points to this section: from section
3 the question that nearly everybody can form certain empirical concepts in
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the way sketched by means of the nepo-desolc example and the point of the
'Aha Erlebniss' or 'creative jump'; from section 4 the inexplicability of 'the
trial that stands the test', which is suddenly discovered by making that creative
jump, the role of the teacher in concept formation and the problem of how we
canever say that different people have the same concepts.
These problems are all closely interrelated and we cannot try to answer them
separately.
Let us start with the following question: "How can a teacher know that his
pupil has, as amatter of fact, formed the colour concepts at a certain moment?"
In other words: "How can he know that his pupil has grasped the correct
trial?" He can have no recourse to a 'betrayal of the secret' as I could in the
nepo-desolc case. Of the second letter of this page we can say that it is
nepo because it has an open surface, but we can only say that it is black
becauseit is black. What could be a basis for the teacher's judgement that
his pupil now has succeeded in the formation of the colour concepts? Of
course,wearehereassumingtheinfallibility oftheteacher or, better, thepresence of a universally accepted authority, by which we do not mean a person, but
rather an objective rule. But we shall come back to this. There is a twofold
basis I think. First, there is the fact that, from a certain moment on, the pupil
'always' correctly describes thecolour of the things he isasked to describe. This
may be taken as confirmatory evidence for the teacher'sjudgement. And this
constitutes 'confirmation by positive instances' for the trial and thus also for
the concepts in question, in the eyes of the pupil (remember the nepo-desolc
case). Second, the teacher may ask 'crucial questions', e.g. "Can a thing be red
and blue at the same time?" A few months ago T asked my four-year old son
for the colour of the tomato he was eating. He promptly answered "Red" (a
confirmation of the first kind). Then I said that it was also blue and he rejoined
with "Oh no, that is impossible, if something is red it cannot also be blue, can
it?" (a confirmation of the second kind). The teacher could e.g. also ask "Must
a thing be red and square at the same time?", checking whether or not his
pupil has gained knowledge of the relevant 'distinct from' relations (compare
section 4). As a matter of fact, about a year ago I said to my son (the same as
the one mentioned before) that the table he was sitting at was white. "No", he
said, "it is round". The answers to such questions or remarks may indicate
whether thepupil hasformed theminutetheory stored inthecolour concepts or
not. On such a twofold basis the teacher may soon be pretty sure that his pupil
has really made the required jump, i.e.that hereally can observe appropriately
now. And he may reason that as long as his pupil displays exceptions or as
longashegivesthewronganswersto 'crucial questions', hedoes notyet observe
in the right way or that he has not yet formed the colour concepts.
If this were all, the situation would be rather uncomplicated, in my view. Of
course, we should never know for certain whether a person really had formed
certain concepts, because there is always the possibility that he grasped a trial
that parallelled the correct one in all cases up till now (compare the 'letter
vs. formal symbol-trial' that parallelled the correct one, i.e. 'folor', for a great
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many things; section 3). But most of us would be satisfied with the practical
certainty we may get on such a twofold basis, perhaps fearing getting entangled in metaphysical speculation about 'obscure intermediary entities' which
should be present in a person's mental equipment when he has grasped the
correct trial. But the mentioned uncomplicatedness would be marked in particular by the fact that we always have an answer to exceptions: even when a
person who has up till now always called nepo things nepo and desolc things
desolc, redthingsred,brown things brown, etc. we should know in advance the
explanation of his behaving irregularly, e.g. by suddenly calling a red thing
green. This explanation would simply be, that he has not yet observed appropriately or that he has notyet grasped thecorrect trial or that he has not yet
formed theconcepts in question.
However, what hasbeen said isnot all.Ifit were,theminute theory laid down
in, e.g. the colour concepts, would constitute a barrenbit of knowledgebecause
it wouldnot leave roomfor genuinely new exceptions, for which an explanation
couldnot (yet) be given; it would be a minute theory in the sense of section 4
and that would be that. Fortunately we can say much more and this will make
it clear that even such simple concepts as the colour concepts are very fertile
or havean important heuristicvalue.
Let me first say that I do not have in mind a further analysis of the 'creative
jump'. We have now reached a point at which I can agree with POPPER, who
relegated such an analysis to empirical psychology.37 What can be said in
addition comes down to this: not the regularity in the behaviour of a person
who apparently has formed certain concepts nor the irregularities explicable
in the wayjust mentioned, but the exceptions in the behaviourof aperson, who
should,normally, haveformed those concepts are of primary importance. With
this Iallude to thepoint that nearly everybody can form certain simple concepts
inthewaymentioned insection 3,beittheonesooner theother later. And of the
fact that not everybody can form those concepts, I say, that it is of far greater
importance, epistemologically, than the fact that the vast majority of people
can form them. That it is a fact and how it can be a fact, will be shown in a
moment. It isthisfact, that bothmakes thematter more complicated and makes
our minute theories fertile.
I have stressed the fact of there being such exceptions, because exceptions
have received a stepmotherly treatment in epistemology and methodology, even
in Popper's philosophy, I think. 'Regularity without exceptions' (compare the
quotations in note 7)constitutes the fundamental notion of lawlikeness, but the
function of exceptions will appear to be of the utmost importance in the establishing of empirical laws,as it isin empirical concept formation.
Let us come to the point now. Thus far our analysis of concept formation
was related to the teacher-pupil situation. We must now imagine a different
situation. Suppose that a long time ago, when no physical theory of light or a
physiological theory of sense organs was at hand, two gentleman, Mr. A and
Mr. B,who grew up in the same 'cultural circle',walked in a garden on a sunny
day, both eating a ripe tomato. Mr. A, not knowing what else to say, remarks:
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"This is a delicious red tomato". He does not expect any reaction, but Mr. B
appears to be surprised and asks: "You called this tomato red?" "Well, yes,
look here" and A shows him his tomato. "But it is green, can't you see?"
Mr. Banswers.
In brief: Mr. A says of the tomato that it is red and Mr. B says that it is
green.
Suppose further that this difference is not caused by the fact that Mr. B has
givena different name, i. c. 'green', to the concept which Mr. A named 'red',
and vice versa. In other words suppose, that the difference is not caused by the
fact, that A and Bgave different names (in the sense mentioned before in connection with the nepo-desolc example) to the same concept. In that case they
could easily reach agreement by conventionally adjusting their naming.
Suppose, finally, that the disagreement is also not caused by the fact, that A
observed the tomato through the colour concepts (or:as a coloured thing) and
Bthrough shape concepts (or:as a thing with a certain shape), or viceversa. In
other words,it isnot thecase that what Bdescribes as 'green' would bedescribed by A as e.g. 'bulgy' and neither is it the case that what A described as 'red'
would be described by Bas 'cubic'. If, upon further investigation, such a cause
of the trouble would become manifest, the difference could also be removed by
conventional adjustment.
Both A and Bpretend to describe the colour of the tomato in question. And
it may be that they have always, up till the time of their conversation in the
garden, given the same description when describing the colour of things. And,
as amatter of fact, they givethe same description of the colour of the grass they
are walking on. But now Mr. A is really surprised and says: "If you say that
thistomato and thegrass overhereisgreen,then youdonot observea difference
in colour in these two cases. That is very strange and I cannot understand it".
"But it iscompletely clear to me and I wonder whyyou usetwo different names
for the same concept. That is rather confusing".
Both are honourable men and they are not satisfied with this situation of
disagreement. They could, for example, have reacted with resignation: "Well,
we ought to be tolerant, so for A this tomato is red and for me it is green; full
stop". Why do they not reason this way? Because both took it for granted that
they had made the 'correct creative jump' or that they had grasped 'the trial
that stands the test' or that they could observe in the appropriate way in order
to observe coloured things. They both thought that they understood the minute
colour theory. This understanding presupposed intersubjective agreement,
because they took it to be understanding bythevery factthat it enabled them to
communicate with other people. If they should reason in the wayjust mentioned, with resignation and with an appeal to pseudo-tolerance, they would, in
principle, give up their concepts as a means of intersubjective understanding.
Mutual understanding would be an inexplicable miracle and there would be no
room left for discussion about the truth of their statements. But if they want to
maintainunderstanding, they must goon withtheir discussion and investigation
in order toreachbetter understanding.
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First Mr. A might suggest that Bhas not yet grasped the correct trial or that
he has not yet formed the colour concepts, but Mr. Bcannot accept this. There
is no reason at all why B should be the pupil and A the teacher. Why should
it not be the other way round? The situation is completely symmetrical in this
respect. The result of such a movewould again be a mutual non-understanding.
Moreover, it would be a completely ad hoc escape, because it can, a priori, be
said to be applicable in all future cases of disagreement. This holds, of course,
for both sides and the best they could say would be that both had a piece of
private knowledge, relinquishing any intersubjective character of their minute
theories. Second, Mr. A cannot simply accept Mr. B's description of the tomato
as &falsification of his colourconcepts. For it would not at all be clear why his
own observation should not be taken as a falsification of B's concepts instead,
and it would therefore again be a completely ad hoc manoeuvre, the situation
again being completely symmetrical. Moreover, Mr. A and B could not even
consider thispossibility seriously. If e.g. Mr. A really took B's description as a
falsification of a part of his colour theory, this would imply that he admitted
that he can no longer observe in a way, laid down in the concepts 'red' and
'green', that he could do until a moment ago. But if one has learned to do
something, i.e. to observe in a certain way, one cannot suddenly decree that
one cannot do it any longer. Such a step would not solve any problem and no
better understanding would be gained, neither by A nor by B.
The most important reason for these failures can be found in the static
approach to the matter. I will make this clear by continuing the story. Mr. A
does not take B's description as a falsification of his colour concepts, nor does
he qualify it as a sign of B's failure to have formed these concepts up till now.
He takes it as an exception tohis colourtheory that requiresan explanation. But
taking it as an exception implies that he made his colour concepts normative
or lawlike. He can only meaningfully speak of an exception when he has some
norm tojudge what isnormal. And this, of course,isalso an ad hoc manoeuvre,
but when he adds that the exception requires anexplanation, he has an explanation in mind whichremoves the adhocness. And to do this, Mr. A formulates a
completely new conjecture : "I think you are blind in a certain sense. You cannot observe a difference in colour, when you observe this tomato and the grass
we are walking on. Your blindness could be called 'colour blindness'". And
Mr. B may reason in a completely analogous way: "From your point of view
(sic!), you may say that, but it does not solve any problem. You only gave the
problem a name, as I could give it a name e.g. 'colour obsession', suggesting
that you observe differences in colour where I observe none".
And Mr. Bis right; A only made his concepts 'red' and 'green' lawlike in an
ad hoc way and deduced on this basis that Bis ab-normal in the literal senseof
the word, i.e. deviating from the norm 'red', and he named this abnormality
'colour blindness'. But now Mr. A retires in his laboratory and after a long,
long time he meets Mr. B again. A tremendous advance has been made. A
physical theory of light and a physiological theory of the structure and the
functioning of the human retina have been developed. Now Mr. A can say to
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Mr. B: "I think you are colour blind. There is a certain defect in the structure
of your retina. Visit an oculist and he will confirm my prediction". But B has
already visited an oculist and he knows that he is colour blind: "1 think there
is no further disagreement. We have both reached better understanding and
therefore restored intersubjective agreement. Both our conjectures, yours of
colour blindness and mineofcolour obsession, havelosttheir adhoc character".
In my opinion, we can learn many things from this example, which is of
course not meant to describe the factual history of the colour concepts. (I
could also have chosen the folor concepts as my example;some people cannot
observe a very small 'e' to be desolc; they need a magnifying glass because they
are short-sighted;compare also the use of a letter-chart by an oculist).
In the first place the example illustrates the fundamental role exceptions play
in concept and theory formation. And we mean those exceptions for which no
acceptableexplanation can begivenat themoment oftheir occurrence; weshall,
call them genuine exceptions. Mr. B's observation that this tomato is green
constituted a genuine exception to A's concept 'red' (and 'green' of course)
because A could not explain it by saying that Bhad not yet formed the colour
concepts or that he had not yet observed in the appropriate way but that he
would, sooner or later. So there is, at that moment, a genuine exception, in
particular to 'red differs from green' or 'a thing cannot be red and green at the
same time'. Therefore, the on-going process of concept formation and thus
theory formation becomes possible thanks to such genuine exceptions. If there
were no exceptions of this kind empirical knowledge would be restricted to a
collection of such minute theories as the one sketched in section 4. And these
theories would indeed be barren and static pieces of knowledge. But, fortunately, genuine exceptions do occur and they make our concepts fertile by initiating
further investigation, thereby determining empirical inquiryasa dynamicundertaking. And weshould honour them for this. Wecan onlyunderstand science as
a dynamic concern if we give genuine exceptions the place they deserve in our
epistemology: they make further concept and theory formation possible and
necessary and they may thereby lead to better understanding. They do not get a
fair chance in a logical positivist methodology, because 'regularity without
exceptions' ispreached there;and it must indeed be preached there in order to
uphold the inductivist view of empirical knowledge.
Secondly it will be clear that there would be no exceptions without lawlike
concepts. Mr. A must claim e.g. that a red thing cannot possibly be also green
in order to qualify B's observational result as a genuine exception. Otherwise
he could only accept it as a.falsification of his concepts in the following sense:
the concept 'red' cannot be said to be intersubjectively valid, it can at best be
taken as a piece of privateknowledge.Thus, if weare not prepared to acknowledge such a lawlike character or such necessary connections as 'red differs from
green', we can do no justice to the fact that scientific investigation is an ongoingprocess ofconcept and theory formation.
In the third place, this lawlikeness of concepts must be empirically confirmed,
it is not justified per se. At first it is a matter of imputation and it therefore
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has a purely ad hoc status. But the concept as a lawlike concept comes to be
confirmedby the result of on-goingconceptor theoryformation. At first the term
'colour blind' is only a name of the exceptional datum, which could only be
observed by observing it through the lawlike concept 'red', but later on the
concept of colour blindness is formed within a physiological theory, resulting
from further investigation to which the exception was the incitement. And this
confirmed 'red' as a lawlike concept. B's description is no longer a genuine
exception, but it became an explicable exception or even stronger, within the
new conceptual system, B's observational result became a 'normal case'. The
meaning of 'red' has now been extended with an empirically confirmed lawlike
trait through which it is connected with the concept 'colour blind' and with the
theory bywhich thisphenomenon canbeexplained orunderstood. The meaning
of 'red' is determined by its being taken up into this theory and we cannot view
'red' asan isolated or theory-independent unit ofmeaning.Thisextended theory
enables us to observe a datum like John's colour blindness. In other words the
formation of new concepts, i.e. 'colour blind', implies the co-constitution of
data which could not be observed before. Concept formation and datum constitution again go hand in hand, but we should notice the fact that the concept
'colour blind' has been formed in a way different from the way in which we
formed e.g. 'nepo' and 'desolc'. In science most concept formation takes place
in the way of the concept 'colour blind', but this way always presupposes the
presence of other empirical concepts, which can be used as a norm in further
investigation, in which new concepts may then be formed.
Let us now return to the teacher-pupil situation and the question how a
teacher can ever know whether or not his pupil has made the correct creative
jump or whether or not he has grasped thecorrect trial, which cannot be further
explained.Theroleoftheteacher seemed veryimportant: the teacher determined whether or not hispupil had erred and whether or not hispupil's description
was the correct one. But the role of a teacher is overestimated if we should
say that it is a condito sine qua non for concept formation. Ateacher can never
force his pupil to form certain concepts. The decisive point lies in the pupil's
ability to grasp the correct trial, hemust take thejump byhimself as his teacher
cannot make him do so. This implies that concept formation is in principle
possible without a teacher. A child is much like Hanson's paradigm observer
who "is not the man who sees and reports what all normal observers see and
report, but the man who sees in familiar objects what no one else has seen
before". 38 Of course,a child does not learnto observe what no oneelsehas seen
before, but he must learn to observe and describe what he could not see and
describe before and this activity does not differ principally from that of the
paradigm observer. If a pupil from a certain moment on observes and describes
inthe sameway ashis teacher, wemay say that hehas become a normalobserver
having the same concepts as his teacher and able to cooperate with his teacher
in doing normal science, in Kuhn's sense. But the justification of the pupil's
concept does not lie in the fact that he grasped the correct trial, which stood
the tests brought about by the teacher. Nor can thejustification of the teacher's
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concepts be found in the mere fact that he is the teacher. The justification of
their concepts is obtained by an empirical confirmation of their concepts as
being lawlike. Their concepts come to be justified once they have stood an
empirical test in the sense of the example described above. In other words, their
concepts come to be justified once they have proven to be fertile by enabling
them to reach better understanding by on-going concept formation. This is
clearly illustrated by a 'good teacher' at an elementary level: when his pupil,
after many trials, nevertheless continues to err, a good teacher will stop using
theexplanation that hispupil has not yet grasped thecorrect trial. Such a teacher will see that this 'explanation' leads to apiling-up of adhoc theses:every time
a pupil makes a mistake in the eyes of his teacher, that teacher might say that
he has not yet observed from the right point of view. But being a good teacher,
he will realise that such an explanation could be used ad infinitum and he will
therefore question his own concepts. His being a teacher cannot be taken as a
justification any longer and he will face his pupil's observations as genuine
exceptions, which need to be explained. He is then no longer a teacher, but he
and his pupil become co-operators. And only if they succeed in giving the
required explanation through further concept formation, will their concepts
have stood the test: they have then been confirmed as being lawlike. What
constituted agenuine exception before cannow be observed as a normal datum.
The 'bad teacher', on the other hand, willcontinue to use the ad hoc explanation: he is the authority taking it for granted that there will eventually come a
time when his pupil will succeed in learning to observe in the correct way. He
may thereby temporarily block further investigation which could restore mutual
understanding.He does not leaveroom for genuine exceptions, whichmight lead
to a falsification of his concepts (see below for this possibility) and he acts very
unscientifically because he does not seem to reckon with the fact that science
aims at an empirical foundation of all knowledge - even of simple concepts which implies intersubjective understanding, as we said before. As a matter of
fact, he frustrates all future inquiry, because he deprives science of its dynamic
character: he already has the answer to all future exceptions. In our example
Mr. A acted in a scientific spirit by giving up his role as a teacher.
Wehavegivenan exampleinwhich agenuine exceptionledto a confirmation,
but it may also turn out to be a falsification upon further inquiry. Notice the
proviso 'upon further inquiry': as wesaid at the beginning of the example, Mr.
A cannot simply qualify Mr. B's observational result as a falsification of his
colour concepts, because this would also block the way to better and intersubjectiveunderstanding of the empirical phenomena. On-going investigation may,
however, lead to nothing. More precisely, it may happen that we can only explain the genuine exceptions in question by adding new ad hoc statements to
the ad hoc imputed lawlikeness of the concept, which made the exception an
exception. We may, after some time, find ourselves confronted with a piling-up
of ad hoc trials, not being able to extend and to refine our original concepts. In
such a case some will go on and try again, but others will lose confidence in the
concepts in question. In our example, further investigation led to an extension
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and refinement (eventually arestriction) of the originalconcepts - new concepts
were formed and new data co-constituted - and an explanation of the exception
became possible. Afterwards, we may say that the exception caused a 'minor
conceptual crisis', i.e. a crisis that could be warded off by an extension, refinement,etc.,oftheconceptual systemat hand.
There is, however, no guarantee that future exceptions will also turn out to
be explicable in this way, i.e. by a further extension, amending or refinement
of the conceptual system. And when a result of such evolutionary scienceislong
in coming, when it leads only to a piling up of ad hoc theses, some people may
give up hope that continuing the investigation on the basis of the conceptual
system at hand will ever be successful. They think it better to face the possibility of the exception being a falsification of the 'theory at hand', as well as
the underlying inexplicable trials, grasped in a creativejump. Thesepeople find
themselves confronted with a much graver conceptual crisis. They no longer
believe in the possibility of evolutionary science, but think it necessary to
reach better understanding by the formation of an alternative to the very theory
evolutionary science started from. They commit themselves to do revolutionary
science, facing 'a big crisis'. They have chosen the most difficult way because
they can onlyprove theirposition byproviding an alternative conceptual system
(e.g. an alternative colour theory) and they must play therole of Hanson's paradigm observer, who can seein familiar things what no one elsehas seen before.
The alternative theory must constitute an alternative method of observation so
that the empirical data which could be observed and understood through the
'old' theory can also be understood and observed through the new one and the
new theory must also enable us to observe and understand the genuine exceptions inrespect to which the 'old' theory istaken to fail, as normal or explicable
cases. Only when they succeed in doing this do they prove their point, because
they cannot confine themselves to the remark that the 'old' theory has been
falsified. A theory isnot a coat that can be taken off at will. Therefore HANSON
isrightwhenhesays:"Should someone claimhehasagoodreasonfor abandoning a theory T, but can suggest no alternative to T, no other way toform concepts about thephenomena T covers (my italics, H.K.), I deny that hehas good
reasons for abandoning T!". 39
But there will also be those who stick to the 'old' theory, relying on the
possibility of getting rid of the piled-up ad hoc trials by extending, etc., this
theory. They face the situation asa minor crisis.
Nothing can be said in advance about the possible success of these two approaches.The exceptional orbit of Uranus could be explained by evolutionary
science:the discovery of Neptune fitted very well in the conceptual system at
hand. An analogous attempt to account for Mercury's exceptional behaviour
failed in this sense, that the 'Vulcan-trial' remained purely ad hoc. Revolutionary science had to be done (by Einstein) in order to reach better understanding.
The ether-theory was, for a long time, defended by scientists, who thought
it possible to get rid of the ad hoc additions by doing evolutionary science.
But revolutionary science settled the debate, at last.
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It could, however, not be said in advance which way would lead to success,
i.e.tobetter understanding.
When the 'progressives' have, in their own view, succeeded in the formation
of an alternative theory, then the battle has just begun. The 'conservatives'
(without any pejorative connotation, unless they start to behave like the
aforementioned bad teacher!) defending the 'old' theory, cannot be easily
convinced and I think this is perfectly understandable after what has been
said about concept formation up till now. They are asked to give up their
familiar conceptual system and to learn to observe in a completely new way,
incompatible with the way in which they observed through the 'old' theory.
They are asked to become paradigm observers and a severe hindrance is formed just by the familiar conceptual system, which enabled them to observe and
to explain a great many empirical data. (This is a difference with the child,
whom I compared with Hanson's paradigm observer a moment ago:the child
is not hindered by an empirically well-confirmed alternative system of concepts).
PLANCK has given a rather negative judgment of such a battle: "Eine neue
wissenschaftliche Wahrheit pflegt sich nicht in der Weise durchzusetzen, dass
ihre Gegner überzeugt werden und sich als belehrt erklären, sondern vielmehr
dadurch, dass die Gegner allmählich aussterben und dass die heranwachsende
Generation von vornherein mit der Wahrheit vertraut gemacht ist" 4 0 , and of
course some 'conservatives' may start to act like Authorities, like Ostwald,
Mach and Boltzmann inPlanck's view. But thisis,at least, a onesided appreciation of suchbattles. They alsoplay an important roleintheconfirmation of the
newcomer. A new theory gains its empirical confirmation from the fact that it
leads to better understanding of certain empirical data and this implies intersubjective agreement. Once the battle is over and it appears that the newtheory
has beatenitsrival(which isof coursenot the onlypossible result),it has proven
that it leads to better intersubjective understanding: we have all learned to
observe in a new way and we have thereby reached better understanding. We
have formed new concepts and new data. Going through such a battle the new
theory is subjected to a very severe test. The death of the (authoritarian) opponents, the 'old and honourable men', cannot explain thevictory of a new theory,
because thesemen also had theirpupils from 'die heranwachsende Generation'.
And these pupils, educated in terms of the 'old' theory, may nevertheless reject
this theory and adopt the newone.They do sobecause ofitsgreater explanatory
power (in the sense frequently indicated). With the new theory one can observe
and explain what could not be observed, explained or derived before. When the
authorities or bad teachers die, a practical obstacle may be removed, but this
does not guarantee the victory of the theory they opposed.
Inthisway, the confirmation ofa conceptaslawlikeor asimplying anecessary
connection and also its falsification become possible thanks to genuine exceptions. And genuine exceptions only exist if we acknowledge this lawlikeness,
whichcannot possibly be the result of an observed regularity, simply because an
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irregularity (i.e. a genuine exception)isneeded to establishit.Confirmation and
falsification are both the result of on-going concept formation.
We must add two remarks at the end of this section. The first is this: neither
a minor crisis nor a big crisis can be solved by convention. Such a manoeuvre
would again block the road to better understanding. It would again frustrate
the dynamic character of empirical science and misapprehend the function of
exceptions. A colour-blind person such as Mr. Bisnot someone who refuses to
join a convention. On the contrary, he could not join it even if he wanted to.
And the battles fought to defend old theories and to have a new one accepted
would be completely irrational ifit were a matter of convention - why make so
much fussabout aconvention?Later on,whenweconsidertheconcept of empirical law, we shall come back to this point.
New genuine exceptions, and this is our second remark, always remain possible. They may incite evolutionary science, leading to new lawlike traits of the
concepts at hand and their confirmation. But they may also initiate revolutionary science, they may force us to consider the possibilty of our conceptual
system, including its lawlike traits or necessary connections, being falsified. It
may, for example, happen that wemust consider the possiblity of dissolvingthe
empirically confirmed necessary connections present in the concept 'red', in
order tomake room for an alternative connection, which could lead toan explanation oftheexceptionwithinanewcolour theory. Ofcoursewecannot imagine
such an alternative because our imagination of colour phenomena is bound to
our present colour theory, but thisdoesnot excludethepossibility ofthis theory
being falsified (compare my remark in section 4 with respect to the statement
'red is a colour'). So the lawlike traits or necessary connections are not irrevisable, come what may. If one interprets the term 'necessary' in this way, as
QUINE did, and then rejects it, one is right, but at the same time one makes a
rather gratuitous remark about empirical knowledge. It is gratuitous because
it opposes a necessity in an observer-independent reality, but in empirical
science we get knowledge of an empirical reality, which is co-constituted by the
conceptual system or theory which makes observation possible and this reality
changes when our theories change. And from the point of view of theoryloaded observation, exceptions are a definite necessity for an empirical science
and hence necessary connections are, far more than 'a constantly going-together' or a 'regularity without exceptions'.

6. THE LAWLIKENESS OF AN EMPIRICAL CONCEPT-II

I now wishto draw attention to another kind of lawlikenesspresent in empirical concepts, which may, once more, make it clear in what sense a concept is a
minute theory or essentially theory-dependent. Much of what has been said in
section 5 isalso validhere.
The lawlikeness I have in mind consistsof a norm {ornorms) determiningcertain circumstances, under which a thing may be observed through a concept, to
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be relevantfor the applicability of that concept. The problem of relevant conditions or circumstancesis frequently mentioned in the literature,but has never
been systematically analysed. Wemay illustrate this lawlikeness by an example:
part of the meaning of 'red' (and the other colour concepts) is that the intensity
of the irradiating light is relevant to the applicability of this concept. Likewise
the kind of light is a relevant circumstance. In other words, we can only get
confirming or falsifying evidence for the statement 'this is red' when we observe
it in the presence of 'sufficient light', as CARNAP once put it 41 and when it is
irradiated by white light and not e.g. by a sodium vapour lamp.
This lawlikeness determines the dispositional character of such concepts (cf.
POPPER in note 36). The concept, entailing such lawlike traits, enabling us to
observe certain data, determines a lawlike behaviour of those data. On the
basis of such a lawlikeness, an observation of a red tomato in the evening,
resulting in its being grey, does not constitute evidence against its being red,
nor for its being grey. The observation was not performed under normal circumstances. The colour 'behaviour' of that tomato is governed by the lawlike
character of the colour concepts. It is normal, given the concept 'red', that a
red thing appears to be grey in the evening, when the light intensity has become
too small to observe coloured things. The colour change can be explained by
the conceptual system at hand. (cf. Ayer's discussion of the shape of a coin).
But in order to see what this lawlikeness means, we must go back to a situation inwhich the conceptual system hasnotyetsufficed to explainthis phenomenon of what we now call an apparent colour change. After all, 'red', as a
lawlike concept, must once have been formed.
When, in this situation, Mr. A observes the behaviour of the tomato, he
cannot explain it. He observes a change of colour, but he isnot content with the
'explanation' that apparently things may be red at one time and grey at another
time.He doesnot takethings 'as they are',but he wants torestoreunderstanding.
This introduces two questions: first "Why is he not content with a description
of 'the facts'?" and second "What is meant by understanding and its restoration?" The first question might be answered with: "Because a description of a
change does not make him understand why it happened. A description, in this
case,isnot an explanation, but simplya restatement ofthefact to be explained".
This leads us to the second question, which may be answered with:"If A wants
to understand or to explain a change, this means that he wants to be able to
observe it as a normal phenomenon". But this is either tautologous or very
cryptical and it must be elucidated. Mr. A is supposed to have the classical
concept of change,which implies that every change has a cause. A change without a cause would not be a normal change or it would not evenbe understandable as a change within his concept of change. Let us assume that he uses this
concept initssecularisedsenseof amethodological rule. 42Achangealways has a
cause in his eyes, and it becomes a normal phenomenon when he has traced its
cause or when he has discovered the circumstance which is responsible for the
changeandwhichtherebyhasbecomerelevant.Hehasthenrestoredthepossibility of normal scienceinthat hecan explain it withinhisconceptual scheme.
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(Thefirstquestion, mentioned above,could now besubstituted by "Why does
he have this concept of change or why does he demand understanding in causal
terms?", but I cannot go into this question here).
Onthebasis ofhisconcept ofchange, Mr. Asays:
if a thing is red at t 1( then it is red at any other time,tn,if all relevant circumstances arethesameat tn.
This is simply an application of his methodological rule to the concept 'red':
it excludes the possibility of a red thing changing its colour without any cause,
because in that case it could not even be conceived by A as a change. In this
way, Mr. A formulates a very elementary lawlike trait of 'red', determining a
lawlike constancy behaviourand it will be clear, I hope, that this does not mean
a constancy in an observer-independent nature, but a constancy which is
conceptually co-constituted.
This classical concept of change is also used to mark the difference between
classical statistical mechanics and quantum mechanics as conceived by BOHR.
Quantum mechanics describes and explains phenomena which have a principally statistical character and A's concept of change can no longer be applied.
But classical statistical mechanics is statistical for practical reasons and A's
concept of change is applicable in principle to the phenomena this theory explains 4 3 - it is even used as a norm here to be able to speak of the practical
statistical character of classical mechanics. When BOHR frequently stresses the
fact that he concept of causality cannot be applied to quantum phenomena,
this means that the classical concept of change cannot be applied either. 44
But Mr. A cannot but understand a change through his concept of change:he
could not meet quantum processes - he could not understand them, because he
has not formed the appropriate concepts through which such an understanding
would become possible. So, if he wants to understand a change, he first triesto
reach his goal by evolutionary science, i.e. by a further formation of the concepts he has already formed. And when such attempts do not succeed - and
they mayfail, theymay lead toapiling-upof adhocadditions,asweknow- abig
conceptual crisis may arise and then A's concept of change is no longer sacrosanct.
But now, meeting with a factual change, that evening in the garden, Mr. A
must trace the relevant circumstance, he predicted to exist. His first conjecture
is:
whenit getscoldared thingturnsgrey.
It was indeed becoming cold that evening and he proposes its being cold or
warm to be a relevant circumstance. This conjecture has an ad hoc character
and as long as this has not been removed, Mr. A has not succeeded in explaining the change of colour or in restoring understanding or in forming his
colour concepts so that he can observe the change as normal. He may adduce
many positive instances, but being a good scientist, he does not accept a mere
cumulation ofpositive instances as a good ground for the removal of thead hoc
character. If a mere description of a change does not explain it (see above) then
why should an infinite number of descriptions of analogous changes do so?
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As the conjecture is ad hoc as a universal statement, the inductively established
universal statement would be ad hoc and we cannot get rid of this by an appeal
to a great number of positive instances, but we shall come back to this in a
moment.
Mr. A, as a good scientist, no longer looks for positive instances. He waits
until it has become winter, when it is much colder then that evening in the
garden, and he observes that things, which were red on a sunny day in the summer, are also red on a sunny day in the winter. So he meets with negative instances, but, again as a good scientist, he does not take these as falsifications
of his conjecture. He realises that he will always need negative instances as
genuine exceptions and not asfalsifications, if he wants to get rid of the ad hoc
character of his conjecture, if this ispossible at all. He therefore takes them as
genuine exceptions, which implies the making of his conjecture lawlike or
normative in an ad hoc way (compare section 5). But he should then formulate
a new conjecture enabling him to reduce the genuine exceptions to normal phenomena or explicable exceptions.
We shall not continue the description of these attempts and assume, that A is
forced to add ad hoc conjectures again and again. Instead of getting rid of the
ad hoc character or instead of succeeding to confirm the conjectured lawlike
trait by on-going theory formation, a piling-up of ad hoc additions occurs. He
then loses his confidence in his conjecture, considers it as erroneous and has
to start anew.Thepoints tobenoticed hereare,that first, cumulation ofpositive
instances aloneisnot enough for the confirmation of a concept as lawlike or for
the getting rid of its beingad hoc (see also below);second, the appearance of
negative instances alone is not a good ground for the falsification of the lawlikeness of a concept; and third, the piling-up of ad hoc additions to which the
negative instances, as genuine exceptions, give rise may form good ground for
giving up the conjecture and only then negative instances may be called falsifications. Negative instances never declare themselves to befalsifications. Mr. A
isdoingevolutionary scienceandthisoften impliesa temporal ad hocstatus ofa
concept. Moreover, the onewillloseconfidence sooner than the other (EINSTEIN
never lost confidence in the classical concept of change, through which Mr. A
performs his investigations45), but thefalsification of a conjecture isonlydefinitivelyestablished oncetheunbelieverhas establishedan alternative conjecture. In
other words, a conjecture can only be taken as rejected, when the ad hoc character of an alternative conjecture has been removed by theory formation on the
basis of on-going investigation.
Now this is exactly what Mr. A tries to do. His second conjecture is:
whenitgetsdark a red thing turns grey.
Again Amaypresent an overwhelming number ofpositiveinstances, asin the
first case. But this alone does not remove the ad hoc character of A's second
conjecture. One might propose that the fact, assuming it to be a fact for the
moment, that no negative instances have been observed is a ground for taking
the conjecture as established or well-confirmed and, therefore, as no longer
ad hoc. So, one might argue, acumulation of positiveinstances ofa conjecture
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removes its ad hoc character, when no negative instances are found. But this is
very ambiguous.
First, one may intend to say that negative instances remain possible in the
future or that negative instances may have occured in the past but that they
remained unnoticed. Second, one may intend to say that it is impossible that
negative instances will turn up. With respect to this second interpretation we
can be very brief: in that case one makes the conjecture lawlike (or normative)
and the cumulation of positive instances in the absence of negative instances
does not confirm this; or, the repeated observation of a red thing turning grey
upon darkening is not a good ground for the thesis that a red thing must turn
grey when it is getting dark, even if it has never been observed that a red thing
did not turn grey when it was getting dark. Upon this second interpretation, no
confirmation or removal of ad hoccharacter has taken place; the cumulation of
positive instances in combination with the absenceof negative instances does not
confirm a necessary connection.
But the first interpretation, which leaves negative instances possible and
which may be called the positivist (or: inductivist) view, leads directly to the
question what will be done when a negative instance does, as a matter of fact,
occur. A consistent positivist should, I think, answer that in that case the conjecture inquestion isfalsified. But fortunately, positivists arenot very consistent
in this respect. If they were, they would alienate themselves and their methodology completely from scientific practice. The correct answer would be, that a
negative instance is taken as a genuine exception, which implies making the
conjecture lawlike. But if the status of the conjecture is so determined that
negativeinstances alone,be it that they havenot been observed up tillnow, cannot falsify it, but constitute genuine exceptions, then one has also made the
conjecture lawlike or normative or the connection necessary. So, also upon the
the first interpretation, the cumulation of positive instances in the absence of
negative ones does not confirm the conjecture in question or remove its ad hoc
character. One might object to this analysis of the first interpretation, that it
suddenly introduces scientific practice. Now, I think, the practice of science is
often a good guide in the solving of methodological problems, but I
also think that it ispossible to give the ratio of the practice we referred to (this
also explains why we called Mr. A a good scientist in connection with his
first conjecture). Even if it were a fact that there are, omnitemporally, no
negative instances of the conjecture, our knowledge of this fact would not
enable us to give a non-ad hoc explanation of the change of colour in question.
For in that case, i.e. if omnitemporally there were only positive instances, there
would be no difference between such an 'explanation' and e.g. the one we can
give of the redness of an apple from Hempel's well-known basket 46
in which all apples are red. No more than the redness of all apples in that basket can explain the fact that a particular apple in that basket is red, can the
turning grey of all red things upon darkening explain the fact that this tomato
turned grey yesterday-evening. If there is only accumulating positive evidence
and no negative instances, and if this is, as a matter of fact, always so, the
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best we can say is that the conjecture formulates an 'historical accident on a
cosmic scale', as KNEALE called it. 47 And the fact that a scientist wantstounderstand the phenomena he can observe through his concepts, which means that
he wants to get rid of the ad hoc character, results in his wanting more than a
mere formulation of a regularity without negative instances or of an historical
accident on a cosmic scale. Therefore, scientific practice, searching negative
instances and taking them as genuine exceptions, is completely understandable.
We needed this lengthy excursion to make it clear that no matter how many
instances Mr. A may adduce inthe absence of negative instances, this alone will
not enable him to achieve the required understanding.
Fortunately, Mr. A is still a good scientist and he is not fascinated or fooled
by the large number of positive instances:positive instances alone do not confirm in any way,just as negative instances alone do notfalsify in any way. Mr.
A realises that, if he really wants to restore understanding within his concept of
change, hemust confront his conjecture with negative instances. He knows that
even the formulation of an historical accident on a cosmic scale cannot help
him and that he needs a lawlike or necessary connection for the explanation he
is after. He needs extra evidence to establish this lawlikeness. And indeed
negative instances turned up:Mr. A makes his conjecture lawlike:
when itgetsdark a redthingmust turn grey
and the negative instances are genuine exceptions. He gives them a name:
'phosphorescence phenomena'. But this manoeuvre of naming does not, of
course,byitself constitute a confirmation ofhislawlikeconjecture (compare the
naming of Mr. B's behaviour insection 5with 'colour-blind'). Only when he has
formed theconcept'phosphorescence' byon-going investigation does hesucceed
ingetting rid ofthe adhoccharacterof hislawlikeconjecture. Once hehas formed a theory of light in which the concept of intensity is taken up and in which
different emission phenomena are explained, once he has formed a theory of
theretina and inparticular of thefunctioning ofthe conesand rodsinthe retina,
he has succeeded in reducing the genuine exceptions to normal cases and gained
an empirical confirmation of his lawlike or necessary connection.
The genuine exception has then revealed itself as a new datum, called 'phosphorescence', which could not be observed before and which is co-constituted
by theconceptual system now at hand. Anewconcept hasbeenformed ina way
different from the nepo-desolcexample, but comparable to the formation of the
concept 'colour-blind'. I think this idea of confirmation by on-going concept or
theory formation may be compared with what HARRE called 'an ontological
experiment'48, which in his view, could also remove the ad hoc character of a
theory.
A thing's being phosphorescent is now as normal a datum as a thing's being
redand thusitsturning greyupon darkening. Moreover, Mr. Acan now explain
why there were so many positive instances of his first conjecture and only now
he may take the negative instances of this first conjecture as falsification.
Mr. A's attempt to confirm his conjecture or to get rid ofits ad hoc character
or to arrive at an explanation of the observed phenomena, came down to the
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attempt to reduce (possible or actual) negative instances, viewed as genuine
exceptions, to normal or explicable phenomena. It came down to the formation
of a theory or conceptual system through which the exceptions could be observed asphenomena which should indeed be observed, ifthat theory or conceptual
systemwerea reliable method of observation. The concept 'red' now implies the
lawlike connections as a part of its meaning, determining a lawlike behaviour
of red things. But this concept cannot be viewed as an isolated unit of meaning,
because it is connected with a very extensive conceptual system by means of
these lawlike traits: it has the meaning it has by being taken up in that system.
But there is not first the system in which 'red' is then taken up. The formation
of this conceptual system implied the formation of 'red' as a part of it: the
system and the concept cannot be separated without destroying them both.
We restricted ourselves to one specific lawlike trait, but 'red' entails other
lawlike connections as well, e.g. about the kind of light that must irradiate a
thing in order to be able to verify of falsify wether or not a thing is red.
Two questions deserve to be considered in concluding this section: first, one
might ask whether negative instances, as genuine exceptions, are really needed,
as I have said several times; second, one may remark, that on-going theory
formation never completely removes the ad hoc character, so that the required
confirmation cannot begained.
Let us consider the first of these two questions. With our example we did not
intend to say that thephosphorescense phenomena, referred to in this example,
are indispensable for the confirmation of this particular lawlike conjecture.
Other phenomena might have been considered in our example, e.g. a red-hot
piece of iron that remains red upon darkening (but not upon cooling!). But
a confirmation of a lawlike connection may also take place indirectly: it may
be armed against negative instances by its being deducible from other connections which have been directly confronted with negative instances, viewed as
genuine exceptions and which came to be explicable by on-going theory formation. In other words, a lawlike connection may be confirmed as lawlike by
its being deducible from other connections, which have been confirmed as lawlike before. I do not think it is important where exactly genuine exceptions
start to operate, but I think it isimportant for the confirmation of lawlike traits
thatthey operate at somelevel.
The second question comes down to this:isit not true that only a shift of the
ad hoc character from the original conjecture to 'later' conjectures takes place?
In that case it can never be completely removed.
The answer to this question should start, I think, with the making of a distinction between two attitudes towards a theory or a conceptual system. First,
one may view a conceptual system in the flux of on-going investigation. In that
case, in the external sense, so to speak, one cannot speak of necessary connections at all. For this means that one views a theory as a member of a series
of possible successors which have come to be accepted as the alternatives of
their predecessors. And externally, as we also remarked in section 5,the necessary connections do not exist: new empirical evidence maycome and may inMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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deed force us to break the internally necessary connections (see below) open.
This may occur on the basis of new exceptions for which the attempts to reduce
them to normal cases or explicable exceptions leads to a piling-up of ad hoc
additions. Such exceptions may occur at all levels. They may occur at the
'simple' level, e.g. a red thing remaining red upon darkening when it is neither
red-hot nor phosphorescent, and at the 'advanced' level, e.g. light not only
beingawavephenomenon. When such exceptions occur, normal sciencemay no
longer be possible;revolutionary science, leading to an alternative theory, may
then benecessary to restore understanding and thereby to restore the possibility
of normal science.
Second, one may view a conceptual system as enabling us to understand or
explain the phenomena, which can only be observed through this theory. It is
then taken as a relatively closed system enabling us to do normal science. It is,
so to speak, separated from the abovementioned flux. In this case - and we
may call this case internal- a theory isasystem of necessary connections,determining the meaning or intention of the concepts in it. The 'simple' as well as the
'advanced' connections arenecessary for, iftheywerenot, theunderstanding the
theoryoffers uswouldslip from ourgrasp.Normal science isnormaljustbecause
there is a conceptual system which consitutes its norm as laid down in the
necessary connections.
As the concepts of necessity or lawlikeness can only be meaningfully applied
internally (externally it is neither applicable in a true nor in a false way to
anything and therefore Quine's attack is spurious), the concepts 'true' and
'false' can also only be applied internally or given a conceptual context. If
we say of a thing that it is red, we can verify this by observing it through the
concept 'red' and such a verification implies, in principle, that all relevant circumstances are of the required kind (i.e. normal) and that the instruments used
are the suitable (or normal) ones. The concept through which weobserve makes
it possible to judge circumstances and instruments. When such an observation
shows that the thing is red, then the statement 'this is red' is true. This truth is
internally indubitable:if it should be doubted this would mean that the concept
'red', as a confirmed method of observation, should be doubted. And internally
this is not the case. But the statement is of course not indubitable externally.
Just as there is no place for necessary connections in the sense of 'remaining
necessary come what may', there is no true statement in the senseof 'remaining
true come what may'. The concepts of truth and necessity may be meaningfully
applied internally, so that an empirical truth or a necessity in nature is always
a truth or a necessity in an observer-dependent empirical reality. Ihave not the
faintest idea what these concepts could mean externally or independent of a
conceptual scheme or relative to an observer-independent reality, because we
can have no knowledge of such a reality in empirical science.
It may clarify matters to add a remark about this dependency. In section 3 I
already stated, that atoms existed before our modern concept 'atom' or our
atomic theory was formed. I think we can now make this a little more precise.
Every empirical concept implies lawlike traits determining a lawlike beha36
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viour, including the so-called lawlike constancy behaviour of the data which
can be observed through that concept or which are co-constituted as those data
by that concept. Thus, once a concept, asa lawlike concept, has been empiricallyconfirmed, wemay say, on thisbasis,that those data exist when we do not de
facto observe them (e.g. this book is still here when you have turned around
and no longer de facto observe it), or that they existed a long time ago, when
nobody could possibly observe them, because the appropriate concepts had
not yet been formed (the example of the atoms), or that they will continue to
exist. But all these cases of existence are cases of an existence in an observerdependent, i.e. conceptually co-constituted, reality. And the lawlike traits of
our concepts form the basis of these statements. This means, that the concept
of existence (atoms existed 1.000.000 years ago, the earth existed long before
there were human beings, this book continues to exist if I do not de facto
observe it, stones will still exist in A.D. 2050) can also only be meaningfully
applied internally. But the above-made distinction between internal and external should not, I think, beidentified with Carnap's distinction between internal
and external questions, when he considers the concept of existence.49
In this chapter I have tried to analyse the notion of theory-loaded observation as opposed to theory-free or direct observation. Theory-loaded observationisobservation through a concept andtherefore through aconceptual system,
because a concept is always a concept within a theory. We tried to express this
by saying that each empirical concept is a minute theory:it focusses the system
in which it gets the meaning it has. This meaning is built up from (a) what we
called the distinct-from relations, (b) the lawlike traits determining certain
instruments to be appropriate for the verification of 'a full sentence' (to borrow
Carnap'sterm)of thatconcept, and (c) the lawliketraits determiningthe behaviour ofthe data observable through that concept under relevant circumstances.
From this epistemological context we shall now first analyse Goodman's riddle
and then two views concerning the concept of empirical law, namely the regularity view and the necessity view. That we treat Goodman's riddle first, in a
separate chapter, and not as a part of the problem of lawlikeness, will bejustified by showing that it isprimarily a problem of concept formation.
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fi. G O O D M A N ' S R I D D L E

1. THE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In a first approximation the story seems very simple. Up till now (the 16th
August, 1972) all examined emeralds have been green. Let us suppose that on
thisbasis,i.e.a regularity without exceptionsup tillnow, theuniversal statement
all emeralds are green
(I)
is formulated. All examined emeralds have been positive instances and they
are taken to confirm (I),if weuse Nicod's conception of confirmation, as it was
formulated by HEMPEL. (I) can be equivalently reformulated as a universal
conditionalhypothesisand: "anobject confirms auniversal conditional hypothesis if and only if it satisfies both the antecedent and the consequent of the
conditional;it disconfirms thehypothesis if and only if it satisfies the antecedent, but not the consequent of the conditional". 50 It is this conceptionof confirmation that isusedby GOODMANinthe exposition ofhisnewriddle.
GOODMAN then introduces his famous predicate in the following way: "Now
let me introduce another predicate less familiar than 'green'. It isthe predicate
'grue' and it applies to all things examined before t 0 just in case they are green
but to other things just in case they are blue". 51 * GOODMAN has taken t 0 as
the present time t, but we shall pin it down to the first September of 1984 (the
Orwelliantime).
Upon thisdefinition of 'grue', thepositive instances of (I)arelikewise positive
instancesof
all emeralds are grue
(II)
Both (I) and (IT) are equally well confirmed by the same evidence. Or, in
Goodman's own words, "the prediction that all emeralds subsequently examined will be green and the prediction that all will be grue are alike confirmed by
evidence statements describing the same observations". 52 But with (I) we
predict an emerald to begreen inthe Orwellian era and with (II) wepredict that
it then will be grue and thus blue and not green. So, we arrive at contradictory
predictions about the colour of an emerald after t 0 on the basis of exactly the
sameevidence.
Intuitively weshould take(I)asconfirmable bythementioned positive instan* I take Goodman's explication to imply the following:
t < t 0 : examined: green
-grue
not green, e.g. blue - not grue
not examined: blue
- grue
not blue,e.g. green - not grue
t > t0:examined: blue
- grue
not blue, e.g. green - not grue
not examined: blue
- grue
not blue, e.g. green - not grue
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ces and (II) as non-confirmable and it is precisely the problem of finding a
criterion for distinguishing between confirmable (or lawlike, according to
GOODMAN)andnon-confirmable (or accidental)universalstatements that constitutes the newriddle of induction. 53 In Goodman's view the only wayoutof
this dilemma canbefound in thehistory or biography of therival predicates
'green' and 'grue': entrenchment constitutes the only possible criterion to
establishanasymmetry between (I)and (II)via thepredicates 'green' and'grue'.
In all other respects these predicates are symmetrical. What can be said of
'green' cancompletely analogously be said of'grue'. Inparticular the oneis not
'primitive' andthe other 'derived', ortheone isnot'purely qualitative' and the
other not, or theoneisnot 'non-positional' andtheother 'positional'. 54And
wemust becareful nottodestroy this symmetry inaway forbidden bythevery
formulation ofthe problem.
I donotagree with Goodman's solutionoftheproblem. Ithink, forexample,
that Slote's question "why should a predicate with which inductive generalisations have been more frequently made necessarily be a predicate withwhich
it ispreferable, more reasonable, to make such generalisations?" 55 is a good
question. 56
But neither do I agree with theproblem itself and it isthemain aimof this
chapter to make this clear, although I shall incidentally insert a remark concerning the inadequacy of Goodman's solution if it were a genuine problem.
Before going on, however, we must formulate Goodman's problem more
precisely andinmyopinion Mary Hesse's article 'Ramifications of 'grue" isa
goodguidetothispurpose.
Following MARY HESSE, we introduce two gentlemen. First, Mr.Green,who
speaks the language L x , in which 'green' and 'blue' are primitive concepts,
namely colour concepts. The predicates 'grue' and'bleen' areintroduced in L t
bymeans ofthefollowing definitions:
(x) (t){(x isgrue att) = ( t < t 0 ^ x isgreen).(t>t 0 -^x isblue)}
(Li-1)
(x) (t){(x isbleen att) = ( t < t 0 ^ x isblue).(t>t 0 ->x isgreen)}
(L^-2)
Second, Mr.Grue, a speaker ofthe language L 2 , inwhich 'grue' and 'bleen'
are primitive andcolour concepts; 'green' and'blue' areintroduced by means
ofthe definitions:
(x)(t){(x is green at t) = ( t < t 0 ^ x is grue).(t>t0~->x is bleen)}
(L 2 -l)
(x) (t){(x isblue att) = ( t < t 0 ^ x isbleen).(t>t 0 ^x isgrue)}
(L 2 -2)
There hasbeen much debate about the definition of a predicate like 'grue'
(a Goodmannian predicate), but I think it is safe to make useof the kind of
definition originally formulated by BARKER and ACHINSTEIN and (equivalently)
reformulated by BLACKBURN. 57

Furthermore, we should avoid the introduction of "needless asymmetries
into the definition or interpretation of theproblematic predicates", as MARY
58
HESSE warns us andshemakes three assumptions which should prevent us
from doingso:
first, Li andL 2 differ only intwodescriptive predicates; 'grue' replaces 'green'
and 'bleen' replaces 'blue' wherever they occur ina description;
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second,Green and Grue accept all four predicates as colour predicates;
third,both Green and Grue commit themselves to "emeralds remain the same
colour after t 0 " in their respective predictions. 59
(The last assumption is a consequence of the second: Grue, for example, describesthecolour ofan emerald beforet 0 as 'that emeraldisgrue' and hepredicts
of an emerald after t 0 that it will be grue; so if 'grue' is a colour concept, he
implicitly states that there is no colour change at t 0 ).
Given these definitions and these assumptions, Green and Grue, on the basis
of thesameobservations, as GOODMANputs it,arrive atcontradictory predictions
about the colour of an emerald in the Orwellian era. And both can agree that
there is such a contradiction between their respective predictions. In Green's
view, such an emerald is green, while Grue says that it is grue and thus, via
(Li-1), blue and therefore not green. In Grue's view it is grue, while Green
said that it was green and hence, via (L 2 -l), bleen and thus not grue. Or, in
Lx Green predicts 'green' and Grue predicts 'blue' and in L 2 Grue predicts
'grue' and Green predicts 'bleen'. Neither of them predicts a colour change.
Now intuitively we choose L t and not L 2 , but, although intuition is not always a bad guide, the very problem is to show why our intuition is a good
guide in this case. As long as we have not succeeded in doing this, then "if
wesimply choosean appropriatepredicate then onthebasis ofthese same observations we shall have equal confirmation, by our definition, for any prediction
whatever about other emeralds - or indeed about anything else. We are left
once again with the intolerable result that anything confirms anything". 60
The problem has been stated precisely enough by now, I think, and in the
next section I shall try to show that there is already a problem at the 'singular
level', i.e. in calling the evidence statements like 'this emerald is green' or
'this emerald is grue' true. Thispoint has been overlooked up till now, as far as
I know, but it has far reaching consequences for the formulation of Goodman's
problem.
2. THE TRUTH OF 'a is GREEN' AND 'a is GRUE'

Suppose Green and Grue examine emerald a at t t under the same relevant
circumstances (compare ch. I, section 6).
Green says:a is green
Grue says: a is grue
It is always assumed that there exists no problem at this stage of the exposition of Goodman's riddle. Both singular statements are taken to be true descriptions of emerald a and both Green and Grue supposedly can agree upon
this fact. Everyone followed GOODMAN with respect to this point. There is
complete symmetry between 'green' and 'grue' and complete agreement between
Messrs. Green and Grue about what they say at this 'singular level'. Disagreement canonly ariseat the 'universal level',which isreachedbyinductivegeneralisation or projection, for then they derive their contradictory predictions
about the colour of an emerald after t 0 .
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But we should nevertheless stress the question: "Can Green (Grue) really
agree with Grue (Green), that 'a is grue' ('a is green') is true?"
Let us first examine the usual affirmative answer to this question for the
case of Green: "Can Green really agree with Grue that 'a is grue' is true?"
(notice, that we could just as well have examined this question for the case
of Grue and what follows would be exactly the same except for the replacement
of 'Green' by 'Grue' and of 'green' by 'grue' and vice versa; we shall come
back to this). The answer is never explicitly stated just because the question
has never been viewed as a problem. But I think there could be no objection
if wewere to say that all authors let Green reason as follows:
Mr. Green: "When I heard Grue say 'a is grue', I checked the time of observation, ti, and established that t ! < t 0 . Of course, I did not need this information for my own investigation of the colour of a. By means of my
definition of 'grue' (L x -1), and this is the only thing I know about this
concept, Iknow that Grue says:
(t!<t 0 ^"a is green).(t!> t 0 ^ a is blue).
This would be the translation in my language, L l s of what Grue intends
sayinginhislanguage, L 2 .
Now, I can indeed accept this conjunction as true, because ' t ! < t 0 ' and 'a
is green' are both true, as I established myself, and therefore the first
conjunct is true; and the second conjunct is also true, because ' t ^ t o ' is
false. So, the conjunction is true. And Grue's description of emerald a, be
it a strange one, isas true asmy own description of that emerald".
But Green, and with him all those who let him argue in this way, shows himself to be a hardened logicalpositivist. He, and with him all those who let him
argue in this way, seem to be blind to the facts. For it is a fact that empirical
reasoningand empirical inquiry isnot governed by extensional logicin this way.
There is no scientist who will ever accept a singular empirical conditional as
true just because its antecedent isfalse (this seems aplatitude to me). No scientist will accept the empirical conditional 't t >t 0 ~>a is blue' as truejust because
t t as a matter of fact is smaller than t 0 . If, for example, a physicist says of this
particular piece of copper, which isnot heated, 'if thispiece of copper is heated,
then itexpands'and hetakes this to be a true description of thispiece of copper,
as he certainly will, please do not say that he is right in doing so because this
piece of copper is not heated. He will laugh at you or, if he can still remain
serious, he will say that you do not understand what empirical science is. And
if the scientist in question isvery patient he will explain that he has quite different evidence as a basis for his description of this piece of copper and that the
falsity of the antecedent of such a description never constitutes any evidence
for its truth, let alone that it would be the only ground for it. Nevertheless
this is exactly what Green (and with him all those...) does. It is rather difficult,
if not impossible, to explain why this point has been systematically overlooked.
Everybody acknowledges the discrepancy between the use of the empirical concept 'if...then', which I will call the empirical conditional, and the use of the
formal logical concept which is generally called material implication, but it
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seems to have been forgotten the very moment it becomes important. And
everybody knowsthat acounterfactual or a contrary-to-fact or unfulfilled conditional cannot be called true solely on the ground that its antecedent is false:
other evidence is required to establish the truth of such astatement. The analysis
of this 'other evidence' is precisely the problem of counterfactuals. But Green
(and with him all those...) fails to appreciate this fact.
(Later, in ch. Ill, I shall investigate the problem of counterfactuals. It may
seema littlestrange to call 'tj > t 0 ^ a isblue' or 'if thispieceof copper is heated
then it expands' counterfactual. One might reserve this term for conditionals
whose antecedents are not only false, but cannot be 'made true' either. The
antecedent of the copper-statement, for example, can be made true simply by
heating this piece of copper as yet, and the antecedent of the statement about
the emerald can be made true simply by waiting until the time of observation,
ti, becomesequal to orgreater thant 0 . Onemight also reservethe term 'counterfactual' for conditionalsinthesubjunctive mood.Thetwoconditionals mentioned above are in the indicative mood. Whether this makes sense or not will be
considered in ch. III. For the moment suffice it to say that the conditionals,
considered here, share an important characteristic with the suggested 'real'
counterfactuals, namely that their antecedents are false. And therefore these
conditionals are in the same boat with the 'real' counterfactuals with respect to
the requirement of other evidence. Whether or not there is a separate problem
of 'real' counterfactuals, marked by an 'unrealisable' antecedent, remains to be
considered. For the present we shall use the term 'counterfactual' in the wider
sense, including singular conditionals in the indicative mood whose antecedents
are, de facto, false).
Now, let us suppose, that we succeeded in convincing Mr. Green (and with
him all those...) of the unacceptability of the step in his argument in which he
concluded that 'tL> t 0 ^ a is blue' is true, because this step was solely based on
the falsity of 'tj > t 0 ' . This, of course, has far reaching consequences, because
he now takes Grue to say that emerald a is green and that it is, or would be or
would have been, blue if t t is, or would be or would have been, equal to or
greater than t 0 . Or, in other words, Green takes Grue to describe two properties
oftheemerald in question.
First he takes him to say that a is green, and with this he can agree (In ch.
V I hope to show that Green's ground for this agreement is not sound either.
His argument is purely extensional: from the fact that ' t x < t 0 ' and 'a is green'
are true, he concludes that the first conjunct, i.e. 'tY<t0->a isgreen', istrue and
I do not think that any serious empirical conditional is accepted as true solely
on such an extensional basis. For the time being, however, I shall not complicate matters by introducing this point here).
Second, he takes him to describe a dispositional property of that emerald,
viz.'blueable',that is 'turningblueatt 0 '.Thereisnomysteryconnectedwithsuch
a description. The scientist, who takes 'ifthis pieceof copper is heated then it
expands' as a true description of this piece of copper, which is de facto not
heated, simply says, that this piece of copper is expansible or that it has the
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dispositional property of being expansible. (This scientist might as well have
formulated his description by 'if this piece of copper were heated then it would
expand' or by'ifthispieceofcopper had been heated thenitwould have expanded').To take yetanother example, if wesay of a lump of sugar 'if itis immersed
in water then it dissolves', we say that that lump of sugar is soluble. There is
nothing strange about our ascribing a dispositional property to a thing, except
that other than instantial evidence is required to confirm it. Nor is there anything strange about the ascribing of two properties at once to a thing, one of
which is dispositional ('green' is also dispositional as we argued in ch. I, section 6,but weshall leavethis out of the discussion for themoment, although we
shall certainly comeback to it).Wecan,for example, say(it is the 16th August
in Holland), that that oak-leaf over there isgreen and 'brownable', i.e. 'turning
brown in autumn'. We could express this by using a single word to indicate
both predicates, e.g. 'that oak-leaf over there is grewn' (MARY HESSE referred
to beech leavesand others to leavesin general).
These examples only serve to elucidate in what sense Mr. Green now understands what Grue says with his description of the emerald.
And Green cannot accept Grue's description as true as long as he is ignorant
of therequiredother evidence, Gruemust have in Green'seyes, inorder to justify
his ascription of a dispositionalproperty to emerald a, as it is expressed in the
counterfactualpart of theLx-translation of Grue'sstatement 'a isgrue'. Therefore
the generally accepted presupposition that there iscomplete agreement between
Green and Grue at the 'singular level' about the truth of their singular descriptions ofemerald amust be dropped. Green willask Grue for the other evidence
that he must havefrom Green'spoint of view.This point of view may be said
to be determined by his language, L1, but it would be more correct to say that
it isdetermined by the conceptual system of Mr. Green, which can be expressed
by Lj. This will become clear ifweshow another consequence of what has been
said thus far. The presupposition that both, Green and Grue, agree that the
predicates 'green', 'blue', 'grue', and 'bleen' are colour concepts (the second
assumption formulated in section 1), cannot be upheld either. As far as Mr.
Green knows the meaning of 'grue', and his knowledge of the meaning is
completely exhausted by his definition (Lj-1), this concept has a dispositional
meaning aspect which is not entailed by his own colour concepts. Within his
conceptual system Green cannot understand 'grue' as a colour concept, because in that system a colour concept has no dispositional trait determined by
the circumstance 'time', albeit that it has such traits determined by the circumstances 'sufficient light' and 'kind of light'. Evenstronger, the factor 'time'
can by itself never constitute a basis for a dispositional trait of a colour concept within Green's conceptual framework. Reference to a certain time would
always be faced as a purely ad hoc escape, as was explained in ch. I, section 6,
unless empirical evidence forced us to renounce the classical concept of change
in connection with the colours of things, in which case the colour of a thing
would be a 'fundamentally statistical property'. And also, in that case, it is
Grue's other empirical evidence Green is waiting for. If Grue cannot reveal the
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other evidence that he must have according to Green, Green cannot but suppose Grue to have the eyes of Big Brother through which he can observe how
things are (will be, would be, would have been) in the Orwellian era. 61 Green
cannot understandGrue when he says that he does not imply a colour change at
t 0 (compare the third assumption of section 1). Within Green's conceptual
system, expressed in L l 5 Grue's singular statement 'a is grue' does imply a
colour changeat t 0 .
Westarted this analysiswith the question: "Can Green really agreewith Grue
that 'a isgrue' istrue?" and thisanalysis has shown, I think, that Green cannot
simply do this. But, as we remarked when introducing this question, the matter
is completely analogous for Gruejudging the truth of 'a is green'. Our analysis
does not lead us to an asymmetry between 'green' and 'grue';it does not make
us choose between Lx and L 2 . This becomes clear when we hear Grue's responseto theview Green arrived atafter having beenconvincedoftheuntenability ofhisearlier,purely extensionalview.
Grue's answer may be formulated asfollows:
"If you ask me for other evidence in order to show that 'a is grue' is
true, I have not the faintest idea what you could mean. It isall very simple:
the colour of that emerald is grue, can't you see that? Moreover, I can
only accept your description as true if you give me evidence for your
statement that a is 'bleenable', which is, as far as I know, implied by your
saying that this emerald is green. And I cannot possibly understand your
concepts 'green' and 'blue' as colour concepts. If you cannot giveme such
other evidence, I must assume that you have the eyes of Big Brother".
In short, there is a serious problem at the 'singular level' and it seems to be
a conceptual problem rather than a problem of induction in Goodman's sense.
Green and Grue have arrived at a rivalry of {part of) their conceptual systems,
itseems.
Butbefore making thismoreprecise inthe nextsection,wemustface twopossibleobjections against our analysis.
First, it might be remarked that the definitions (L x -1) through (L 2 -2) are,
after all, not of a suitableform, just because they lead to a problem about the
truth of the singular descriptions of emerald a.In this case,my interpretation of
these definitions, which amounts to a specific dispositional character of Goodmannian predicates (viz. 'grue' and 'bleen' in 1^ and 'green' and 'blue' in L 2 ),
is not questioned. It is only said that they are not the correct definitions of the
predicates GOODMAN intended.
I think that this is not a sound objection. For suppose we try to remain as
close as possible to Goodman's own circumscription of 'grue' and that we
define:
(x){(x is grue) = (Ex.Gx)v(--Ex.Bx)}
in which E = examined before t 0
G = green
B = blue
We can then tell the same story as the one told above, using this definition
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of 'grue' and I do not think that one could object to this definition. (Of course,
this definition may be equivalently reformulated as
(x){(xisgrue) = (Ex->Gx).(~Ex->Bx)}
but this is completely inessential.) So, I do not think that it makes much sense
to discuss the form of the definitions any further.
Second, one might object that my interpretation of the definitions is not
correct and this is a much more important point. With ULLIAN, one could say
that "One extension is as good as another for a class qua class, no matter how
much (or how little) its description may cut across the boundaries of our
ordinary classification. Unless we privilege special classes - and logic alone
cannot allow us to do this - there is no hope of distinguishing those extensions
which may be taken as belonging to bona fide predicates". 62
In other words one must view e.g. 'grue' purely as the name of a class of
things, 'grue' is the label of the collection of all those things which are green
before t 0 and of all those things which are blue at t 0 or thereafter. And 'green'
is the label of the collection of all those things which are green before t 0 and
of all those things which are green at t 0 or thereafter. It is as simply as this:
'grue' is the sum of two classes, just as green is the sum of two classes.This,
at least, is Green's view when he objects to my interpretation. This view may
bepictured asfollows:
I

ll

III

The Green-Picture
Grue's viewmaybepictued asfollows:

The Grue-Picture
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Green and Grue are nowagain members of the extensionalist camp of GOODMAN and ULLIAN, of course. They were not convinced by my analysis. And in
Green's view, for example, one extension (e.g. I + 11) is as good as another
(e.g.II+ III) for a class qua class, so that we must appeal to extra-logical factors in order to distinguish between these extensions in such a way that we
may prefer the one to the other, living in a pre-Orwellian period. And as long
as one defends a 'super-extensionalism', as Goodman does, the only extra-logical factor one can have recourse to is entrenchment. For, the being more entrenched of a predicate in comparison with a rival predicate means that it
has the largest extension (via past projections, parent predicates, etc.). Within
such a purely extensional interpretation of 'grue' it is enough for Green to
establish that a thing, e.g. emerald a, belongs to II of his picture, in order
to verify 'a is grue'. No problem about a dispositional character arises and
therefore there is no problem at the 'singular level', it seems.
This objection, however, which attempts to rehabilitate Goodman's problem
as a riddle of induction, does not, I think, stand critical examination.
To see this, we confront both extensionalists, Green and Grue, with the
question: "What would, according to you, the colour of emerald a be, if the
timehadnotbeentx,butgreaterthant 0 ,provided that allrelevant circumstances
had, at that other time,beenthesame asthey are now?"
Lesus sketchthe situation explicitly.63 Both Green and Grue have examined
emerald a and checked the time, ti.
Green says:
a is green
(i)
Grue says:
a is grue
(ii)
Both say:
tj<to
(hi)
Both accept on thebasis oftheirpictures:(i),(ii)and(iii)aretrue.Nowsuppose,
contrary-to-fact:
tx > t 0
(iv)
Both reject (iii) upon the supposition as true. But they must, when (iv) is
supposed to be true, also reject one of (i) or (ii). And our question] to Green
and Grue comes down to: "Which of these two statements would you reject or
maintain?"
Green's answer is this: "I would maintain (i) and thus reject (ii). If you
suppose that all relevant circumstances were the same at that other time as
they are now, then you in fact say that no single event, that could possibly
causeacolour change,would occur. Andyour questionbecomes something
like this "What would be the colour of this green emerald at a time greater
than t 0 ifnothing wereto occur that couldpossibly changeitscolour?" and
this, in its turn, comes down to "What would be the colour of this green
emerald at a time greater than t 0 if it would remain green?", at least in
myview.And the answer to this question issimply that it would be green".
Grue's answeris,ofcourse,completely symmetrical: herejects(i)and upholds
(ii)onextactly analogous grounds.
One may object, that it wasin fact not Green or Grue, who gave the answer,
but 1.1made them reason in the way they did. I made them appeal to the lawlike trait of their respective colour concepts, which governs a lawlike constancy
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behaviour. And I let them reduce the question I asked them to a tautological
question, by indoctrinating them with the classical concept of change, which I
discussed in ch. I, section 6. In fact, I did not allow them to remain the extensionalists they were at thebeginning. Now, this isalltrue, but Ithink there is no
other possibility left for them. 1think they are forced to give an answer of the
kind given a moment ago. Or course they could have given it more vaguely.
They could, for example, have confessed their belief in a 'constancy of nature'
or they could have said that a thing remains the same colour if 'nothing
happens',etc.
However, I do not think that they can stick to their purely extensionalist
view of their respective colour concepts as it was sketched in their respective
pictures. The answer I let them give is the only understandableanswer. If Grue,
for example, had rejected (ii) and upheld (i),not only the symmetry would have
been destroyed, as has frequently been remarked in the literature, but he would
also have claimed a colour change at t 0 , which would not be explainable in
principle within his conceptual scheme,inwhich the classical concept of change
is supposed to be applicable in the case of a colour change. It would be a
completely ad hocmanoeuvre without any possible empirical foundation.
Grue rejects (i) precisely because he does not want to relinquish his understanding of colour phenomena. He cannot simply drop the built-in lawlikeness
of his concept 'grue', as he would be obliged to do if he rejected (ii) instead,
because this would have implied a severe shock to his conceptual system of
colour concepts, through which he could observe and explain or understand
all colour changesup till now. And he has not met with empirical data that may
force him to do so. But it is precisely this lawlikeness, which constitutes the
basis for Grue's saying that emerald a would be grue at a time greater than t 0 ,
ceteris paribus, which at the same time, in Green's language, makes the aforementioned dispositional character of 'grue' reappear. When Green hears Grue
say that that emerald would be grue at a time greater than t0, he hears him say
that it would be blue at that time. And for the same reason that Grue had to
maintain (ii),Green upholds (i):that emerald awould be green at a time greater
than t 0 , ceterisparibus.
When we now return to the situation, explicitly stated before, and ask Green
whether or not he can accept at tj (t!<t 0 ) Grue's description '0 isgrue' as true,
hisanswer must be:
"No, I cannot now accept 'a is grue' as true, because this not only means
that ais green now, but also that it is (will be, would be, would have been)
blue at a time greater than t 0 . As far as I know what 'grue' means, this
conceptimpliesadispositionalcharacter thatmaybenamed 'blueable'.And
the first time you tried to convince me of this dispositional character (at
the beginning of this section), I said that I needed the other evidence, Grue
must have in my view, before I could judge the truth or falsity of 'a is
grue'. But now the situation is different, since you introduced the proviso
'provided that all relevant circumstances would at that other time, greater
than t 0 ,be the sameas they arenow' in the question youposed to Grue and
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me. And, given this proviso, I cannot leave the question whether or not 'a
isgrue' istrue unanswered until I have inspected the other evidence, because the 'ceteris paribus' excludes the possibility of there being such other
evidence. If all possibly relevant circumstances should remain unaltered,
then that emerald remains green and it is then plainly false to say that it is
'blueable'. Therefore it issimplyfalse tosay that it isgrue now".
And again Grue will give the symmetrical answer at t t ( t i < t 0 ) to the question with respect to 'a is green': he not only cannot accept this statement as
true, but he must say that it is false.
The symmetry is not destroyed by the considerations of this section: there is
complete symmetry in understanding and in non-understanding. This nonunderstanding is the root of the problem at the 'singular level'. It seems that
Green has a green-blue theory of colours,formulated in L l 5 and Grue a gruebleen theory expressed in L 2 , and the fact that Green (Grue) calls Grue's
(Green's) description of the colour of emerald a false, while Grue (Green)
calls it true, makes it clear, that they do not understand each other's colour
theory. In the next section weshall gofurther into thisconceptual problem.
There is no riddle of induction now, neither for Green nor for Grue in their
respective languages, Lj and L 2 . From Green's point of view, 'a is grue' is
false and 'grue' is not a rival of 'green'. Green cannot accept 'grue' as an empirically confirmed concept (compare for this notion of confirmation sections
5 and 6of Ch. 1),let alone find himself confronted with the problem of choosing between 'all emeralds are green' and 'all emeralds are grue'. As long as the
mentioned conceptual problem has not been solved, the new riddle of induction
cannot evenbe formulated in either language (perhaps itceases to be a problem
once the conceptual gap has been bridged!). Of course Green arrives at 'all
emeralds are green' and Grue at 'all emeralds are grue', but the problem of
making a choice between these statements is the same as theproblem of choosing between two colour theories.
In concluding this section, let us suppose,just for the sake of argument, that
the original Mr. Green (and with him all those who let him argueinthat way)
was right and that he indeed could call 'aisgrue' true onan extensional basis.
This would imply that he could haveused theterm'grue' inallthosecases where
heasamatter of fact used 'green' up to now. Inparticular 'grue'couldhavebeen
used in all those casesinwhich 'green' wasprojected or in allthosecases which
made 'green' theveteran incomparisonwith'grue',according to GOODMAN. 64 In
other words, 'grue' could aswellhavebeentheveteranand'green'thenewcomer.
As a matter of fact 'green' and 'grue' share exactly the same entrenchment,
like 'green' and the German 'grün'. Therefore entrenchment cannot possibly be
a criterion for distinguishing 'green' from 'grue'.
Of course this is only valid if one is liable to accept 'tt > t 0 ^ a isblue' as true
on the basis that % > t 0 ' isfalse. For in that case 't, >t 0 ->a isblue' is, at a time
prior to t 0 , an empirically empty addition and 'grue' isnothing more, empirically, than the translation of 'green' in a, thus far, unknown language, L 2 . So,
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in a pre-Orwellian era and facing the matter extensionally, 'grue' and 'green'
acquire exactly the same entrenchment.
GOODMAN cannot accept this, but, as far as I can see, he should then discern
the non-truth-functional analysability of 'tj >t 0 ->a is blue' as the source of his
not being prepared to do so. And this implies that he must acknowledge the
dispositional character 'grue' has in Green's eyes, which brought us to the
conceptual problem of 'green' and 'grue'.

3. THE CONCEPTUAL PROBLEM OF 'GREEN' AND 'GRUE'

Suppose that the analysis of section 2 is accepted as correct, as I think it is,
what then, exactly, is the conceptual problem we arrived at?
It isthis:
On the one side, there is Mr. Green with his green-blue theory of colours
through which he can observe coloured things. His theory is the appropriate
method to do this. With this theory he can also explain all phenomena of
colour change he knows of. The lawlikeness of his colour concepts enables
him to explain the behaviour of coloured things, be it that they remain the
same colour or that they change colour. He can observe and explain these
phenomena by doing normal science. He knows what are the suitable or normal instruments: normal organs of sight are required, the wearing of violet
sun-glasses is forbidden but the wearing of normal (!) spectacles or contact
lenses will be imperative in some cases etc.; and heknows what relevant circumstances are: things should be illuminated with white light of a minimum
intensity. He does not view his concepts as isolated units of (primitive) meaning, but as concepts that are those very concepts by being part of his colour
theory. Weshall, in future, refer totheseconcepts by using the words 'green-1'
and 'blue-F. Then there are those artificial constructs, 'grue-1' and 'bleen-1',
introduced in his language, L h by means of the definitions (L^-l) and (L t -2).
But as they are constructed by these definitions, 'grue-1' and 'bleen-1' are mere
symbols ina system ofother symbolds, namely L^ Green can onlyviewthem as
possible empirical concepts by taking them to be conjectural concepts in the
following sense. To say of a thing that it is, e.g. grue-1, means that it has the
dispositional property of being 'blueable', i.e. turning blue under certain circumstances which come to be realised at t 0 , while it is green before t 0 . Green
does not know anything about these 'certain circumstances' and he has therefore not thefaintest idea ofwhat theproperty of'blueability' could be. But some
new relevant circumstances may turn up and he cannot on the basis of his
conceptual system exclude this possibility. Just as he might have accepted the
concept 'grewn' as a confirmed empirical concept within his theory and have
applied it to those oak leavesover there, but not to the leaves of the birch in my
garden (they are grellow!), he might, at this moment, accept 'grue-1' and
'bleen-1' as candidate concepts. They may acquire the status of empirical conceptswithin hissystemupon further inquiry and theory formation.
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Briefly, if Green wants to leave open thepossibility of 'grue-1' and 'bleen-1'
becoming empirical concepts in his green-blue theory, he must say that they
entail a dispositional trait (or a lawliketrait), whichhasnot yetbeen confirmed,
as such, as far as he knows, and which therefore makes these concepts conjectural.
On the other side, there is Mr. Grue with his grue-bleen theory of colours
through which he can observe coloured things, etc. etc. His primitive colour
concepts shall be named 'grue-2' and 'bleen-2' and the constructed terms
'green-2' and 'blue-2'. These constructed terms are taken as candidate concepts by Grue. The question, in what sense 'grue' and 'green' can be said to be
rival or conflicting concepts, should now be split up into two questions: one
about the rivalry between 'green-1' and 'grue-1' and the other about the conflictbetween 'green-1' and 'grue-2'.
Let us first consider the couple 'green-1' and 'grue-1'. 1do not think that
there could be a conflict, which would be a conflict within L 1; between these
two concepts.
Suppose Mr. Green-1 and Mr. Grue-1 examine emerald a at time Xu prior
tot 0 .
Green-1 says:
a is green-1
Grue-1 says:
a is grue-1
Bybeing speakers of L t or, more correctly, by being defenders of the greenbluetheory, they agreeonthefollwoing points:
first, they both say that 'green-1' implies'not blue-1',becausethisisa lawlike
trait of those concepts (ch. I, section 4) 65;
second, both use the classical concept of change, so that every colourchange
must have a cause or that every colour change must be accompanied by a
change of one or more relevant circumstances (ch. I, section 6);
third, and connected with thesecondpoint, both acknowledge the empirically
confirmed lawlike character of 'green-1', which governs a lawlike constancy
behaviour of green things (compare ch. I, sections 5and 6);
and, finally, both say that 'grue-1' implies the disposition of 'blueability'.
As a consequence, both agree that Green-1's description implies:
a is (will be, would be, would have been) green-1 if tx is (will be, etc.)
equal to or greater than t 0 andceterisparibus.
And both agree that Grue-1's description implies:
a is (will be, etc.) blue-1 if t t is (will be, etc.) equal to or greater than t 0 .
(This is based on the dispositional character Grue-1 claims for 'grue-1').
Now, Green-1, facing 'grue-1' as a candidate concept, asks Grue-1 for the
evidence for that dispositional part of 'grue-1'. He asks for the beforementioned 'other evidence' (section 2), Grue-1 must apparently have, so that he can
judge whether 'grue-1' can be awarded thestatus of an empirically confirmed
concept within his green-blue theory. He asks for evidence of the kind that
can be given for the turning yellow of, e.g. white things when they are illuminated with sodium light or for the turning grey of coloured things upon darkening,
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or of the kind that can be given for the 'brownability' (the turning brown in
autumn) ofoakleaves.
So, Grue-1 should do one of two things. First, he might show that there is
a relevant circumstance for a thing's being green-1, not discovered by Green-1
up to now (as was the relevant circumstance of there being sufficient light),
and that this circumstance shows its effect at t 0 and thereafter.
Second, Grue-1 might show, that, for example, emeralds change their lattice
structure under certain circumstances, so that they only reflect light of a blue-1
wavelength, and that these circumstances shall be realised at t 0 and thereafter.
Up to now Grue-1 has not revealed anything of this kind to Green-1, but
even if he had, there would, in neither of the two cases,be a conflict or a rivalry
between 'green-1' and 'grue-1'. Green-1's prediction (or counterfactual statement) of emerald a being green-1 in the Orwellian era, was only taken as true
under the ceterisparibus proviso. This proviso will be violated if Grue-1 could
succeed in doing one of the two things suggested above.
Of course, our examination of 'green-1' vs. 'grue-1' within L t introduced an
asymmetry at the very beginning, by viewing 'grue-1' as entailing a dispositional trait, which had not yet been confirmed and which was not entailed by
'green-1'. Therefore no rivalry could arise. We must now face a possible conflict between 'green-1' and 'grue-2'.
On the one side, there is Mr. Green (the same one as Mr. Green-1) with his
green-blue theory, expressed in Lu and on the other side, Mr. Grue (not to
be identified with Mr. Grue-1) with his grue-bleen theory, expressed in L 2 .
In L t 'green-1' and 'blue-1' are primitive colour concepts (but not isolated
or theory-independent units of extensional meaning) and 'grue-1' and 'bleen-1'
arecandidateconcepts,constructed intermsof'green-1', 'blue-1' anda temporal term.
In Lx 'grue-2' and 'bleen-2' are colour concepts and 'green-2' and 'blue-2'
are candidate concepts, constructed in terms of 'grue-2', 'bleen-2, and a
temporal term.
Green and Grue examine emerald a at time tlf prior to t 0 .
Green:
a is green-1
Grue:
a is grue-2
Green implicitly predicts (or counterfactually states - we shall here restrict
ourselves topredictions):
a is green-1 in the Orwellian era, ceteris paribus (I).
Grue predicts:aisgrue-2 in the Orwellian era, ceterisparibus (II).
(We assume here, that 'green-1' and 'grue-2' both have a lawlike character,
which makes thesepredictions implied by their mutual descriptions).
The only thing Green knows of 'grue-2' is 'grue-1' and he identifies them.
SodoesGruewith'green-1' and 'green-2'.
These identifications are crucial: they bridge the gap between L t and L2 as
theformulations oftwocolour thories.
Upon his identification, Green reads Grue's prediction (II) as:
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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a isblue-1 in the Orwellian era, ceteris paribus (III).
And (III) clearly conflicts with his own prediction (I).
Analogously, Grue reads Green's prediction (I) as:
a is bleen-2 in the Orwellian era, ceteris paribus (IV).
Thiscontradicts Grue'sprediction (II).
(We assume here that 'green-1' implies 'not blue-1' and that 'grue-2' implies
'not bleen-2').
Now theconflict isthere:
Green takes his description, and therefore the implied prediction (I), as true.
As a consequence he must call Grue's prediction (II), in his translation (III),
and hence Grue's description of emerald a, false.
Analogously, Grue must call Green's description of that emerald false.
This is a conflict about singular descriptions and, I think, it is a symptom
of a conceptual gap between the green-blue theory and the grue-bleen theory.
This gap may be taken to be bridged by the definitions in L x for Green and the
definitions in L 2 for Grue, but this is only apparently so.This will become clear
if we take it seriously that ht and L 2 express alternative colour theories. Grue
says of 'grue-2' that it is a colour concept within his theory. Green identifies
'grue-2' with 'grue-1'. But 'grue-1', as it is defined in L l 5 and thus 'grue-2',
is not a colour concept within Green's theory, but a mixture of a colour concept and a dispositional concept, determining a colour change at t 0 , without
any change of relevant circumstances. It is a concept which is not compatible
with Green's colour theory: it cannot be understood by Green together with
hiscolour theory.
Grue may remark, that he agrees with Green's identification of 'grue-2'
with 'grue-1', but that nevertheless 'grue-2' (or 'grue-1') is a perfect colour
concept, not implying a change of colour at t 0 , ceteris paribus. And in spite
of his definitions, Green iscompletely inthe dark about what Grue could possiblymean by 'colour'.
Of course, the same holds for Grue's definitions of 'green-2' and 'blue-2'.
Thereiscompletesymmetry innon-understanding. Theproblem isnotaproblem
of induction, but aproblem of conceptand theoryformation. Green, to take him
as our example, must learn to observe in the way Grue can observe. In other
words, he must learn to observe in a way directed by the alternative grue-bleen
theory, before he cansee what Gruesees. He must form Grue's concepts. This is
not an easyjob for Green:he must learn to observe in familiar things what he
could not see until now and his own colour theory is a severe hindrance to do
this. He will need the continual assistance of Grue. He will have to dissolve
necessary connections of his own theory and there will not be much left of it in
the end.
Once Green has succeeded in forming the alternative theory, the question of
which one should be preferred arises. And then "other considerations should
certainly be given priority over entrenchment", as MARY HESSE remarked. 66
After he has learned to observe as Grue observes, Green may return to his
own theory, becauseitislessadhocorbecauseitexplainsthecolour phenomena
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better than its rival,which doesnot achieve anythingthat could not be achieved
by the green-blue theory. But the contrary may also happen:Green may prefer
Grue's theory, because it enables him to observe and explain many new phenomena, which could not evenbe seen through the 'old' theory. Up to now, Green
had not met a Mr. Grue, to tell him the story of 'grue' and 'bleen' or to teach
him the grue-bleen theory and as long as the situation in which two radically
alternative colour theories actually exist, is not realised, Goodman's problem is
spurious. 67 In particular, it is spurious in connection with the question of what
empirical laws are, because this question is posed within an (at that moment)
accepted conceptual framework, as we shall see.
And if we really find ourselves confronted with two rival theories, Goodman's
problemas aproblem of induction or of confirmation by positive instances does
not arise either. Within Green's theory, a green emerald may be taken as a
positive instance of 'all emeralds aregreen' and likewise,within Grue's theory, a
grue emerald may be called a positive instance of 'all emeralds are grue' and, if
positive instances confirm, and taken in isolation they cannot do this, as I
argued in ch. I, section 6, then they confirm in both cases. Green and Grue
observe different things by observing through alternative conceptual systems.
Green's and Grue's observations are not the same in such a case, as GOODMAN
has taken them to be.Theproblem which then arises istheproblem of choosing
between the rival theories and entrenchment cannot help us a bit in making
such a choice "and to put emphasis upon it without investigating the full
theoretical ramifications ofthepuzzleitself,is tobetray anunacceptably restricted and conservative view of the progress of science". 68 The problem of theorychoice, and thereby of theory-formation, is not Goodman's problem, because
thatproblem presupposes thatGreen andGrue, onthebasis of thesameobservations,arriveat contradictory predictions,while Green andGrue, being defenders
of alternative theories, arrive at contradictory predictions and descriptions by
observingdifferent things. It even remains to be seen whether their predictions
and descriptions were in fact contradictory. Even this cannot be decided in
advance. They may, in the future, appear to be compatible: the 'old' theory
may, for example, become aspecial case of the, wider, 'new' theory.
If we take Goodman's problem seriously, it says that there may always come
a new and perhaps better theory than the one we have now. As long as such a
theory has not been revealed to us, no new riddle of induction arises and as
soon as such a theory is there we should not judge the newcomer by its being
inductively confirmed, but by its explanatory power, its (lack of) ad hocness,
etc.
We should conclude, 1think, that Goodman's riddle, in Goodman's interpretation, has no bearing whatsoever on a philosophy of science.
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III. T H E R E G U L A R I T Y V I E W

1. THE REGULARITY VIEW AND SOME SYNTACTICAL-SEMANTICAL DIFFICULTIES

When discussing the regularity view, R, we must keep in mind the fact, that
this view has been offered as an answer to the question of what experimental
(NAGEL;CARNAP:empirical; SCHEFFLER:observational)laws of science are. The
proponents of R presuppose a distinction between experimental laws and theories, which fundamentally goes back to the distinction between observational
and theoretical terms. Experimental laws contain only observational terms with
afixed,theory-independentmeaningandaretherefore capableof direct confirmationbypositiveinstances,while "a theory cannot beput toa direct experimental
test" 69 because it contains not only observational terms but also theoretical
terms, for which no direct observational procedure is available in order to
identify their referents. As a consequence the meaning or truth (or falsity) of
experimental laws is independent of the theory under which they may be (temporarily) subsumed: an experimental law may survive the eventual demise of
this theory (compare note 8). 70Although every logicalpositivist admits that the
distinction between observational and theoretical terms is vague, and therefore
also the one between experimental laws and theories, it is nevertheless taken to
beofgreat importance. 71
The regularity view then, constitutes the logical positivist answer to the
question what experimental laws, as distinct from theories in a logical positivist
context, are (compare ch. I, section 1,thesis iv). It isthe answer to the question
what laws of scienceinthe observational language, L 0 , are.This must bekept in
mindwhenwediscuss R.
Asafirst approximation, wemay saythat, according to R,
an experimental law is a true synthetic statement of universal form, asserting a regularity without there being any exceptions.
Wecanelucidate thiswith some quotations.
According to REICHENBACH, laws(weomit the addition of 'experimental') are
"statements about repeated occurrences, including the prediction that the same
combination will occur in the future, without exception" 6 or it is "a relation
of the form if...then, with the addition that the same relation holds at all
times". 72
AYER expresses his agreement in the following way:"a proposition expresses
a law of nature when it states what invariably happens. Thus, to say that unsupported bodies fall, assuming this to be a law of nature, is to say that there
is not, never has been, and never will be a body that not being supported does
not fall." 73
HEMPEL states: "The laws required for deductive-nomological explanations
share a basic characteristic: they are, as we shall say, statements of universal
form. (..) (That) is a statement to the effect that whenever and wherever condi54
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tions of a specified kind F occur, then so will, allways and without exception,
certain conditions ofanother kind, G". 74
And finally BRAITHWAITE: "Scientific laws will be taken as asserting no more
(and no less) then the defacto generalizations which they include; the law that
every hydrogen atom consists of one proton together with one electron will be
interpreted as meaning that, as a matter of fact every hydrogen atom, past,
present and future, has this constitution." 7
When describing their views, the proponents of R frequently add a remark
about the necessity of a law. So REICHENBACH: "We do not wish to say that
physical necessity is due to invisible forces tying things together, or that it is a
priori, or that it is a law of reason projected into nature, or whatever else
has been subtly devised by certain metaphysicians. (..) 'Physical necessity'
is expressible in terms of 'always'." 6 And AYER: "The 'necessity' of a law
consists, on this view, simply in thefact that there are no exceptions to it." 75
BRAITHWAITE also rejects the necessity view by stating that a law does not
assert more than a de facto generalisation (compare the quotation above).
Every possible concept of necessity isexpelled, unless it means nothing more
than a constant conjunctionof certain events or characteristics.
In its most simple form a law may be expressed by
all A's are B's
or: (x) (Ax^Bx).
The symbols 'A' and 'B' indicate descriptive terms like 'metal' 'expand upon
heating' or 'water' and 'boilingpoint of212° F.'
The major problem that proponents of R recognize is not the truth of such a
statement, nor its synthetic character, nor the concept of regularity that is
used, but the distinction betweenlawlike andnon-lawlike oraccidentaluniversals.
This may be elucidated by an example. When we compare the following two
statements, which are both supposed to be true:
all metals expand upon heating
(I)
all screws in Smith's car are rusty (Nagel's example)
(II)
we could say that the first statement is a law, but that the second is not a law,
if we at least presuppose that both are true. Both statements, being the result
of a 'synthetic connective operation' (REICHENBACH), are ofuniversalform and
both assert a regularity without exceptions or a constant conjunction. What,
then, isour criterion when calling the first statement a law, the second not?
The proponents of R should provide a criterion for demarcating those universal statements,which are lawsifthey happen to betrue (the lawlikeuniversals
76
), from those universals which are not lawseven if they appear to be true (the
accidental universals).(I shall invariably use the term 'lawlike'. Other terms are
'nomic' and 'nomological').
That the search for such a criterion of lawlikeness isin fact the central problem in a logical positivist analysis of the concept of law means that concepts
such as the synthetic character of a lawand the assertion of an exceptionless
repetition are taken to be clear enough. The concept of regularity fares badly
in modern literature. The use of expressions like 'uniform connection' (HEMMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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PEL)and 'constant conjunction' (NAGEL) and theappeal tocommon sense leaves

the impression that this concept isconsidered to be quite clear.
The analytic-synthetic distinction is still taken for granted, evenafter Quine's
severe attack.
I shall come back to both these points later, but we must first say something
more about the attempts to formulate a criterion of lawlikeness. This problem
has been said to be intriguing, delicate and recalcitrant77 and some of the
attempts to solve it will be considered in this section.78
The first attempt to solve some of theseproblems, can be formulated as follows:a universalconditional is lawlike when it contains no individual constants,
i.e. terms referring toaparticular objectoraspecificspatio-temporal area.19 The
statement about the rusty screws, (II), contains an individual constant, namely
'Smith's car', and must therefore be qualified as accidental, while (I), the statement about the metals, does not contain such a term, and may therefore be
called lawlike.
This proposal has been amended, since individual constants may not occur
essentially or in an uneliminable way.80 Otherwise we would get the strange
situation, that (I),not containing individual constants, would be lawlike,whereas an equivalent reformulation of (I), e.g. 'all metals in my room or elsewhere
expand upon heating', would be accidental. We do not arrive at this result
when we speak of the essential or uneliminable occurrence of individual constants: the individual constant 'my room' in our example can be eliminated
without change ofmeaning, accordingto PAP.
(REICHENBACH has chosen an alternative approach by defining 'universal' by
the absence of individual constants and then requiring that a statement must be
universal in order to count as a fundamental lawlike statement. 81 I shall come
back to the addition of the word 'fundamental' in a moment).
(When GOODNAM, and AYER follows him in this respect, rejects the criterion
of the non-occurrence of individual constants, he rejects it in its unqualified
sense. In other words, he did not reject the criterion in its amended form in
which the essential or uneliminable occurrence is used 82 ).
This amended criterion meets with two difficulties. First, there seem to be
universal statements which, containing individual constants essentially, are
nevertheless regarded as lawlike, e.g. Kepler's first law and Galileo's law of
freely falling bodies. Second, all individual constants, which at first sight seem
uneliminable, appear nevertheless to be eliminable.
To eliminate the first difficulty, REICHENBACH made a distinction between
original and derivative nomological statements 83 and HEMPEL, following him,
speaks of fundamental and derivative lawlike statements. 84 Fundamental lawlike statements must satisfy the requirement that no individual constants occur
essentially, but in derivative lawlike statements such constants may occur and
they are lawlike because they can be derived from fundamental lawlike statements. 85 According to this view, Kepler's and Galileo's laws are lawlike, be it
derivatively, because they can be deduced from Newton's laws and his theory
of gravitation. But NAGEL and PAP have drawn attention to the fact that we
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need additional premises for the deduction of e.g. Kepler's first law from Newtonian mechanics, and these additional premises essentially contain individual
constants (e.g. about the relative masses and velocities of the planets and the
sun). And if we do admit such additional premises in one case, why should
they not be admitted in the case of the statement about the rusty screws, (II)?
(II) is lawlike since it can be deduced from the fundamental lawlike statement
'all iron screwsrust when exposed to air' and the additional premises 'all screws
in Smith's car are iron' and 'all screws in Smith's car are exposed to air'. 86
Although HEMPEL considered this objection, he did not answer it in an acceptable way87 and LAUTER, when expounding Reichenbach's criterion of lawlikeness88, leaves this point undiscussed.
But evenif this objection of NAGEL and PAP isinvalid, the appeal to Reichenbach's distinction would not be of much help, a point raised in Nagel's remark
that Kepler's and Galileo's laws were lawlike before the time of Newton.89
The second difficulty concerning the criterion of lawlikeness under discussion
has been formulated by different authors. 90 It seems that wecan always eliminate the individual constants occurring in a universal statement. We may, for
example,reformulate (II)as:
all scarscrews are rusty
where 'scarscrew' uniquely refers to a screw in Smith's car. This statement
does not contain an individual constant and is therefore, according to the
present criterion, lawlike. But then (II), being equivalent to this statement,
must also be lawlike.Byusing an analogousstrategy, every statement whatsoever would be lawlike. One might protest that this is only a pseudo-elimination :
we merely construct a new term, 'scarscrew', which is defined as 'screw in
Smith's car', so that the individual constant is no longer overt, but hidden,
and byhiding itwehavenot eliminated it.
This objection isfully justified and leads to a broader and lessartificial attack
on the problem. A new criterion comes to be formulated on the basis of different kinds ofpredicates.
A second attempt has been formulated :a universalstatement is lawlike if it
containsonlypurely qualitative ornon-positional predicates.91
Apredicate ispurely qualitative when the explication of its meaning does not
require the reference to a specific spatio-temporal area or a particular object.92
This criterion led to several objections. First, it has to face the objection that
Kepler's and Galileo's laws (we shall restrict ourselves to these standard examples) should be called accidental rather than lawlike. An appeal to the Reichenbachian distinction between fundamental and derivative lawlike statements
does not enable us to avoid this objection either.
Second, it may be objected that the notion of a purely qualitative predicate
is very vague, because it makes use of 'the meaning' of a predicate, and we
can hardly pretend to elucidate the concept of law on the basis of such a vague
criterion. This objection was also raised by HEMPEL and GOODMAN. 93 HEMPEL,
however, simply begsthequestionbyoffering a definition ofanexperimental law
relative to a formal language L, in which each term is either primitive or definMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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able in terms of such primitives. And this is followed by his remark that these
primitives "will be assumed to be qualitative in the sensejust indicated" (that
is in the sense quoted in note 92). But this manoeuvre is, to borrow Quine's
expression, a 'feu follet par excellence'. We cannot solve the problem of lawlikeness by constructing a language in which the original problem cannot be
formulated any longer.
Now, the force of this second objection depends of course on our position
regarding 'meaning as intention'. Like POPPER, one might be satisfied with
the explication ofthedistinction betweenpositional and non-positional predicates or between individual and universal concepts (to use Popper's terms),
in which case this criterion would be free from this objection. But others, in
particular QUINE and GOODMAN, are allergic to such 'meanings', which "as
obscure intermediary entities,may wellbe abandoned". 94 In Goodman's terms
the introduction of "ghostly entities called 'meanings' that are distinct from
and lie between words and their extensions" is superfluous, because he thinks
"that difference of meaning between any two terms can be fully accounted for
without introducing anything beyond terms and their extensions."95 The
appeal to the meaning or intention of a predicate is completely excluded in
this view, because there are no meanings to which one could eventually appeal.
So, from this point of view the objection to the proposed criterion is a very
severe one. As a matter of fact, I think that the proponents of R, defending
their thesis within a logical positivist context, should indeed view this objection
as disastrous.
It should be clear from the rough sketch of the logical positivist context,
given in ch. I, section 1, that an appeal to the meaning of a concept, taken
as its intention, is an inconsistent manoeuvre in that context. We have already
shown that at the observational level - and we are still discussing laws at an
experimental (observational) level- predicates must becharacterized as isolated
units of extensional meaning, and in my view QUINE and GOODMAN are consistentwhenadhering toextensionalism,whereasHempel'sappeal tothemeaningof
predicates is not (but because of its incidental character it does not seem to be
quite relevant, since he quickly takes refuge in the safe context of an artificial
language). There isno empirical ground onwhich to found intentions ina logicalpositivist context. Therefore there isneither a foundation for analytical statements which would express the result of an analysis of such intentions. Quine's
attack upon the analytic-synthetic distinction isjustified 96 , but we should keep
in mind that it is only justified as an attack against this distinction within the
logicalpositivist context. Theimpossibility of apredicate having an intentional
meaning has neither beenproved by QUINE nor by GOODMAN. But the regularity
view is embedded in this context and, therefore, this second objection scores a
point. It would beperfectly sound to askwhat thestatus ofa statement, explicating the meaning of a given predicate, would be. It would surely have to be a
universal statement, but if it is called analytic(perhaps via Carnap's semantical
rules of an artificial language) it would be vulnerable to Quine's criticism or,
supposing that one could make sense of the analytic-synthetic distinction even
58
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when accepting this criticism, thepossibility of alawlike statement being analytic
should then alsobereconsidered (weshall return to this point in ch. IV). If, on
the other hand, such an explication of the meaning of a predicate is called synthetic, formulating a regularity without exceptions, it would reintroduce the
problem of distinguishing between lawlike and accidental universals, which
we have tried to solve by means of the notion of purely qualitativepredicates,
at a'higher' level.
A third objection against this second criterion was formulated by GOODMAN:
"qualitativeness is an entirely relative matter and does not by itself establish
any dichotomy of predicates" (compare note 54). If any predicates could be
called purely qualitative, colour predicates would be amongst them. GOODMAN
even tried to show that the qualitativeness of e.g. 'green' is an entirely relative
matter. I think I have said enough about this in ch. II to substantiate the conclusion that this objection cannot be accepted as it is intended. If we take
Goodman's problem seriously, it means that, at some or other time, a theory
could be formulated in which the predicate 'green' can no longer be taken
to be non-positional. However, as long as such an alternative theory has not
been formulated, the thesis that qualitativeness is an entirely relative matter is
mere speculation. Therefore this objection could be avoided.
As a final objection it must be noticed that this criterion does not distinguish
the famous 'all ravens are black' from 'all metals expand when heated'. Relying
upon an intuitively clear notion of pure qualitativeness, both these statements
should be called lawlike, but in the discussion about R the statement about the
ravens is always taken to be accidental, a fact for which the proposed criterion
cannot account.
I now want to consider a third, and last, attempt to solve the problem: a
universalstatement islawlike whenit is unrestricted.
The universal statement 'all F's are G's' or '(x) (Fx->Gx)' is unrestricted
if F does not necessarily denote a finite number of instances or a closed or
finiteclass 97 and itisrestricted when the antecedent term indicates a finite number of elements. The antecedent term 'screws in Smith's car', for example, refers
to a finite class of objects and this can be ascertained from an analysis of the
term itself. We need not investigate any empirical facts to find out whether this
is the case or not. HEMPEL formulated this requirement in a slightly different
way: a lawlike statement should not be regarded as being logically equivalent
toafiniteconjunction of singular statements. 98 POPPER makes thesame distinction when talking about strictly and numerically universal statements, the latter
being equivalent to a finite conjunction of singular statements while laws are
always strictly universal.99 Of course, a class,e.g. the class of planets, denoted
by an antecedent term, may prove to be closed on the basis of further empirical
evidence,but this does not imply the restrictedness of the universal statement in
question, e.g. Kepler's first law. The point is that the finiteness of the antecedent class should not be derivablefrom the meaning of the antecedent term. 100
Therefore, "familiarity must be assumed with the use or meaning of the expressions occurring in a sentence, in deciding whether the statement conveyed
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bythe sentence isunrestrictedly universal". 101
This criterion of unrestrictedness must not be identified with Reichenbach's
requirement of unrestricted exhaustiveness. LAUTER reformulated this requirement as: "(A universal statement) Q is unrestrictedly exhaustive if and only if
it is not the case that (1) Q is about only a finite number of individuals and (2)
the fact expressed in (1) is highly confirmed at some time." 102 And therefore
"onemust investigatenon-linguisticfacts todetermine whetheror not asentence
is unrestrictedly exhaustive while one only need consider syntactical and
semantical matters to determine whether or not a sentence is an all-statement,
general or universal." 103 With this requirement in mind REICHENBACH tried to
characterize fundamental lawlike statements.
The criterion of unrestrictedness meets with the following difficulties.
First, it implies an appeal to the meaning of the antecedent term, which is
as objectionable here as in the case of thepurely qualitative predicates.
Second, it characterizes the famous 'all moa's die before reaching the age of
fifty'(Popper's example) aslawlike,whichisveryquestionable (compare ch.IV).
Third, it supplies us with a reason to say of 'all gold-cubes are smaller than
10m 3 ' that it islawlike, while all of us would rather call it accidental.
It also leads to the description of 'all ravens areblack' as a lawlike statement,
an idea which most authors would not be prepared to accept. There is at least
an intuitive doubt concerning the lawlike character of this statement and a
satisfactory explication of the concept 'lawlike' should account for this feeling.
Reichenbach's requirement is not subject to the first and second objections,
but the last two objections also hold against hisproposal. Moreover, hisdistinction between fundamental and derivative lawlike statements is not of much
help to show the lawlike character of such laws as Kepler's and Galileo's,
aswehaveseen before.
Looking back at these attempts to find a criterion of lawlikeness, we must
say that this approach does not seem to be very fruitful. It seems that one
should not restrict oneself to a syntactical-semantical analysis of universal
statements in isolation. Such a restriction has been shown to have failed every
time. 104 We shall therefore in the next sections discuss the problems of laws
and counterfactuals (section 2)and of laws and confirmation (section 3).
In both discussions it is the function of a law in scientific reasoning which will
beinthe foreground.
2. LAWLIKE STATEMENTS AND COUNTERFACTUALS

Of the copper screw, here on my desk, we may truly say:
if that screw had been heated it would have expanded
but wewould callthe statement
if that screw had been in Smith's car it would have
been rusty
false.
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The universal statement
all copper things expand when heated
(V)
gives us the right to call (III) true, but the universal statement
all screws in Smith's car are rusty
(II)
does not give us the right to call (IV) true.
In other words, (V) supports the corresponding counterfactual (or subjunctive conditional - for the present theseterms will beusedinterchangeably) (III),
while (II) does not support the corresponding counterfactual (IV).
These examples suggest the following criterion of lawlikeness: if auniversal
statement supports the corresponding counterfactual it is lawlike; if not, it is
accidental.105
But such a criterion presupposes a satisfactory answer to 'the problem of
counterfactuals', as it is usually called 106 , in which one does not make use of
the concept of lawlikeness. And we may agree with P A P 1 0 7 , that an acceptable
answer is not available, at least not within a logical positivist context, and that
it istherefore vain topropose this criterion of lawlikeness. But I shall, nevertheless, examine the problem of counterfactuals here. It ismore than 'a fussy little
grammatical exercise' and its importance has been stressed by different
authors. 108 We can also learn something from it that is directly relevant to our
central problem.
Is shall by means of symbols express the form of a singular subjunctive conditional as:
Aa-o^Ba
(VI)
(in words:ifahad beenA it would havebeen B).
For the time being, we have to assume with many authors, 109 that such a
statementimpliesthefalsity of 'Aa'.
CHISHOLM proposed two ways to solve the problem: "The alternatives are:
(1) (..) reduce the subjunctive to the indicative; (2) accept the subjunctive as
describing some kind of irreducible connection and thus reject, or alter radically, the extensional logic which most contemporary logicians have tried to
apply to the philosophical problems of science (compare my thesis v in ch.
I, section 1). The problem is not an easy one; indeed, we may be justified in
asserting that it constitutes thebasicproblem in the logicof science." 110
Defenders of the regularity view have all chosen Chisholm's first alternative
and the first proposal in this linehas been to translate (VI) in:
(Aa->Ba).~Aa
(Via)
This translation restores the possibility of an extensional analysis, but it has,
from the extensional point of view,the disastrous consequence that all subjunctive conditionals must be called true, their antecedent clauses being false. Not
only (III), i.e. 'if that screwhad been heated it would have expanded', would be
true, but also 'if that screw had been heated it would have contracted' and 'if
that screw had been in Smith's car it would have been rusty'.
Therefore this proposed translation must be rejected and it as been generally
rejected.111 Then, why mention this proposal here? Simply because the argument for rejecting it reveals an important point:it is taken for granted that an
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indicative or 'normal' conditional, i.e. ' A a ^ B a ' , is true merely because its
antecedent, i.e. 'Aa', is false. This again illustrates the 'glassesof extensionality'
most philosophers of science seem to wear during the investigation of their
problems. This also became clear from the usual exposition of Goodman's
riddle, reproduced in ch. II, section 2,where 'ty > t 0 - » a isblue' was taken to be
true solely on the ground that ^ was, as amatter of fact, before t 0 .
If this isnot accepted,and I donot thinkthat it can be accepted, the problem
of counterfactuals becomes (part of) a problem of normal conditionals. In
other words, even if we could reduce subjunctive conditionals to indicative
conditionals, the problem of counterfactuals would reappear as the problem of
analysing indicative conditionals. Like subjunctive conditionals, indicative
conditionals require an analysis of 'the grounds upon which their truth or
falsity may be decided' (NAGEL). But we must postpone this matter until later
inthis section.
After the rejection of (Via) as a translation of (VI), authors like GOODMAN,
CHISHOLM, H I Z 1 1 2 , NAGEL 1 1 3 , and BRAITHWAITE 114 all want to remain within
the extensional context: "The content of counterfactuals can nevertheless
be plausibly explicated without recourse to any unanalyzable modal notions",
as NAGEL put it. 115 It is indeed admitted that there is a certain kind ofconnection between the antecedent and consequent of a subjunctive conditional, "and
the truth of statements of this kind - whether they have the form of counterfactual or factual conditionals or some other form - depends not upon the
truth or falsity of the components but upon whether the intended connection
obtains" and therefore "it must be borne in mind that a general solution would
explain the kind of connection involved irrespective of any assumption as to
the truth or falsity of the components". Thus GOODMAN. 1 1 6 This, I think, is an
excellentstatementoftheproblemthrough itsemphasis ona connection between
antecedent and consequent: it could be literally repeated with respect to
normal or indicative conditionals. But let us first pay some attention to the
second proposal for a translation of (VI) which purports to analyse the connection mentioned.
A subjunctive conditional is then characterized not as a statement about
facts, but as a statement about other statements or, as a meta-statement. A
subjunctive conditional is interpreted as asserting that its consequent in the
indicative mood follows logically from its antecedent in the indicative mood in
conjunction with a law and a statement of the initial conditions, required by
that law. 117
For example, (IV),i.e. 'if that screwhad beenheated itwould have expanded',
is in fact a meta-statement, asserting that
'that screw expands' follows logically from 'that screwis heated'
and 'all copper things expand when heated' and 'that screwis copper'.
Or, ingeneral,(VI)isrenderedby:
Aa.L.C. logically entails Ba
(VIb)
inwhich L is the law and C the set of required initial circumstances.
In this way it becomes completely overt that this analysis must presuppose
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a solution of the two major problems, mentioned by GOODMAN, namely to
define relevant conditions andto define what lawsare.x 18
But apart from this, (VIb) could not be the correct expression of what is
intended by the proponents of this proposed translation. What is intended may
bebetter expressed by:
there is a law L and a set of relevant conditions C such that Aa.L.C
logically entails Ba.
(Vic)
So,in order to verify a subjunctive conditional, wemust, whileclearly assuming a (limited) concept of the nature of a law, investigate scientific textbooks
and see whether there is indeed such an L and such a C. If we succeed, the
subjunctive conditional is true;if not, it is false. Such a procedure would imply
that "the introduction of modal categories other than those of formal logic is
entirely gratuitous", as NAGEL expressed it. 119 Chisholm's second alternative,
'reject or alter radically the extensional logic', need not be considered.
I shall not continue with a review of other attempts, e.g. those of HAMPSHIRE
and RESCHER, who both made a distinction between two kinds of subjunctive
conditionals, i.e. the nomological ones, which can be translated in the way
of (Vic), and the purely hypothetical ones, which cannot be so translated. 120
What has now been said about the usual ways in which the problem has been
tackled will do for our purpose, and we shall have the opportunity to come
back to Rescher'sviewinthenext chapter.
I shall now try to show that the problem of counterfactuals, taken as a
separateproblem, requiring aseparate answer to thequestionabout the grounds
on which these statements could be called true or false, does not exist. But there
is a problem concerning normal conditionals which may be described in the
samewords inwhich NAGEL described the problem of counterfactuals (see note
106)and which cannot be solved by 'a reduction to the indicative' because it is
a problem of conditionals in the indicative mood.
Up to now we have used the terms 'counterfactual' and 'subjunctive conditional' interchangeably, but ithasbeen stressed bydifferent authors that asubjunctive conditional does not entail the denial of its antecedent and that
many counterfactual statements are not expressed in the subjunctive mood, so
that the identification of these terms should be avoided. 121
I shall not go into this matter, but shall simply take it for granted that the
grammatical distinction between the subjunctive and the indicative mood is
not parallelled by the distinction counterfactual-noncounterfactual. We are
here interested in the latter distinction in connection with the concept of law.
When is a conditional 'if Aa then Ba' counterfactual? Its being expressed in
the subjunctive mood is not a good guide. I think it is correct to say, that an
empirical conditional is counterfactual in a certain situation or context, when
it is clear from that situation or context in which it has been uttered that its
antecedent isfalse. It is true that in such a case the conditional is often expressed in the subjunctive mood, but the use of this grammatical device to convey
what is clear from context or situation does not introduce by itself an extra
problem of verification or falsification. The problem, with which we have to
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deal is one of analysing the grounds upon which a normal conditional may be
said to be true or false, in a situation in which its antecedent is false. The subjunctive mood may also be used to suggest that the antecedent of the conditional expressed in it is true, as may beclear from Anderson's example: when
a physician tries to establish the cause of John's death and says that, if John
had taken arsenichewould have shown the same symptoms, then that physician
intends sayingthat itishighly probablethat John hastakenarsenic,rather than
that he wants to announce that he decidedly did not take the poison.
Therefore a satisfactory analysis of empirical conditionals should include an
answer to the question on what grounds such a conditional may be called true
or false when it is uttered in such a situation or context that the falsity of the
antecedent is clear, whether or not it happens to be formulated in the subjunctivemood. And ifonewants to make a distinction between 'real' counterfactuals,
i.e. conditionals uttered ina context from which it isclear that their antecedents
cannot be true now or in the future, and 'contingent' counterfactuals, whose
antecedents may become or be made true in the future, we must say that the
analysis of conditionals should include an analysis of both kinds of counterfactuals. (An example of a real counterfactual would be 'if that piece of butter had been heated to 150°F., it would have melted', uttered in a situation
where it is clear that that piece of butter was eaten yesterday - Goodman's
example; an example of a contingent counterfactual is 'if that screw here on
my desk is heated, it expands', uttered in the present situation, where I can
directly see that it is not heated).
I shall now consider sometypical caseswhich have to be solved by an analysis
of conditionals, in order to determine whether the use of such an analysis
isa satisfactory undertaking.
I shall make some suggestions and also indicate where the usual extensional
analysisisinadequate.
First, we consider a situation in which someone says:
if that is water then it boils at 212°F.
or: if Wathen B212a
(VII)
When uttering this statement a bottle containing a colourless liquid is pointed
to. The refractive index of that liquid is determined, and we infer from this,
that 'Wa' is true. The boiling temperature of the liquid is measured to be
212°F., sothat 'B 2 1 2 a' isalso true.
Upon an extensional analysis, the logical structure of (VII) is
Wc->B212fl
(Vila)
and (VII) is said to be true when (Vila) is true and this latter statement is
true if both its components are true, as in the present case. Does the evidence
indeed constitute good grounds for the truth of (VU)? That we should be careful with an affirmative answer may be seen from a second example.
Again wemeasure theliquid's refractive index and conclude that itiswater.
Then we measure its boiling temperature: 216°F. The usual analysis results in:
(Vila) and hence (VII) is false. But should we take this evidence as a good
ground for the falsity of (VII)? "Of course not", someone might remark,
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"because the pressure increased in the meantime, as I myself established, so
that the second experiment just had to yield a boiling temperature higher than
212°F. If you only had taken care of the relevant circumstances, the second
experiment would also have ledyou to the truth of (VII), like the first. But now
that the circumstances have changed the evidence has no verifying or falsifying
significance."Thisrejoinderisjustified and itshows that theextensional analysis
of (VII) is insufficient. An appeal to relevant circumstances ismade: extensional
evidence cannot count as evidence for or against the truth of a conditional if
it istaken inisolation; it can only count as such when it isobtained in an experiment in which the required circumstances have been fulfilled. This is also valid
for the first experiment: the knowledge of the truth-values of the components
alone is not enough, even if this knowledge implies that both are true; we
also need knowledge about the relevant circumstances (and in this connection,
122
STEVENSONspeaksof'intensional evidence' ). But this means that what GOODMANcalled 'the first major problem' in connection with the analysis of counterfactuals also arises in connection with the verification or falsification of normal
fulfilled singular conditionals. I want to suggest that weformulate this problem
as: What arerelevant circumstances? How canwejudge certain conditions to be
relevant and others to be irrelevant? What is our norm for acceptingthe evidenceof one experiment as relevant for the truth or falsity of a conditional and for
rejecting the result ofanother experiment as irrelevant?
I now want to formulate my answer briefly, and I will try to substantiate this
inchapter V.
The covering law of the conditional, taken as a statement within a theory or
conceptual system can provide us with such a norm. I also want to add that it
follows that the analysis of conditionals also meets with what GOODMAN calls
'the second major problem' in connection with counterfactuals, namely the
problem of an empirical law. An extensional analysis fails to bring these points
to light. Of course, one frequently does refer to the required circumstances by
means of such remarks as 'provided the system is in a normal state' or 'on the
condition that suitable circumstances are fulfilled' or something similar. But
it is one thing to pass such a remark rather incidentally and quite another to
take full account of these relevant circumstances in a systematic philosophical
analysis. GOODMAN tried to do this in connection with counterfactuals because
these statements give rise to a very strong feeling of uneasiness whenever one
adopts an extensionalist view. It is, however, necessary to offer a systematic
account of conditionals in general simply because the counterfactuals are only
a sub-class of this general class.
Letusnowinvestigateasituationwhenwesay:
ifthat copper screwisheated then it expands
or: if Ws then Es
(VIII)
We say this about that screw over there at a time when we can easily see that
itisnot heated. 'Hs' would, therefore, be false.
According to the extensional analysis of (VIII),
Us^Es
(Villa)
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thisconditional should nowbecalled true.
But should we regard our evidence, namely that that screw is not heated, as
a sufficient reason for the truth of (VIII)? Of course, (Villa) is true, but should
one regard (VIII) as true for this reason only? An extensionalist must answer
"Yes" and we have met with two examples where he indeed said exactly that.
In the normal exposition of Goodman's riddle (reproduced in ch. II, section 2)
the conditional't!>t 0 ->a is blue' is taken to be true solely because ^ is in fact
prior to t 0 .
When GOODMAN, NAGEL, CHISHOLM, and many others reject the translation
of a counterfactual as'(Aa-»Ba).~Aa', theydo so simplybecausethe first conjunct, i.e. 'Aa^Ba', istrue when itsantecedent isfalse. When CARNAP proposed
hismethod of reduction sentences for the introduction of dispositional predicates in the empirical language, he did so on the basis of the consideration that
normally a conditional is true when its antecedent is false;if he had not taken
this for granted, there would havebeenno direct need for an alternative method
of reduction, but there would still have been a problem of conditionals.
I think it is necessary to state clearly that the falsity of the antecedent of an
empirical conditional as such never constitutes sufficient evidence for the truth
of that conditional. Every scientist would agree to this and I think this is fully
justified. Should we then rather say that we do not have good grounds from
which the truth or falsity of (VIII) may be inferred in the situation mentioned
above? Must we not rather say that we should wait for the results of an experiment inwhich that screwisreally heated? In other words, should wenot rather
in this situation view(VIII) asa prediction whose truth-value still remains to be
established? It would be wrong to do that because every scientist would be
prepared to call (VIII) true in this situation. Conditionals like (VIII) are taken
to beassertiblewithwarranty evenwhentheir antecedentsarefalse. Butisit not
strange to appeal to scientific practice in a case like this? Certainly not, because
this appeal to scientific practice isalso made inconnection with the formulation
oftheproblemof subjunctive conditionals or,ofwhat Ihavecalled, realcounterfactuals. These real counterfactuals cannot be viewed as predictions, simply
because their antecedents cannot be established as true in the future. The butter
I ate yesterday cannot be heated now or in the future in order to test the statement 'if that piece of butter is heated then it melts'. These real counterfactuals
cannot, therefore, be accounted for by regarding them as predictions, but nor
can they be rejected as genuine empirical statements since they are used in
scientific practice every day and are there taken to be completely bona fide
empirical statements which are either true or false. But so are the contingent
counterfactuals like (VIII), and it is therefore correct to ask on what grounds a
counterfactual conditional could be called true or false, independently of the
fact whether or not its antecedent may, as yet, be found to be true in the future.
When we do this,weshould also say that (VIII) istrue of that screwwhich ison
my desk and which is not heated, because it is deducible from the law that all
copper things expand when heated, provided that the required conditions are
fulfilled. And the conditional 'if that screw is heated it contracts' is false, even
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if a truth-functional analysis would make us believe that it is true. This follows
from the fact that the connection asserted in this conditional is excluded by
the connection laid down in the law mentioned before.
Therefore, a counterfactual, whether real or contingent, whether expressed
in the indicative or subjunctive mood, is true when it can be inferred from a
law. This means that the connection intended by that counterfactual obtains*.
And a counterfactual is false when the intended connection does not obtain,
since it is excluded by a connection laid down in a law. It should be obvious
that in this way the analysis of conditionals can be completely reduced to the
analysis of laws and relevant circumstances. Moreover what wehave said seems
to imply that an experimental test is superfluous; the evidence obtained in
the first example does not by itself verify the conditional 'If Wa then B 212 a'.
However, I have to postpone any further discussion of this matter until ch. V.
We should at this stage become aware of the distinction between normal and
(Revolutionary science. Whenever we appeal to scientific practice, we appeal to
normal scienceand itiscalled normal because ofthe veryfact that weare taking
for granted certain laws embedded in a theory.
We must still make one short remark about conditionals, which are uttered
in a situation where we have no idea about the truth-value of the antecedent.
Thisisasimplematter assucha conditional istruewhen itappliesa connection,
laid down in a law, to a particular case, and it is false when the intended connection does not hold or is excluded by a law.
What has been said so far is restricted to conditionals which can be related
to available laws. We could call such conditionals nomological conditionals,
in the same way that RESCHER speaks of nomological counterfactuals. 120 Our
analysis has no bearing onpurelyhypothetical conditionals (cf. again RESCHER).
Our conclusion must be that the analysis of conditionals, whether fulfilled
or not, whether they are expressed in the subjunctive mood or the indicative,
requires an answer to the question what an empirical law is. Our answer to
this questionmust,ifitistobesatisfactory, also supplyananswer to the problem
of relevant circumstances. Thisproblem hasneverbeen answered by proponents
of the regularity view and I think, it would be extremely difficult to realize this
within this view because knowledge of these conditions seems to require the
occurrence of exceptions or irregularity (compare ch. I, section 6). R, on the
other hand, characterizes alawastheformulation ofa regularity without exceptions. But it may be that the appeal to a theory, to which the proponents of R
also take recourse, could answer this question.

3. LAWS AND CONFIRMATION

Our analysis in section 1showed that from the various attempts at a solution of the problem no satisfactory criterion of lawlikeness could be obtained.
* Using Goodman's terminology.
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Tn section 2, which did not aim at the establishment of such a criterion, the
need for such a criterion was stressed by pointing at the fact that we will not
be able to offer a satisfactory analysis of empirical conditionals (including
counterfactuals) as long as we are unable to give a satisfactory analysis of the
concept ofempirical law.
We shall now consider yet another attempt at such an analysis. Laws, it is
remarked, have a certain function inscience:they are used to make predictions.
Therefore, a universalstatement is lawlikeif it isacceptable as a true statement
prior to the examination of all its instances.123 If the evidence for a law would
coincide with its scope of predication, to use Nagel's term, it could not be used
for making predictions.
Of course it is not meant that a statement like '(x)(Ax->Bx)' is lawlike only
if it is acceptable as a true statement and the class of A's is infinite, since this
would make the criterion depend on the question whether or not the universe
is infinite, as STEGMÜLLER remarked. 124 What is meant by this proposal is that
a universal statement islawlike ifit isacceptable as true before the examination
of all elements of the antecedent class and it does not matter whether or not
this class turns out to be finite in the future.
It is intended that, given this criterion, the function of a law as supporting
counterfactual conditionals can also be accounted for. Counterfactuals are
taken to stand in the same logical relation to a law as predictions do; in the
same way that a law enables us to make predictions, i.e. statements about as yet
unobserved instances, it also enables us to formulate counterfactuals, i.e. statements about unrealized, or rather unrealisable, instances. 125 Predictions and
counterfactuals are taken to besimilar inthis respect.
After what has been said in section 2 about counterfactuals and conditionals
in general, it may be clear that I fully agree with the idea of putting predictions
and counterfactuals on the same level. Counterfactuals are, in the same way
as predictions, derivable from a law in conjunction with the statements of
relevant conditions. Whether they should be expressed inthe subjunctive mood,
a way in which predictions could also be expressed, is a matter of grammatical
taste. But the assertion that a universal statement is lawlike if it supports the
related predictions leads exactly to the same conclusion as the assertion that a
universal statement is lawlike if it supports a corresponding counterfactual, i.e.
the concept of lawlikeness presupposes a satisfactory analysis of (predictive)
conditionals, which, as we have seen in section 2, requires an answer to two
questions: What is a law? and What are relevant circumstances? Briefly, the
fact that a law enables us to make predictions (and to assert counterfactuals) is
a symptom of a universal statement's being lawlike and it cannot therefore be
taken as a criterion to determine whether a statement is lawlike or not.
But someone might remark that it is not the predictive force which is used
in the criterion in question, but a statement's being acceptable before all its
instances have been examined. This, however, directly poses the following
question: Why do we accept one universal statement as true prior to such an
examination and not the other? Supposing that we do not accept as true the
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Statement about the screws in Smith's car. i.e. 'all those screws are rusty',
before we have examined them all and before we have established that all are
in fact rusty, then whyare not we prepared to do that? Supposing also that we
do accept 'all copper things expand when heated' as true, while wehave not yet
examined everything referred to by the antecedent term, why are we allowed to
do this? Wemay translate this into Goodman's formulation of theproblem and
ask why a positive instance of the copper-statement does have a confirming
force, while a positive instance of the screws-statement has no such confirming
force? 126 Goodman's answer is clear enough: "The difference is that in the
former case (i.e. in the case of the statement about copper) the hypothesis is a
lawlike statement; while in the latter case (i.e.in the case of the statement about
screws), the hypothesis is a merely contingent or accidental generality. Only a
statement that is lawlike is capable of receiving confirmation from an instance
ofit; accidental statements arenot". 1 2 7 Therefore theacceptability ofa universalstatement astrue before theexamination of allitsinstances toomust be called
a mark of lawlikeness, rather than a defining characteristic.
To conclude, if a universal statement is lawlike it has predictive force, it
supports counterfactuals, it is confirmable by its positive instances, and it is
acceptable as true prior to the determination of all instances. But all these
indications presuppose the analysis of the concept of lawlikeness.128 Hence the
proposed criterion must be dropped. It is, however, informative to apply it,
taking it in its intuitively clear form, to the famous case of the black ravens,
because this may clarify what exactly the debate between the regularity and the
necessity viewis about.
I am taking it for granted that nobody would object if we were to say that
all ravens are black
(I)
is accepted as true on the basis of the evidence available at this moment. This
evidence is regarded as an exceptionless repetition by all proponents of R. It
may also be taken for granted that this evidence does not exhaust the scope of
predication of (I). Therefore, it should be called lawlike on the basis of the
criterion under consideration. KNEALE, however, raised doubts with respect to
such a view. 129 If (I) were a law, we should bejustified to predict
if that particular thing is a raven then it is black
(II)
and to assert
if that particular thing had been a raven then
it would have been black
(III)
But, according to KNEALE, it may be an historical accident that no ravens
ever lived in very snowy regions, and under such circumstances the truth of
(I) may simply depend upon such an accident. It is indeed possible that the
progeny of ravens, which migrate to polar regions, will be white, a likely theory
if we accept the idea of natural selection. If we realise this, it becomes doubtful
whether (I) allows us to assert the predictive statement (II) and the counterfactual (III), since these statements can now be taken to refer to a member of the
mentioned progeny of ravens. 130
A universal statement may be regarded as confirmable if there are positive
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instances and it may even be accepted as true prior to the examination of
itsinstances, and yet beaccidental inthe senseofassertingan historical accident
ona cosmicscale.Itmaybewellconfirmed, theremayevenbeavery long series
of positive instances without any exception, and it may, on such an inductivist
basis, even be accepted as true. However, it may nevertheless fail to enable us
tomakepredictions and to assert counterfactuals ;inother words,to be lawlike.
(It seems therefore not to be correct to identify, as GOODMAN does, confirmability with lawlikeness). Such a statement is dropped when a negative instance
turns up, as 'all swans are white' wasdropped when black swans were discovered. According to KNEALE, the regularity view entails that a law is only concerned with actual and not with possible cases. This is the verypoint which makes a
Humean account of laws, expressed in R, inadequate. 131
We shall return to this view in the next chapter. The question here is how
the proponents of R would answer this objection. They should at this stage of
the argument answer the more specific question how we are to distinguish between universal statements which assert a regularity that is only an historical
accident and universal statements asserting a lawlike regularity. Regularity
alone is not enough: "To say that valid predictions are those based on past
régularités, without being able to say whichrégularités, is thus quite pointless.
Regularities are where you find them, and you can find them anywhere. As we
have seen, Hume's failure to recognize and deal with this problem has been
shared even by his most recent successors." Thus GOODMAN. 132 Something
else over and above regularity is needed in order to decide between those
regularities that would lead to lawlike statements and those that do not. There
must be some organizingfactor, some point of view which would make this
decision possible. In Goodman's view the organization can be found in the
use of language and more specifically in the entrenchment of those predicates
occurring in a statement. 133 Such a criterion, however, has been put forward in
connection with such a caseas the green-grue conflict, which has been discussed
in ch. II. I therefore fail to see the relevance of Goodman's 'organizing factor'
for drawing a distinction between lawlike statements and accidental ones like
'all ravens are black', 'all gold cubes are smaller than 10m 3 ', 'all robins' eggs
aregreenish-blue',etc.
But BRAITHWAITE, NAGEL and others do appeal to a theory or a scientific
system or a corpus of knowledge whenever they maintain that a universal
statement islawlikeif itoccupiesacertainlogicalposition in ascientifictheory.x 3 4
With this criterion we have now reached the last attempt of proponents of R
to make the required distinction. NAGEL, explicitly responding to Kneale's
criticism, states: "The criticism under discussion does not undermine the
Humean analysis of nomic universality. The criticism does bring into clearer
light, however, the important point that a statement is usually classified as a
law of nature because the statement occupies a distinctive position in the
system of explanations in some area of knowledge, and because the statement
is supported by evidence satisfying certain specifications."135
Based on such a characterization of lawlikeness, the lawlike universals are
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distinct from accidental ones in the following two respects: first, lawlike universal can, because of the fact that they occupy a logical position in a theory,
be confirmed indirectly, while accidental universais cannot be confirmed in the
same way, but only directly by means of their positive instances; second, lawlike universals come to be connected with relevant circumstances within the
theory they areembedded in.
Letusbriefly consider both thesepoints.
The statement 'all ravens are black' can only be directly confirmed. It does
not form part of a theory which would lead to any indirect evidence. The statement 'allcopper thingsexpand whenheated', on the other hand, can be confirmed both directly and indirectly. The direct evidence for 'all iron things expand
when heated' constitutes indirect evidence for 'all copper things expand when
heated' via other statements within the theory, e.g. 'all metals expand when
heated'. The latter statement is indirectly confirmable in a different way. It
makes the derivation of other laws possible (e.g. the laws mentioned above
about copper and iron things), and direct evidence for such derived laws would
count as indirect evidence for 'all metals expand when heated'. It follows that
there are two kinds of indirect evidence, and when applying the criterion of
lawlikeness, which isnow being considered, it would imply that indirect evidence of either kind should be available for a universal statement to count as lawlike. 136 But we should not take the availability of indirect evidence of either
kind in the case of a universal statement as a criterion for the lawlikeness of
that statement, a point which GOODMANconclusively established. Thefact - let
ussupposeittobe the case- that all screwsin the cars of my friends are rusty,
would have to count as indirect evidencefor 'all screws in Smith's car are rusty'
via the higher-level statement 'all screws in Smith's car and the cars of my
friends are rusty', as long as we have no criterion for distinguishing between
this latter statement and, for example, 'all metals expand when heated'; this
means as long as we have no criterion of lawlikeness.137 When we use the
criterion of auniversal statement beinglawlikedueto itsoccupation ofa certain
position in a theory - the very criterion we are considering here- Goodman's
criticism poses the following question: What should count as a theory and what
does it meanfor a statement to occupy aposition insuch a theory! The analysis
of the concept of lawlikeness then presupposes an adequate analysis of the
concept ofatheory.*38
Let us now turn to the second and, I think, far more interesting point. By
making the being lawlike of a universal statement depend upon its being part
of a scientific system, the proponents of R also intend to answer Kneale's criticism (stated above) in such a way that a Humean view of laws can be maintained. The introduction of modal concepts would then become entirely superfluous. Let us now examine Nagel's answer to KNEALE. 1 3 9 Suppose there were
a biological theory about the factors determining the colour of the plumage of
birds and that one of these factors isthe genetic code of birds. In such a casewe
would be able to give a reason for the blackness of all ravens by means of the
theory to which 'all ravens are black' belongs (compare BRAITHWAITE in note
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134).This generalisationshouldthenberegarded as lawlike.Accepting the existingbiological theories weknow that thegeneticcode ofan animal canbe changed by e.g. X-ray radiation. In other words, the presence of X-ray radiation
constitutes a relevant circumstance as regards the colour of a bird's plumage.
When we now normalize this circumstance in such a way that the presenceof
X-ray radiation of an intensity below a certain minimum becomes a normal
circumstance, then 'all ravens are black' enables us to predict
if that polar inhabitant isa raven then it isblack, provided
that allcircumstances are normal
and to assert
if that polar inhabitant had been a raven then it would have
been black, provided that all circumstances are normal.
The addition of such a ceteris paribus clause is completely in order. Every
prediction and every counterfactual, that means every conditional derivable
from a law, is only taken to be true on the tacit assumption that the required
circumstances are fulfilled in the casein question. When, for example, wesay of
a liquid 'if it is water then it boils at 212°F.', we always do so on the assumption that the circumstances required by the law, 'all water boils at 212°F.',
have been fulfilled, e.g. a pressure of 1atm.
In my opinion, NAGEL makes a first step in the right direction in his answer
to Kneale's criticism: once 'all ravens are black' is embedded in such a theory,
in which a reason can be given for the blackness of ravens and in which certain
relevant circumstances come to be known, this statement may count as a law.
But this attempt should not be taken as afinalstep. Moreover, it isa step which
seems to be hardly compatible with the distinction between experimental laws
and a theory, which is presupposed by the proponents of R, including NAGEL.
Let us now consider these points.
Nagel's attempt should be followed by an analysis of the concept of a theory
and in particular by an answer to the question as to how a theory is to be
constructed in order to account for such a universal statement. An answer to
this question could, perhaps, make it clear what it means to say that a universal
statement is embedded in a theory and it could thereby, taking this embedding
as a criterion of lawlikeness, perhaps supply us with a satisfactory analysis of
lawlikeness. But to me it seems impossible to answer this question as long as
one insists on the idea that a law, basically, asserts an exceptionless repetition
which canbeknown through direct ortheory-free observation. Thereason being
that Icannotfindanystatement, thatwould nowqualify asalaw,which ismerely
theassertionofanexceptionlessregularitygivenintheory-free observation.
Letustakeasan examplethefollowing statement
allwater boilsat212°F.
This statement is undoubtedly not the expression of a theory-independent
constant conjunction. Isolated from the theory within which this statement
functions as a law, there is no regularity at all, but an irregularity. In all cases
of 'direct observation', which here means the separation of an 'observation'
from a theory about boiling-point-retardation, increase of the boiling-point by
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impurities, the connection between pressure and boiling-point, the existence
of the hydrogen isotope deuterium, the connection between the structure of
a liquid and its boiling-point, etc., we face an irregularity and could at best say
that water often boils at 212°F. The statement 'all water boils at 212°F.' could
then be falsified a great many times and it would be completely nonsensical to
insist on regarding it as the formulation of a regularity without exceptions.
What happens here is simply that the negative instances are not taken as
falsifications, but as genuineexceptions (compare ch. II, sections 5and 6) on the
basis of the normative but conjectural statement 'all water boils at 212°F.'.
And thesegenuineexceptions constitute theincitement tofurther theory formation,
i.e. theformation of other conjectural universals and the discovery of relevant
circumstances. In such a way the statement 'all water boils at 212°F.' loses its
ad hoc character and comes to be confirmed as the assertion of a necessary
connection byitsbeingan element within the newlyformed theory. It is because
an observation ismade by means of thistheory, that one canassert a regularity.
Without a theory thereareat best regularitiesashistorical accidents ona cosmic
scale, and such historical accidents are of no interest within theformation of a
theory andthegrowth of science.Lawlike regularitiesareco-constitutedby means
of our theories. This is only a very brief formulation of the idea that will be
developed in ch. V. I regard it as the greatest shortcoming of the proponents of
the regularity viewthat they take a naiveand unexplicated concept of regularity
for granted. As long as they do that, their rejection of the necessity view, which
isfounded on the obscurity of the concept of necessity, cannot be very convincing. As long as they do this, all the attempts, considered in this chapter, to
distinguish between accidental and lawlike regularities, are doomed to remain
peripheral remarks.
It seemsto me to be correct to say that it is because it ispart of a theory that
a universal statement is lawlike. However, we should not interpret this to mean
that wefirstofallhavetheuniversal statement inisolation, which isthen followed by the theory in which it happens to be taken up. We can indeed say that a
lawasserts a regularity, butthisregularity isonlybrought about bythe confirmation of the theory in which the law is 'automatically' embedded. A lawlike
regularity is co-constituted by a theory and therefore the law, which formulates
that regularity, is indissolubly bound to that theory. We can only divorce the
lawfrom the theory when weareprepared to sacrifice the regularity and thereby
the lawitself. The concepts 'water' and 'boiling-point', for example, which are
connected in the law 'all water boils at 212°F.', are not theory-independent
concepts;they have a particular meaning because they are connected to a great
many other conceptsinthetheory, and thisisthereasonwhythislawcan neither
be theory-independent.
This contradicts the very starting point of the regularity view, namely the
important distinction between experimental laws and theories, a distinction
which goesback to thefundamental logical positivist distinction between observational and theoretical terms, which, again, is founded on the notion of
director theory-free observation.
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Withinthelogicalpositivistview,themeaningoftheconceptsinanexperimental law, the truth of a law and its confirmation, are all theory-independent
(compare the beginning of this chapter and ch. I, section 1),but according to
what hasjust been saidabout therelation between alawand atheory, suchan
independence cannot possibly exist unless one is prepared to waive the law. I
therefore do think that Nagel's appeal to a theory in order to characterize
lawlikeness, an attempt which I called afirststep in the right direction, would
appear on further elaboration to be incompatible with his own philosophical
point of view.This appeal has by no means shown that a Humean analysis of
nomicuniversalitycanbeupheld orthat theintroduction ofmodalcategoriesis
entirely gratuitous.140
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IV. T H E N E C E S S I T Y VIEW

1. LOGICAL NECESSITY

In the contemporary discussion between proponents of the regularity and the
necessity view the possibility of an empirical law asserting a logically necessary
connection hasbeen rejected by both.
However, I consider it as important to consider the reasons that have been
given for such a rejection and this will be myprimary aim inthis section.
The first requisite for such a rejection is a clear concept of logical necessity.
This concept is usually taken to be quite transparent; a generally accepted
analysis of this concept has been provided by logical theory. 141 A statement,
according to this theory, is logically necessary if its negation is a contradiction.
If this concept of logical necessity is taken for granted, no empirical law is
logically necessary, because logic alone does not enable us to prove its negation
to be contradictory. NAGEL even goes further when asserting that logic enables
us to prove that a law is not self-contradictory. If one nevertheless maintains
that lawsarelogically necessary orthat they assertalogicalnecessity, one should
either say that there are no empirical laws (until now, at least, for in the future
our insight may become sufficient to establish that they are logically necessary),
or that the methods of logical proof can no longer be applied. 142 A second
objection to the logical necessity viewhas been raised. If a statement is logically
necessary it cannot have any empirical or factual content and, therefore, if
it has such a content, it cannot be logically necessary. 143 If a statement is
logically necessary, empirical evidence cannot have the slightest influence
on itstruth-value; thestatement cannot be empirically confirmed or falsified.144
This would be sufficient to reject the necessity view in which necessity is interpreted aslogical necessity.
Of course, this rejection essentially hinges upon the concept of logical necessity and weshall now see that the transparency of this concept is only apparent.
First, there is the class of logically necessary statements which are usually
called logical truths: "a logical truth is a statement which is true and remains
true under all reinterpretations of its components other than the logical particles" 145 , for example 'no unmarried man is married'. But if it is said that laws
are logically necessary it is not intended that they are logical truths, but even
with respect to these statements the matter is not as clear as the opponents of
logical necessity take it to be, as Strawson has shown. 146
Second, there is the class of logically necessary statements, which can be
reduced to logical truths by means of an analysis of the non-logical terms occurring in these statements:the analytic statements. One need not inspect empirical matters in order to know that such statements are true, they have no
empirical content and they cannot be denied without self-contradiction. If one
rejects that an empirical law islogically necessary one also rejects the view that
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it is an analytic statement. Therefore, the proponents of R, defending the synthetic character of a law and taking the analytic-synthetic dichotomy for granted, reject the view of logical necessity. But they frequently add an interesting
remark about the fact that laws often appear to be analytic. It is said that a
sentence ofuniversal form could beused indifferent ways.Consider for example
(NAGEL), the sentence 'copper is a good electrical conductor'. It could be used
to express an empirical law, in which case it is synthetic; but the same sentence
could also be used to express a defining property of copper, namely its high
conductivity. In the latter case the sentence is used to express a logically
necessary truth and the statement 'copper is a good electrical conductor' is
analytic: "(it) cannot be denied without self contradiction, so that it does not
express an empirical law for which experimental evidence is relevant but states
a logically necessary truth". And "Sentences which appear to state laws but
which are in fact employed as definitions, are commonly called 'conventions'.". 147
If these two kinds of usage of sentences of universal form are distinguished
we need no longer be deceived by the fact that, at first sight, empirical laws
seemto beanalytic.
AYER has also drawn attention to thisusage ofauniversal sentence whichmay
sometimes assert an empirical law and at some other time express a convention
andhe addsthat"we are freeto settlethematterinwhicheverway weplease". 148
PAP also referred to this twofold status of a universal statement, characterizing
it by the expressions 'a statement about the course of nature' and 'a statement
about themeaningofa word'. 149
But, first, the distinction between analytic and synthetic, and connected
with it, the distinctions between nonempirical and empirical, definition (convention) and empirical law, as well as statements about the meaning of a word
and statements about the course of nature, is not at all as clear as would be
required for an adequate rejection of the logical necessity view!
Moreover, evenifwetakethisquestionable dichotomy for granted, the Goodmannian question (for obvious reasons called 'Goodmannian') why in the one
case such a shift of meaning of a universal sentence from synthetic universal
statement to convention or definition takes place as a matter of fact and not
inthe other, stillremainsto be answered.
We shall now examine both these points somewhat further.
The transparency of the analytic-synthetic dichotomy has been badly affected by Quine's attack. 150 All statements have, in Quine's view, the same cognitive status within 'the wholeof science', and the unit of empirical significance
is not the empirical statement in isolation, but the conceptual scheme of science
or the whole of science, which is, ultimately, an instrument for making predictions. 151
There are three theses here: first, the unit of empirical significance is the
conceptual system as a whole and not the statement in isolation; second, this
system is a tool for making predictions;and third, all statements have the same
cognitive statuswithin this system.
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I am in complete agreement with the first of these theses, though for reasons
different from those given by QUINE. I do not agree with the second thesis
which expresses Quine's instrumentalist view, and I do not think that this
thesis is a consequence of the other two, but I cannot go further into this
point at present. Nor do I agree with the third thesis. Quine's argument for
this thesis is that, within a conceptual system, and we cannot but consider
a statement as being taken up into such a system (the first thesis),"Any statementcan be held true come what may, if we make drastic enough adjustments
elsewhere in the system (..). Conversely, by the same token, no statement is
immune to revision. Revision even of the logical law of the excluded middle
has been proposed as a means of simplifying quantum mechanics". 152 Apparently we should interpret this as follows: analyticity is identified with 'true
come what may' or with irrevisability and a statement's being synthetic is
identified with its being révisable upon evidence that may come. It is clear that
QUINE does not view the conceptual scheme of science as a conceptual system
whereby the individual concepts acquire the meaning they have. For if this
view were upheld, a 'drastic adjustment elsewhere in the system', in order to
keep some statement true, would imply a change in the meaning of the concepts of that very statement. The content of that statement would then also
change and one can no longer say that the original statement is kept true.
QUINE does indeed take the conceptual scheme as a tool for prediction.
I have said that I do not agree with Quine's thesis that all statements have
the same cognitive status, but let me first make it clear that I do agree with
it if taken in oneparticular sense. I do agree with it if it isdirected againstthose
who take isolated statements as units of empirical significance which can be
confirmed and which convey information. For, in such a case, to say of such an
isolated statement that it is analytic could indeed hardly mean anything else
than 'true come what may' or 'immune to revision'. But, and now I come to my
disagreement with QUINE, one can subscribe to Quine's first thesis, that statements in isolation should not be taken as the units of empirical significance,
and at the same time uphold a distinction between analytic and synthetic statementswhich occupy aposition inatheory or conceptual system.In other words,
it is possible to make sense of the analytic-synthetic dichotomy relative to
a given conceptual system. It could be perfectly meaningful to say of a statement that it is analytic when we do not view this statement in isolation, but as
embedded into a theory. This has been the line of defense of the 'dogma' by
GRICE and STRAWSON. 153 They argue that there isno necessity for the adoption
of a conceptual system and, therefore, QUINE is right when he says that no
statement, being taken up in such a system, isimmune to revision, as the system
as a whole may be rejected on the basis of what may come. But this does not
exclude the possibility of there being necessary connections within a given conceptual system which are expressed in analytic statements (cf. note 34). There
are universal statements of which a revision, i.e. a switch from 'true' to 'false',
would require a conceptual revision, e.g. 'all bachelors are unmarried men', and
there are statements of which a revision does not require such a conceptual
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change, e.g. 'all swans are white' or 'all screws in Smith's car are rusty'. A
statement of the first kind may be called analytic and a statement of that latter
kind synthetic. 154
Once we have adopted a certain conceptual scheme or theory-Iwould rather
say: once we have formed a theory or conceptual system, because the term
'adoption' of GRICE and STRAWSON suggests too much, it becomes a matter of
take it or leave it - hence once we have formed a theory, we also know certain
meaning connections to be necessary (compare as regards this point and what
follows, ch. I, sections 4, 5 and 6). In other words, once we have formed a
conceptual system, wealso know certain statements to beanalytic. Thenecessary connections expressed by those statements consitute that very system. The
denial of those statements would come down to the denial of that system or
part of it. But it is that very system that enables us to observe certain data
through the very fact that they are but those data because they have been coconstituted by that system. Without it we would not be able to observe certain
data, wewould not be able to consider them asconfirmatory evidence for statements in that system, and we would not be able to explain certain phenomena
which can be observed through that system. And, of course, it has also been
stressed in the sections of ch. I, just mentioned, that if QUINE intends saying
that this system as a whole is not immune to revision, he is right: what may
comemay indeedforce us to dissolvethesenecessary connections.In this way the
analytic statements are révisablein principle. But such a revision can only take
placeby the formation ofnewnecessary connections, which arebased upon new
empirical evidence, not available before (evolutionary science) or by the formation of an alternative theory, which, in its turn, is marked by other necessary
connections, making the alternativejust that particular theory that it is (revolutionary science). The revision of analytic statements or the dissolution of
necessary connections means that we must form new concepts in order to
restore intersubjective understanding of the empirical phenomena. The revision
of statements like 'all screws in Smith's car are rusty' does not imply anything
of this kind, because this statement does not assert a necessary connection.
Thiswill, I think, do to show that the rejection of thelogical necessity view of
empirical laws,on the basis of a concept of analyticity that isindeed connected
to statements in isolation, cannot be accepted. Of course, we may say that the
negation of an analytic statement is a contradiction, but such a remark should
be related to the system in which the statement in question is taken up and it
does not imply that that statement isempirically or factually empty. An analytic
statement, taken asa statement within atheory, of coursehasempirical content:
it states that certainphenomena cannot occur in the empirical reality, but this
reality, it must be stressed again, is not an observer- or theory-independent
reality; it is the empirical reality, observable through or co-constituted by our
theories.
I want to clarify the notion of 'phenomena or events which cannot occur'
bymeans ofthefollowing example.
The classical theory of electromagnetism 'forbids' that a charged particle
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be accelerated and at the same time not emit radiation. Therefore, the existence
ofaBohr-atomis aphenomenonthat couldnotoccur in theeyesofa nineteenthcentury physicist. A physicist accepting the classical view can, in fact, only
speak ina metaphorical way, of a 'forbidden' phenomenon or of an event that
cannotpossibly occur. Hecannot answerthequestion "What doyou understand
by such an impossible event or phenomenon, or what do you imagine it to be?"
because his conceptual system excludes such an understanding or imagining.
In other words, if he could answer this question (and a 20th century physicist
can), he would already have formed the required concepts (as a 20th century
physicist has done). I hope it will be clear from this example in which sense we
speak of forbidden or impossible phenomena or events.
It might be remarked at this moment that, by relating analyticity to a conceptualsystem or theory, Inolonger speak oflogicalnecessity(but, for example,
ofphysical necessity, which will be examined inthe next section). If this remark
is intended to say that the being analytic of a statement is a characteristic of
that statement in isolation, I would answer that the class of analytic statements
should in that case be identified with the class of logical truths. If this remark,
however, only means that 'logical necessity' is not any longer the appropriate
term to beused, then I completely support the exchanging ofit for a better one.
Now if we use this concept of analyticity in relation to a conceptual system
or theory, and in particular to conceptual change, I think the possibility of a
law being analyticisstill open. The rejection of the logicalnecessity view on the
basis of a concept of analyticity, that is taken to be applicable to statements in
isolation, does not automatically imply the rejection of the logical necessity
view in which a concept of analyticity, related to conceptual change and taken
to be applicable to statements within a theory, is used. To show this was primarily the aim of this digression concerning the famous dichotomy.
We must now turn to what we called the Goodmannian question, posed in
connection with the possibility of a sentence expressing a synthetic universal
statement or an empirical law at one time and a definition or convention at
another: why do we 'conventionalize', if we do, in some cases (e.g. of copper
and its conductivity) and not in others (e.g. of ravens and their blackness) and
why is this done at all at the moment it is done and not earlier or later? Ayer's
'answer', that weare free to settle the matter as weplease, saysin fact that these
questions are illegitimate, because we are indeed free to dowhat we want; thus
there is no evidence upon which the matter can be settled and it is therefore
not meaningful to ask for such evidence. As far as I am concerned, this view is
completely unacceptable andI shall not go further into it. But NAGEL has made
a very interesting remark: "the shifts in meaning to which sentences are subject
as a consequence of advances in knowledge (my italics, H.K.) are an important feature in thedevelopment of comprehensive systems of explanation". 155
It isthisfeature that willreceivefurther attention inch.Vand which has already
been analysed in connection with concept formation in ch. I; the advance of
knowledge, the attempt to reach better understanding on the basis of new
empirical evidence,forces us to regard certain connections necessary or lawlike.
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At first thesehavean ad hocstatus,but they may become empirically confirmed
as necessary connections by the successful formation of a theory on the basis
of on-going inquiry. It is in this way that these statements acquire a position
within a theory and weare not free to settle the matter as weplease, as we shall
see later.
Now when we leave open the possibility of laws being analytic statments, asserting a logical necessity, this does not mean that we agree with the
views of e.g. BLANSHARD and E W I N G . 1 5 6 In these views a theory-independent
reality, 'shot through with necessities', ispresupposed and this is as unacceptable as the thesis that there are contingent regularitiesinan observer-independent reality. Empirical knowledge is not knowledge of such an independent
reality, but of a theoretically or conceptually co-constituted reality. I shall
therefore not further examine these views,but instead turn to Kneale's view.157

2. PHYSICAL NECESSITY

The discussion in ch. Ill, section 3, of the raven-example has already given
an idea of Kneale's view of empirical laws,but weshall briefly restate it here.
Suppose that certain birds, called dodos, only lived between 1500 A.D. and
1800 A.D. and suppose that every one had a white feather in its tail. Now 'all,
dodos have a white feather in their tail' is a true universal synthetic statement
and within the regularity view it should count as a law, according to KNEALE 1 5 8
(he takes the regularity view without its appeal to a theoretical context; cf. ch.
Ill, section 3). But this dodo-statement does not enable us to assert a corresponding counterfactual conditional, as laws are generally taken to do. The
reason for this is, in Kneale's view, that this statement only asserts a regularity
of actual instances and says nothing about possible but unrealized cases (cf.
note 131). This statement may very well assert an historical accident, but a law
must bemore than the report of a factual regularity, it must also assert something about theunrealizedpossibilities if wewant to account for counterfactual
reasoning.
The example of the raven-statement, discussed earlier, amounts to the same:
a law formulates a stronger then purely extensional connection (cf. SCHEFFLER
innote70).
A law, then, is a principle of necessitation: if '(x)(Ax->Bx)' is a law, then it is
impossible for an A-thing not to be B. A law sets limits to what is possible. 159
And thenitcanbeunderstood thatalawisthebasis ofcounterfactual reasoning.
The question, however, how the underlying concept of necessity or of necessary connection should be further explained is not taken very seriously by
KNEALE: "In fact, the word 'necessity' is the least troublesome of those with
which we have to deal in this part of philosophy. For it has the same sense as
elsewhere. A principle of necessitation is a boundary of possibility, and we
know quite well how possibility is bounded from consideration of such cases
as the incompatibility of redness and greenness". 160 But thisisnot satisfactory:
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the necessity of such statements as 'no red thing is also green' should first be
analysed, in the way it has been done, for example, in ch. I, section 4, but
KNEALE takes this necessity for granted or, as fundamental (note 160) or, as
intuitively clear.
POPPER has made a much greater effort to explain physical necessity than
161
KNEALE has done and I shall now consider their discussion.
POPPER, whose objection to KNEALE isthat he renders himself guilty of essentialism 162 , a point that will not be considered here, also says that a law is a
boundary to what is possible, or that it forbids certain events to happen. 163
He proposed the following definition of 'physically necessary': "A statement
may be said to be naturally or physically necessary if, and only if, itis deducible
from a statement function which is satisfied in all worlds that differ from our
world, if at all, onlywith respect to initial conditions". 164 We may explain this
using his own example which is similar to the dodo-example of KNEALE.
Suppose that within a certain period of time, and only at that time, moas lived
only in New Zealand, and suppose that they all died before reaching the age
of fifty, now 'all moas die before reaching the age of fifty' is a true synthetic
universal statement (it is strictly universal in Popper's terminology; note 99).
Nevertheless, it is not a law, but an accidental universal, because, as POPPER
states it, "it would be possible for a moa to live longer, and it is only due to
accidental or contingent conditions (cf. Kneale's historical accident) - such as
the co-presence of a certain virus - that in fact nomoa didlivelonger". 165 In
another possible world, different from ours only in initial conditions, e.g. a
world in which the mentioned virus would not be present, this statement about
moas might v/ellbe false. Only if this statement were true in allpossible worlds,
different from ours only in the mentioned way, would it count as an empirical
law. This also explains why themoa-statement does not permit the deduction of
e.g. 'if this had been a moa, it would have died before reaching the age of
fifty', for this possible moa could live in a different possible world in which it
could easily have reached the age of, say, seventy. Like KNEALE, POPPER also
connects the concept of lawwith thenotion ofitsvalidity for possible events. 166
However, this definition directly confronts us with the question as to what
we should understand by a 'possible world', different from ours only with
respect to initial conditions. KNEALE, and also NERLICH and SUCHTING, describe these worlds as those inwhich the sameproperties and relations can be
found as in our actual world, but in which the initial conditions may be different. 167 POPPER also characterises such a world as one in which the same empiricallawshold asin our world. 168
Two objections can be raised, and have indeed been raised by NERLICH and
SUCHTING 1 6 9 , against such a description of a possible world. First, it does not
agree with Popper's definition of 'physically necessary',just given. For suppose
that in our world, W l s the laws L are valid, that one of the initial conditions is
the co-presence of a certain virus (C t ), and that the moa-statement, M, is true.
In a possible world, W 2 , the laws L hold, but Cx is supposed to be false. Now
what about M? When we say that M is false in W 2 , then W 2 does not differ
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from W t in the way required by the definition, i.e. only in the initial conditions,
but also with respect to M. W 2 is then not a possible world as intended by
Popper's definition. In fact, this definition only counts as possible worlds those
worlds in which M is true, as is the case in WY But then M is a law, while the
definition was intended to qualify M as an accidental statement. The definition
appears to have no discriminating force at all.
To meet this first objection, POPPER proposed a revised definition of physical
necessity170, but this revised definition does not meet with the second objection
to be examined in a moment and, as POPPER later remarked, his reply to this
first objection was not satisfactory and we shall therefore not discuss this
revision here. 171
The second objection against his definition has also been stated by POPPER
himself: the definition seems to become circular when we describe a possible
world as one in which the same laws hold as in our actual world. For in that
case the concept 'possible world' from the definiens presupposes the concept of
law which, in its turn, presupposes the concept of physical necessity, which is
the definiendum.172 POPPER does not take thisto be a serious objection, because
in this sense all definitions are circular. Circularity is only disastrous in the case
of technical circularity i.e. in cases where an understanding of some term from
the definiens goes straight back to the term to be defined. And this is not the
case here: "the definiensoperates with a perfectly clear intuitive idea - that of
varying the initial conditions of our world". 173 In other words, the notion of
different possible or accidental or contingent initial conditions should be taken
as intuitively clear and may then be used to define 'physical necessity'; or the
notion of possible initial conditions may adequately do thejob of a primitive.
But the appeal to intuition always leaves the possibility open of the discussion
partner honestly not understanding what is intended. And, to be honest, I
do not share the clear intuition POPPER seems to have with respect to this varyingofinitial conditions. Infact, Iam not evensureofwhat hasto be understood
by initial conditions themselves. Intuitively, I would say that an initial condition is a fact or event that is not physically necessary but accidental, and in
that case we have to deal with a genuine technical circularity.
However, apart from the appeal to intuition, there is a more fundamental
point involved, which has not received any attention as far as I know. We can
make thispoint clear with some examples. Is 'all water boils at 212°F' accidental because it is not true in a world in which the pressure deviates from 1atm.;
must we refuse to call 'copper isa good electrical conductor' a law, because it is
not true in a world in which the temperature is very high; etc.? The possible
reply that, in these cases, we have not to do with initial conditions as they are
intended by POPPER, would, of course, only strengthen the point I want to
make, namely that the intuitive idea of initial conditions is not quite as clear as
POPPER would make us believe. If the conditions referred to in the examples
are not the Popperian initial conditions, what then are they? Necessary initial
conditions perhaps? But then not physically necessary, unless one is prepared
to accept a technical circularity once more.
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Once again we meet with the problem of initial conditions or relevant (and
irrelevant) circumstances, a problem which is not solved within the physical
necessity viewof KNEALEand POPPER. Ithink thereisno lawthat isnot connected with certain specific conditions, or that does not require the fulfilment of
certain relevant circumstances for its applicability. Therefore the independence
from initisl conditions of a statement, that isits being true in allpossible worlds
different from ours only in initial conditions (taking this expression for a
moment for granted), can never supply a criterion of lawlikeness. I think that
NAGEL, in this respect, is nearer to the truth than POPPER when he leaves room
for the possibility of a statement being lawlike (e.g. 'all ravens are black'), even
if it would perhaps not be true under certain conditions (e.g. in the case of the
exposure ofsomegenerations ofravensto X-ray radiation ofacertain intensity).
But the proponents of the regularity view, including NAGEL, as well as those
of the physical necessity view (e.g. KNEALE and POPPER) all fail to answer the
fundamental question:What is the connection between a law and the circumstances required by that law; and how can we know this?
If the proponents of the physical necessity view do not want to acknowledge
such conditions as the pressure, the temperature, the presence of enough 0 2 ,
the presence of X-ray radiation, etc., as conditions of the same kind as the
presence of a certain virus in the moa-period, they should formulate a criterion
of distinguishing between these two kinds of conditions without becoming
involved in the unacceptable circularity. As long as this has not been done they
cannot usephysical necessity as a criterion of distinguishing between accidental
and lawlike universals. Neither Popper's appeal to the notion of initial conditions,which should beintuitively clear, nor Kneale's reference to the incompatibility of redness and greenness, which should be intuitively clear, offers
a sufficiently clear explication of the concept of physical necessity. Of course,
wemay, at some time, make useof concepts which are taken to beclear enough,
but I think that we may make some progress in the analysis of the concept of
law when we start from the notion of a necessary connection as it has been
developed in ch. I. And then we do not any longer speak of a necessity in an
independent reality,but ofa necessity inaconceptually co-constituted empirical
world. It is then such a conceptual system that provides us with a norm for
judging the circumstances.
3. RESCHER'S VIEW

Rescher's view of laws 174 will be discussed separately because it introduces a
new element in the discussion which I regard as important.
A lawlike statement (Rescher's term is 'lawful') can be distinguished from
an accidental statement by its nomic or physical necessity, which manifests
itself particularly in its hypotheticalforce. This necessity introduces the element
of inevitability: if '(x)(Ax->Bx)' is a law and a certain thing is A, then it must
be B. By 'hypothetical force' RESCHER refers to the fact that a law supports
corresponding counterfactual conditionals. 175 This has also been said by
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POPPER and KNEALE, but in connection with the question how an empirical
generalisation, which, as such, isnothing elsethan theformulation of a de facto
regularity, becomes lawlike or acquires nomic necessity and hypothetical force,
RESCHER introduces the new element, mentioned before. There is neither a
deductively sufficient noraninductively sufficient evidentialbasisoflawlikeness:
"The basic fact of the matter - and it is a fact whose importance cannot be
overemphasized - is that the elements of nomic necessity and hypothetical
force are not to be extracted from the evidence:they arenot discoveredon some
basis of observed fact at all - they are supplied. The realm of hypothetical
counterfact is inaccessible to observational or experimental exploration. Lawfulness is not found in or extracted from the evidence, it is superadded to it.
Lawfulness is a matter of imputation: when an empirical generalization is
designated as a law, this epistemological status is imputed to it". 176 This
imputation comes down to the accommodation of an empirical generalisation
within the system of knowledge or within a conceptual system or theory. At a
certain moment we decide to rank an empirical generalisation with respect to
other laws in a theoretical system. And it is this fact that renders a universal
statement lawlike. The individual properties of a statement in isolation, i.e.
itsform (it must be of universal form, it must not contain individual constants
essentially, etc.) and its evidentialbasis(its being confirmed by an exceptionless
series of positive instances) (for these two factors cf. ch. Ill)are not;enough. A
third factor, namely its being taken up into a theory, plays a crucial role and
this factor isimputed to the statement, which comes to be accepted as a law. 177
Once such a status has been imputed to an empirical generalisation, it is lawlike;itisthenmarked by nomicnecessity and hypothetical force.

This imputation, however, is not a matter of random choice or personal predilection. The shift in meaning of a sentence of universal form from expressing
an empirical generalisation to expressing a lawlike statement, or a statement of
a necessary connection, is not a matter of convention or arbitrary decision.
(Compare what has been said about this shift inmeaning at theend of section 1.
Ayer's view isclearly rejected by RESCHER). The imputation isa decision, but it
must have an empirical grounding in the evidence for the empirical generalisation upon which lawlikeness comes tobeimputed, and inthetheoretical context
in which this generalisation comes to be taken up. Lawlikeness is imputed to an
empirical generalisation, which has been confirmed by an exceptionless series
of positive instances, on the basis of theoretical considerations: "Lawfulness
is the product of the well-founded imputation to empirical generalisations of
nomic necessity and hypothetical force". 178
By introducing this decision by which necessity and hypothetical force are
superadded to an empirical generalisation, RESCHER stands in radical opposition to the regularity view, the proponents of which also had their recourse,
ultimately, to a 'third factor', i.e.beingaccommodated ina theory ofan empirical generalisation in order to count as a law (ch. Ill, section 3). But within R
such an accommodation could never mean that that statement could acquire
thecharacter of necessity.
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Let us now examine this view somewhat more closely. RESCHER himself says
that his view agrees with that of HUME in that it states that lawlikeness cannot be extracted from observational evidence. An extra factor (cf. Goodman's
'organization'; note 133) is needed: the imputation, which is similar to Kant's
view that lawlikeness is a matter of projection. However, RESCHER does not
find the source of lawlikeness in the way in which the mind inherently works,
but in the conceptualschemata that we infact deployfor explanatory purposes.
Lawlikeness is therefore mind-dependent.119
It is this very point of mind-dependency which is at the same time the strong
and the weak point of Rescher's view. It is the strong point because it indicates
the direction in which a solution of the problem of lawlikeness can be found.
It isweak, not because it isuntenable, but becauseitdoes not go far enough and
has thereby too much of an ad hoc status. There is, in Rescher's view, a mindindependent and hence observer-independent reality, a nature which is in
various respectsregular 'an sich' and itwould takeabold act ofrashness to deny
this. This regularity is an ontological fact; it is not man-made and it would be
there even if there were no men or no rational minds (cf. note 5).These regularities come to be formulated in empirical generalisations as isolated and theoryindependent statements (cf. ch. I, section 1).
On the other hand, laws are the result of the imputation of necessity and
hypothetical force to such empirical generalisations, by which they come
to beembedded inthe conceptual system at hand, whichisusedfor explanation.
Regularities are, according to RESCHER, mind-independent and theoryindependent and theyexist in an independent world. Laws, however, are manmade, mind-dependent and indissolubly bound to a theory; they do not exist in
a mindlessuniverse. 180 But if RESCHER now says that lawsadmit ofno exceptions 181 (and we can agree with this), we must apparently assume that the
underlying regularities, with their 'objective' status, are also without exceptions.
But then RESCHER should have faced the fact that in scientific practice (and it is
thesame scientific practice that RESCHER appeals to inconnection with hypothetical or counterfactual reasoning!), one frequently seems to encounter exceptions to a 'regularity'. When we speak of regularities as 'given' independently
from our theories or concepts and we simply become aware of them in direct
observation, then there seems to be hardly any exceptionless regularity. At
best we could then speak of such scientifically uninteresting regularities as 'all
gold cubes are smaller than 10m 3 ', for these seem at the same time to be
theory-independent and without exceptions. But regularities which could be
taken to underly lawlike statements, such as 'all water boils at 212°F.' and
'copper is a good electrical conductor' are, taken as theory-independent statements, certainly not without exceptions. When we view this point historically,
we might say that at a time when the scientific theory of boiling phenomena
was not yet available, so that no accommodation of an empirical generalisation
could be made, there were many exceptions to the empirical generalisation 'all
waterboils at212°F.';and before the discovery of electricity, pieces of copper
sometimes conducted electricity badly (Nagel's example);etc.So,whatcouldbe
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these regularities, and hence these empirical generalisations, which are taken to
be empirically well confirmed by an exceptionless series of positive instances,
towhich RESCHER, is referring? One cannot appeal to relevant circumstances
because this would imply that one already had made the statement in question
lawlike or normative, so that these relevant circumstances could be discovered;
orthiswould imply that theory formation up toa certain level had already taken
place.Aslongasoneviewsregularities astheoryindependentlygiventhings, this
appeal to circumstances is forbidden.
Wearedrawn back to theproblem of the circumstances and wefindno systematic treatment of it in Rescher's theory. 182 The presupposition of there being
empirical generalisations asserting a regularity in a theory-independent reality
upon which, then, lawlikeness is imputed, cannot be upheld, in my view.
Like all proponents of the regularity view, RESCHER takes some intuitive concept of regularity for granted and, as I have already remarked in connection
with R, it is a great shortcoming of Rescher's view that it does not present an
analysis of this crucial concept and thereby no analysis of the notion of relevant
circumstances.
In my opinion, such an analysis would reveal that the establishing of a
regularity usually also requiresthe imputational step of RESCHER. It requiresthe
formation of a theoretical context or the formation of a theory in which the
universal statement, asserting this regularity, is then automatically taken up. It
requires a theory formation to which we wereforced by exceptions, taken as
genuine exceptions on the basis of the universalstatement whichhas been made
lawlike or normative. Of course, this does not lead to a restoring of a law as
mind-independent or as a 'purely objective' statement. On the contrary, it
leads to the view that a law asserts a regularity as a necessary connection not
in an observer-independent reality, but in a conceptually co-constituted (if
you like mind-dependent) empirical reality.
I think it is correct to say that my view, which will be explained in the next
chapter, follows the same general direction as Rescher's, but that it is taken
much further and that the result is essentially different from his view. By
recognising negative instances as genuine exceptions, I try to give an answer to
the Goodmannian question as to why and when the imputation of lawlikeness
takes place, such an imputation implying in my view the formation of the very
theory in which the law comes to be accommodated. I do not think that Rescher's view contains a satisfactory answer to this question since he does not
acknowledge the all-important function of genuine exceptions.
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V. THE C O N C E P T O F E M P I R I C A L LAW

1. L A W L I K E N E S S OF LAWS

In this final chapter I shall develop my own view of what an empirical law is.
This will be done in a way similar to my analysis of the lawlikeness of empirical
concepts explained in ch. I, sections 5 and 6. The same terminology will be
usedhere.
I shall start the exposition using an example, which is not intended as a
description of historical facts, but which may serve to clarify the general ideas
I have in mind. Let us imagine a situation in which no theory about boiling
phenomena is available as is the case at present. We assume the existence of a
Fahrenheit thermometer. We also assume that some facts about water are
known, e.g. that it is a colourless and odourless liquid, and that it is also
known that a certain quantity of a liquid boils when bubbles are formed
throughout the liquid.
Suppose that the temperature at which n samples of water start to boil is
measured and that the results are (W = water, B x = boils at x c F.):
Wfli.B212- %
Wfl 2 .B 211 ' 8A2
Wa 3 .B 211 - 9a3
Wa4.B212' ^ 4

Wa 5 .B 212 - 2a5

When wenow take an experimental error within a certain margin for granted
(say, ± 0,2°), this would seem to be the ideal result for a proponent of R. We
have a constant conjunction or an exceptionless repetition of our samples
being W and being B 2 1 2 . Via a process of inductive generalisation to all cases
in the past, present and future, we arrive at:
allwater boilsat212°F.
or: all W is B 2 1 2 .
Such an empirical generalisation, based on an exceptionless repetition, is
also needed in Rescher's view because it constitutes that to which lawlikeness
may be imputed.
Such an exceptionless regularity, in other words, is the ideal of both the
regularity view and a necessity view. But however natural this view may seem,
it willprove to be entirely inadequate if we desire to understand what empirical
lawsare.
The statement arrived at above, i.e. 'all W is B 2 1 2 ', is very much like the
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Statement 'all ravens are black' or 'all gold cubes are smaller than 10 m 3 ',
and it may at the time of its formulation very well be the expression of an
historical accident, possibly on a cosmic scale. It is an empirical generalisation
to which no exceptions are known and it is therefore not armed againstnegative
instances. This is, I think, the point of greatest importance. What will be our
reaction towards an observation of a negative instance? This is a very urgent
question in connection with the analysis of the concept of empirical law. The
answer of a persistent positivist or proponent of the regularity view would
surely be that the empirical generalisation has been falsified, that the negative
instance is a falsification and the regularity in nature, as it was supposed to
exist,simply appears not to exist.Now, inthisviewthestatement 'all Wis B 2 1 2 ',
not being armed against negative instances, becomesdirectly vulnerable to such
a case. Hence it cannot in any way support corresponding retrodictions,
predictions or counterfactuals, simply because these could supply, or could
have supplied, those negative instances against which it has not yet been armed.
Therefore such empirical generalisations are quite barren and scientifically
uninteresting.
However, in scientific practice, negative instances play a completely different
and even fundamental role (and, fortunately, the proponent of R is not as
consistent as he was taken to be a moment ago, although this does imply the
inadequacy of his regularity view). In order to elucidate what has just been
said, let us now seewhat happens inthecaseof a negative instance.
Suppose a scientist to observe:
Wfl.B216a
When confronted with such a result the empirical generalisation is not rejected
on the grounds of such an observation. The scientist does not regard this as a
falsification, but as a genuine exception, enablinghim to establish'all Wis B212'
asalaw,or,enablinghim toarm thegeneralisationagainst negative instances.
But to do this he first has to change the epistomological status of the statement. He takes it as necessary that water boils at 212°F. and on this basis he
views 'Wa.B 216 a' as a genuineexception. In other words, he takes 'all W is
B 2 1 2 ' as the formulation of a necessary connection or, he makes this statement
lawlike.
Without such a norm he could never face his observational result as an
exception; without such a norm it would count as a falsification and thereby
as normal a case as e.g. 'Wa k .B 212, °ak\ He would have no problem, but then
neither would hebeable to discovera law.
Now this lawlikeness is imputed to a statement, to borrow Rescher's term,
but we have to keep in mind that there is not, first of all, the statement of an
empirical generalisation, based on an exceptionless repetition, to which, afterwards, lawlikeness is superadded. On the contrary, it is the very occurrence of
a negative instance that seems to break the regularity which constitutes the
occasion for the imputation of lawlikeness. Sticking to the evidence only, there
isno regularity without exceptions, which RESCHER supposes to exist in a mindindependent world. The same objection could also be applied to GEURTS. There
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is not, as he maintains, first of all, a synthetic universal statement of which a
great number of positive instances and no negative instances are known, which
is later taken to be analytic or necessary. On the contrary, observed negative
instances constitute the occasion for taking the statement to be the formulation
of a necessary connection. It is by means of such an imputation of lawlikeness,
which is an ad hoc manoeuvre, that the scientist keeps open the road to a
better understanding of the observed phenomena. If he keeps to the observational results, he would block this road and he could at best say that water very
often boils at 212°F., but that it may also boil at 216°F., and that there is
nothing more to say. Of course, the ad hoc conjecture that water must boil
at 212°F. does not by itself yield this better understanding, but it is a first step
towards it. The confirmation of this lawlike statement, and thereby the establishing of an empirical law, can be gained by on-going concept or theory formation
on the basisoffurther empirical inquiry. Such a dynamic process should remove
this ad hoc character since the conjecture is an integral part of the extended or
newly formed theoretical framework. And the scientist should then be able,
through observing by means of this theory, to see the earlier genuine exception
as a normal or explainable case. If he succeeds indoing this, he has really establishedan empirical lawwhich has beenarmed against certainnegative instances
and which then enables him to make retrodictions and predictions, and it
forms a basis for counterfactuals.
Now, after this first step, a second step must necessarily follow, elseno better
understanding would be gained either and the scientist in question could just
as well have taken the negative instance as a direct falsification. He then
formulates a new conjecture: in order to obtain the correct (!) boiling temperature of a liquid, the liquid must be pure. In other words, he states a connection
between the boiling temperature of a liquid and its purity. In other words, he
claims that the purity is a relevant circumstance for the determination of the
boiling temperature of a liquid. And indeed he finds that if sugar isdissolved in
sample a, the result is different; it is an exception. He continues his investigation, trying to establish a quantitative relationship between the concentration
of a solution (possibly a new concept) and the increase of boiling point (a new
concept), a phenomenon he has now learned to observe, and which he could
not observe before. He may find positive instances of this quantitative relation,
but also negative ones. Bytaking the latter as genuine exceptions he may discover ionization phenomena, which caused the exceptional or abnormal
rise in boiling point (and again he forms a new concept of new phenomena).
But he will also meet with exceptions to the conjecture that the boiling point
of a liquid is increased by dissolving a certain chemical compound in it (a
qualitative relation): he may e.g. establish that the addition of AgCl to water
doesnot cause an increase of theboiling point;he isbound to discover pseudosolutions and colloids and at the same time will form a more precise concept of
solution. And so on.
Negative instances, which cannot be reduced to normal cases, evenwhen they
are observed through the extended or newly formed conceptual system, may
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then occur. A sample of water heated at the top of the Mont Blancmay bepure,
yet it will not boil at 212°F., but at some lower temperature. Again this is not
taken as a falsification, but as a genuine exception initiating further theory
formation.
A first ad hoc conjecture might be that the height is a relevant circumstance.
And indeed, when the same sample is brought to the boil in a laboratory in
Wageningen, it boils at 212,1°F. There is no beaten road to 'the true' conjecture. And it may take a long time before one discovers that the conjecture leads
to apiling upof adhocness,sothat it isatlast rejected. Oneshouldtry again and
thepressure isthen established asa relevant circumstance and new concepts like
'vapour pressure', 'partial pressure', etc., are formed. In such a way the result
of the Mont Blanc experiment becomes normal within thecontext ofthe newly
extended conceptual system. It would now even be abnormal if that sample
boiled at 212°F!
Once again negative instances which cannot be explained may be observed,
e.g.
Wb.B214- 5b.
It may take him a very long time before he isable to understand this, the water
beingpure and thepressure normal, but the result being abnormal.
The lawlike conjecture, however, is still not rejected on the basis of such
isolated negative instances. Wemay have a sample of D 2 0 instead of H 2 0 , and
the discovery of the hydrogen isotope deuterium is required in order to restore
an understanding of this phenomenon (Urey, 1932).
We shall not continue this very fragmentary and artificial reasoning. I think
that what has just been said is enough to make the idea clear, if we keep in
mind what has been said in sections 5 and 6 of ch. I about the lawlikeness
of concepts.
Wemay summarize this ina schematicway,and at thesametimegeneralise it.
i. Knowing A and B to be mutually independent concepts, one may on the
basisof
Afl1.Ba1, Aa2.Ba2,
, Aan.Ban
byinduction arrive at
All A's are B's.
As long as no theory has been formed in which this statement comes to be
embedded, it has the same status as statements like 'all ravens are black' and
'all gold cubes are smaller than 10m 3 '. That is to say, it mayjust as well be an
assertion of an historical accident on a cosmic scale; it does not supply any
better understanding of the phenomena which have been observed (i.e. an
exceptionless repetition) than the finite series of conjunctions does; it does not
enable retrodiction, prediction or the assertion of a counterfactual because it
has not been confronted with negative instances and therefore not been armed
against them. Suchan empirical generalisation isquite barren, it leads nowhere,
ii. Contrary to thepositivist idealofexceptionless regularities(also presupposed
by proponents of a necessity view), negative instances are exactly what are
needed for theformulation ofan empirical law.In order to reachan understand90
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ing of the observed phenomena, one should wait for, or rather look out for
negativeinstances(inaccordance with Popper's viewas against the inductivists).
Fortunately, exceptionless repetition is nearly always absent in scientific practice. The search for negative instances is nearly always a succesful undertaking.
It iseven true to say that itisusual for negative instances to bepresent from the
very beginning.
iii. There are, therefore, two cases that do not differ in principle. First, there
is a situation in which an empirical generalisation, based on an exceptionless series of positive instances plus induction, happens to be confronted with a
negative instance.
Second, the situation may be such that an irregularity is observed from the
beginning, and in this case there is not, first of all, an empirical generalisation.
But it happens to be the case that neither the negative instances of the first
case, nor the irregularity of the second, prevent the scientist from asserting a
universal statement. If he were to take the negative instances of the first case as
falsifications, or the irregularity of the second case as a sign of the absence of
regularity, he would deprive himself of the possibility of reaching a better
understanding of the phenomena he can observe through the concepts he has
formed before. This would in fact mean abandoning science. He could at best
arriveat unfertile empirical generalisations whenadopting sucha methodologicalpoint ofview.
iv. The real scientist will, in the first case, ascribe lawlikeness to the generalisation or take it to be the expression of a necessary connection; and, in the
second case, he will formulate a lawlike conjecture, in spite of the negative
instances it has to face from the very beginning. On such a basis he will regard
the negative instances as genuine exceptions. He knows that such an ad hoc
manoeuvre opens the possibility to reach a better understanding,
v. It isby means of the discovery of new relevant circumstances and the formation ofnewconceptsor theextension of the 'old' conceptual system, that the
ad hoc character of the lawlike conjecture is removed. In such a way an empirical law comes to be confirmed, not as an isolated universal statement that
may survivetheeventual demise of the theory, but as the statement of a regularity being a necessary connection within that theory which was formed in establishingthe law.
The genuine exceptions then have been turned into normal cases, explainable
by means of the theory available by now, in particular by the appeal to normal
or relevant circumstances which are laid down in that theory. These relevant
circumstances came to be known in the same process of theory formation in
which the law was established and the law and 'its' circumstances are therefore
indissolubly connected within that theory.
The law is now a universal statement that has been armed against negative
instances. It is not the formulation of an historical accident, possibly on a
cosmic scale, but it sets aboundary to possibilities and itmay thereby perform
its function in scientific prediction, in retrodiction and in supporting counterfactuals.
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vi. An empirical law, then, may indeedbe characterized as theformulation of a
regularity, butthisisaregularity that isshapedby the theory in which the law
has been taken up, or, toput it more clearly, it is theformulation of a regularity
asanecessaryconnection.
In the same way that all empirical data are modeled (FEYERABEND) by some
theory, a regularity is also modeled by a theory, viz. that theory in which the
law that asserts it is embedded. The regularity can only be observed as a
regularity through that theory bywhich ithasbeen co-constituted. It is therefore
completely inconceivable that a law could be an isolated statement. The suggestion of, e.g. NAGEL and BRAITHWAITE (compare ch. Ill, section 3)that a universalstatement counts asa lawwhen it "occupies adistinctiveposition inthesystem
of explanations in some area of knowledge" (NAGEL) is correct. But it is also
true that genuine exceptions, and therefore necessary connections, are needed
somewhere inthe on-going inquiry in order to form thevery theory in which the
universalstatement is accommodated, whichmakes ita law andwhich laysdown
the relevant circumstances. Genuine exceptions enable the scientist to jump to
new concepts and the formation of the required theory.
At this stage we must return to our example and examine the question when
the ad hoc character of the original lawlike conjecture, i.e. that water must boil
at 212°F., can be dismissed. We have examined the analogous question in connection withthelawlikeness ofcolour conceptsinch. I.
Is it not true, one might ask, that only a shift of the ad hoc character to
other conjectures has taken place, and hence that the original conjecture can
never be taken to be definitively confirmed?
At a particular moment we met with a negative instance, 'Wa.B 2 1 V, and
viewed it as a genuine exception, conjecturing that a was not a sample of pure
water, and we called this a case of the increase of boiling point. In other words,
the exception was given a name, in the same way as the exception in ch. I,
section 5, was called 'colour blind' and the exception in ch. I, section 6, 'phosphorescence'. But, of course, naming by itself does not solve any problem. The
on-going investigationthen led to theories of ionization and colloids, a number
of newphenomena wasdiscovered and many new concepts were formed.
But does not this simply mean a shift of ad hocness?I think weshould here
givethe same answer as that given in ch.I. When wetake the theoretical system
as a system of explanations for doing normal science, the answer is a definite
"no". In that case, the boiling point of water is a means for determining the
purity of a sample of water; the relation A T = A . ^ (AT = the increase of
boiling point, C = concentration, M = molecular weight) isused to determine
the molecular weight of a certain compound, or the degree of ionization of a
compound inacertain solvent;etc.
At a particular moment, then, a conceptual system or theory acquires a
relatively closed status or a great stability. It makes normal science possible by
providing itsnorm. It enables us to observe and explain many empirical phenomena which we could not understand, and of which wecould not even be aware
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without this theory. Internally, to usethe sametermweusedinch.I, i.e. looking
at the theory from within, it is a well-confirmed system of lawlike connections,
excluding or forbidding certain events to happen. But externally, viewing the
theory as a stage in an on-going inquiry, it has 'open ends' everywhere. This
means that there is no guarantee whatsoever, that new genuine exceptions can
be continually accounted for, or be explained by the system at hand or by an
extension ofit,i.e. without thedissolution ofcertain necessary connections.
Such exceptions may occur at all levels; with respect to the most advanced
aswellaslessadvanced statements.
Thefact should, however, benoticed that even ifweviewatheory in this way,
itistaken to havea relativestability;itthenfunctions asatake-off point towards
newconcepts, lawsand theories.

2. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THIS VIEW

I now want to compare this view with the regularity and necessity view. I
shall do this by examining a few crucial concepts. For the sake of clarity, I
wanttoformulate myviewverybriefly:
an empirical law asserts a regularity as the necessary connection between
two or more concepts, and hence also between the empirical data which
areco-constituted bythese concepts,
i. Theconcept of regularity.
The proponents of the regularity view make use of a concept of regularity
which isnot further analysed,but taken tobeintuitively clear:regularities can be
directly, i.e. independently of a theory, observed as a series of conjunctions.
When GOODMAN appeals to an 'organization effected by the use of language',
he does so in order to distinguish between those regularities which give rise to
lawlike universal statements and those which do not. He does not appeal to an
organization in order toco-constitute regularities themselves because these are
taken to be given independently, using the rather naive notion of regularity.
POPPER is much nearer to the truth when he says: "The kind of repetition
envisaged by Hume can never be perfect; the cases he has in mind cannot be
cases of perfect sameness; they can only be cases of similarity. Thus they are
repetitions only from a certainpoint of view. But this means that, for logical
reasons, there mustalways bea point of view- suchasa system of expectations,
anticipations, or interests- before there can beany repetition; which point of
view,consequently, cannot bemerely the result of repetition." 183 What POPPER
infact sayshereisthat a regularity isco-constituted bythetheorythrough which
it can only be observed. The regularity ispresent only when it is observed from
therequired pointof view. The regularity onlyallowsitselftobeobservedwhen
it is observed in the appropriate way. But Popper's view suggests that there is,
temporally, first a theory or point ofviewwhich isthen followed by the regularity, while, according to my view, these should not be separated in this way. The
formation of the theory which is required for the observation of a repetition is,
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at the same time, the co-constitution of that regularity, as the formation of an
empirical concept is, at the same time, the co-constitution of those date of
which the concept is formed and to which it can be applied afterwards. Of
course, such a process entails 'illogical' steps, but if one wants to do justice to
the growth of science one should fully recognize such steps.
Wemay then say that theregularity expressedby anempirical lawisa regularity co-constituted by the theory, through whichit canbe observed,as anecessary
connectionbetween certain empirical data. The organizing factor is not a means
of distinguishing between two kinds ofgivenregularities, but it isthe factor that
co-constitutes them. When explicated in this way, Nagel's and Braithwaite's
appeal to a theory as a criterion of distinguishing between accidental and lawlike universals isjustified, but I doubt whether they had such an explication in
mind, since they adhere to direct or theory-free observation.
Although I agree with Rescher's view in many respects, I disagree with his
presupposition of there being regularities in an observer-independent reality.
I agree that lawlikeness is a matter of imputation, but this imputation has to be
explicated, in my view, as the co-constitution of a regularity as a necessary connection. There is not, and I want to repeat this, first of all a given regularity,
expressed in an empirical generalisation, upon which lawlikeness isthen imputed by accommodating it within a theory. The co-constitution of a regularity as
a necessary connection implies the formation of the theory in which the law,
asserting such a regularity, occupies a distinctive position. This determines the
'epistemic commitment' we make to a law, and to which RESCHER rightly
draws attention:the laws come to be armed against negative instances and they
are to certain extent (see below) 'justifiably regarded as immune to rejection in
the face of hypothetical considerations'. 184 Laws are indeed man-made, as
RESCHER has said. But I want to add that this is true only because they assert
regularities which, being necessary connections, also have to be taken as manmade,
ii. Theconcept of necessity.
I hope it will be clear, that the necessity, which is claimed as an essential
characteristic of a law, is not a necessity in a 'mindless' universe. When I
say that an empirical law asserts a necessary connection, I am referring to a
necessary connection in a conceptually or theoretically co-constituted empirical
world. The necessary connections laid down in empirical laws are bound to a
theoretical context and thereby to particular circumstances which are called
relevant by their being bound to such lawlike connections. In the empirical
world it is necessary that water, under normal circumstances, boils at 212°F.,
but it is equally necessary that a sample of water in which some NaCl has been
dissolved boils at a higher temperature, or that a sample of water to which
some AgCl has been added boils at 212°F., or that water boils at a temperature
below 212°F. at the top of the Mont Blanc.
The necessity of laws isa necessity within the theoretical framework in which
those lawsareindissolubly takenup.Therefore,thenegation ofthoselawswould
be completely ununderstandable or unintelligible, as HANSON says. 185 The
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revisionof a law wouldmake amore or lessdrastic conceptualchange necessary,
so that the phenomena, which could be observed and explained by the theory
ofwhichthe lawisan essential part, cannot any longerbe observed and explained in what way. A law cannot simply be replaced by an alternative universal
statement because the system in which it occurs has not been constructed to
accommodate that alternative. On the contrary, it will exclude the accommodation of such an alternative. In this sense a law is necessary, not as an isolated
unit, but as a statement within a theory, and in this sense it sets limits to what
ispossible (KNEALE) or forbids certain events to happen (POPPER).
To accept a theory or, better perhaps, to form a theory, implies the establishing of laws as asserting necessary connections because these determine the
theory to be what it in factis. Once atheory is formed, normal science has been
made possible, i.e. science guided by the theory and its laws, functioning as the
norms ofthat activity.
Does it follow that laws are analytic statements? I think it follows, if we
adopt the notion of analyticity proposed by GRICE and STRAWSON in their
defence of the analytic-synthetic distinction against Quine's attack. If we adopt
the notion of 'analyticity within a conceptual scheme', as it has been called by
GRICE and STRAWSON, we are fully justified in calling a law an analytic statement (compare ch. IV, section 1): the revision of a law, i.e. the change of its
truth-value from true to false, undoubtedly causes a conceptual change. 186
When we are forced to revise 'all water boils at 212°F.', we would also be
forced to re-form the concept of 'water' and along with it many other concepts
within that theory of boiling phenomena from which the boiling point of water
may also be inferred from statements about the energy which are based on the
structure ofthe liquid.
Analyticity in this sense, however, does not mean irrevisability come what
may, nor the absence of any empirical or factual content. I have already mentioned this point several timesand shall only briefly dealwith it here.A law, as
the statement of a necessary connection, has an empirical content since it coconstitutes part of the empirical world, known in science, but the results of
on-going investigation ('what may come') may force us to dissolve lawlike
connections and thereby to form an alternative theory co-constituting another
empirical reality.
This means that we should not oppose statements about the meaning of a
word, in which 'the linguistic component is all that matters' 187 , to statements
about facts. This opposition should be dropped. 188 Once a theory, including
empirical laws, has been formed, once a relatively stable situation has been
reached, "scientists will cease to distinguish between its structure and that of
the phenomena themselves", as HANSON put it. An empirical law is an analytic
statement and asserts anecessary connectionbetween empirical concepts, but it
thereby asserts a necessary connection between the empirical data, which can
only be observed asbeing those very data through these concepts.
When we no longer oppose statements about the meaning of words to statements about facts by emphasizing that theempirical world, known in science,is
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always a conceptually or theoretically co-constituted world, we are able to
seehow a statement can have empirical content and at the same time be necessary. The question "How could a statement be logically necessary or analytic
and at the same time have empirical content?" only becomes rhetorical (as it
is taken to be, e.g., by AYER, HAMLYN, WAISMANN) when the opposition between 'logical' and 'factual' is presupposed.
We may now say that a law like 'copper is a good electrical conductor', to
use Nagel's example, asserts that conductivity is a defining property of copper.
This, however, should not be taken as a matter of convention. We are not free
to settle the matter as we please, as AYER would make us believe. On the contrary, a scientist has to make the assumption that certain connections are
necessary or lawlike if he wants to leave open the possibility for science to be
a dynamic undertaking. If he maintains the possibility of our understanding the
phenomena, he needs necessary connections and it can, therefore, not be a matter of 'take it or leave it'. The result of on-going investigation also confirms,
with retrospective effect, the necessary connections that hold in the empirical
world. We are, for example, not free to choose between 'it is necessary that
water consists of H 2 0 ' and 'it is not necessary that water consists of H 2 0 '
(Ayer's example). We must choose the first alternative, else an integral part of
our theories would be radically undermined. What would it, e.g., mean to talk
about the boiling point of water when weare allowed to say that water consists
of H 2 0 and Na + and C I - ions? What would be the sence of the statements
about the cohesion energy of water? Many phenomena would then indeed
become unintelligible. The 'method of conventionalizing' does not solve any
methodological problem. In a way similar to the colour-blind person who is
someone who does not understand what certain concepts mean, and not
someone who refuses to join a convention (ch. I, section 5), a person who
denies that water consists of H 2 0 is someone who does not understand certain
parts of scientific theory and not someone who refuses tojoin a convention.
When we say that a law asserts a necessary connection, does it mean that it
is true in all possible worlds different from ours, if at all, only as regards initial
conditions? If such a possible world is a world in which only a few of the relevant circumstances of the law, known by means of the theory in which it is
taken up, differ from thosein the actual world, the answer should obviously be
"Yes". For a law is that very statement that has been armed against possible
negative instances brought about by a change of relevant circumstances. The
theory in which the law has its place, is a theory about all suchpossible worlds.
It is the theory that determines what these possible and impossible worlds are.
Aworld in which water does not boil at 212°F. or in which copper isnot a good
electrical conductor is impossible, provided that the relevant circumstances are
taken into account. By binding the law to the relevant circumstances, a theory
determines a set of possible worlds, and these worlds should not be imagined as
being theory-independent. This means that we cannot explain the concept of
law using the concept of possible world,
iii. Theconcept of confirmation.
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My view on confirmation and falsification has already been stated in this
inquiry. I shall now briefly summarizeit and add someremarks about singular
empirical conditionals, regardless of whether they be expressed in the indicative
or thesubjunctive mood.
A law, being the formulation of a regularity asa necessary connection, comes
to beconfirmedassuchby the success of on-going theory formation. It isestablished as a law by the removal of the original ad hoc character, which means
the formation of a theory that enables us to face the former genuine exceptions
as normal cases, or the restoration of the possibility of normal science, i.e.
science governed by this theory. Confirmation is, in this way, clearly a process
of feedback ;it isrealized in such a way as to have a retrospective effect.
Examplesofsuchaway ofconfirmation, inwhichnegative instances taken as
genuine exceptions play a fundamental role, are well known. Leverrier's prediction and discovery of Neptune to explain the genuine exception constituted by
the abnormal (!) orbit of Uranus 189 constituted an excellent confirmation of
the law that planets move in elliptical orbits around the sun, provided that no
disturbing (!) forces are present, in which case the orbit cannot (or may not)
be elliptical. Other examples are the discovery of certain chemical elements,
using the theory of the periodical system as a norm;the discovery of the meson
on the basis of the laws of conservation;Eddington'sexperimentasa confirmation of Einstein's theory;and the artificial case of the discovery of the increase
of the boiling point on the basis of our paradigm law. 190
But there is no guarantee at all that on-going investigation will always lead
to a positive result confirming the former ad hoc conjecture. An on-going investigation may remain without such a required result, as it may lead to mere
piling up of ad hoc conjectures. Instead of reducing the exceptions to normal
cases, more and more ad hoc conjectures have to be added leading to a result
which is no longer intelligible. Instead of reaching a better understanding of
the observed phenomena, any further investigation leads to a state of complete
incomprehensibility. And in away similar to the successof an on-goinginvestigation leading to a firm belief in thetheory where we cannot but conceive and
observe the empirical world to be as it is co-constituted by that theory, the
failure of an on-going investigation makes us lose our confidence in the theory
and thereby in the necessary connections asserted by the laws belonging to that
theory.
And here the genuine exceptions start to function as falsifications. An empirical law may befalsified. This means that the necessary connection may be
dissolved by the failure to reduce genuine exceptions to normal cases. What
may come may then force us to give up the previously accepted conceptual
framework, because this, at a certain time, may be the only way to restore
the understanding of the phenomena considered. Sticking to the previously
accepted theory may, in many cases, block the road to a better understanding.
Evolutionary science will then not do any longer because a revolutionary alternative theory is needed to restore normal science. The accumulation of ad hoc
conjectures to save the ether theory against the result of the Michelson-Morley
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experiment is a good example: the contraction hypothesis of Lorentz and Fitzgerald remained an ad hoc conjecture.
It should be noticed, however, that necessary connections are not dissolved
and that the theory is not abandoned before the alternative, referred to above,
has been formulated. Only then can a genuine exception be taken as a falsification. Mercury'sunexplained orbit, for example,existedfor alongtime alongside
classical mechanics. Evolutionary science, although successful in the case of
Uranus, did not lead to an understanding of this phenomenon. The conjecture
of the existence of Vulcan could only be maintained by the formulation of
additional ad hoc conjectures. Nevertheless, the theory was not dropped on this
basis and only Einstein's theory could bring an end to this situation by restoring understanding through a new conceptual framework. We may again quote
HANSON, as we did in ch. I: "Should someone claim that he has a good reason
for abandoning a theory T, but can suggest no alternative to T, no other way
to form concepts about thephenomena Tcovers,Ideny that hehasgood reasons
for abandoning T'."*91
Now, what aretheconsequences of this viewof confirmation and falsification
for the analysis of singular empirical conditionals in general (compare ch. Ill,
section 2)1 Such an analysis should make it clear what the grounds are on
which a decision about the truth or falsity of these statements is founded.
When wenow try to do this,using
if something is water then it boils at 212°F.
(I)
asa lawand taking
if this here is water then it boils at 212°F.
(II)
as an example of a singular empirical conditional, the meaning of the concept
'if-then' must be examined first. I want to propose the following: theempirical
concept 'if-then', i.e. the concept 'if-then' as it is used in empirical reasoning,
isa meansfor asserting a lawlike connection.
The concept 'if-then' in general, may be used to express quite different things.
It may be used to express a relation of entailment, or the making of a promise,
or for threatening somebody, etc.
In all cases the concept 'if-then' serves to convey that the parts connected
by it (whether or not these could truly be called statements) 'have something
to do with each other'. In a singular empirical conditional this notion of 'havingto do somethingwith each other' can beexplicated as 'connected ina lawlike
manner within a certain conceptual system'. The empirical concept 'if-then'
serves to tell us that the parts connected by it in an empirical conditional are
lawlikely connected, if that conditional istrue. This, now, isan intentional connection that cannot be rendered truth-functionally. The empirical concept 'ifthen' may be said to have been designed to express such a lawlike connection.
Hence, a singular empirical conditional is true when the lawlike connection
which is intended by it, and which is applied by it to a particular case, obtains;
and it isfalse when the intended connection does not obtain. Based on such an
analysis it is completely irrelevant whether the conditional happens to be expressed in the indicative or in the subjunctive mood.
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Now (II) is true, because the lawlike connection intended by (II),and applied
to 'this here', obtains since (I) is a law. But, e.g.,
ifthishereiswater thenitboils at 190°F.
is false, since the intended connection does not obtain: it is excluded by (I).
It is interesting to compare some remarks quoted previously about the
analysis of counterfactuals with what hasjust been said: "the truth of a statement of this kind depends not upon the truth or falsity of the components but
upon whether the intended connection obtains" (GOODMAN, quoted in ch. Ill,
section 2, with respect to counterfactuals) ;"a counterfactual is true if a certain
connection obtains between the antecedent and the consequent" (GOODMAN
again, cf. note 116); "A subjunctive conditional isone such that we can know
that the antecedent in some sense implies the consequent without knowing the
truth-values of either" (CHISHOLM, note 116). All these remarks are valid for
singular empirical conditionals in general, in which 'if-then' should be taken to
express that 'intended connection', or that 'certain connection', or the 'in some
sense implying', which has been identified as a lawlike connection, explicated
in section 1of this chapter.
But what could then betheroleofexperimental evidence,e.g., of the so-called
positiveand negative instances?
Let us consider different cases. Suppose the observation
Wa.B 212 a
(III)
to betrue.Wecan infer from this
Wa^B212a
and which is thus also true. But wecannot infer (II) from the conjunction (III).
When we look upon this conjunction as the assertion of two isolated observational data, it does not have any confirmatory force as to the empirical
conditional (II), let alone the law (I), but when we face it within the context of
the theory in which (I) is taken up, taking care of the relevant circumstances as
required by the law (I),wecan say that our observational result is in conformity
withthe law (I);not that it confirms, but illustrates this law.
Supposewenow observe
~Wa
(IV)
to be true. We can logically infer from this the following:
Wa^B212o
Wa^B100a
Wa->~B 2 1 2 fl
etc.
These logical consequences are also true. But we cannot infer (II) from (IV).
Thispiece of evidence has no confirmatory force at all, nor could it be regarded
as an illustration of (I), because that law has not been applied here. (II) is true
because the intended connection obtains, which is formulated in (I), and, e.g.,
ifWathenB 1 0 0 a
is false, because the intended connection does not obtain, since it is excluded
by (I), although the corresponding material implication, stated above, is true.
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Suppose that wenow observe
Wa.~B 2 1 2 fl
to be true. Taken in isolation, this piece of evidence again does not have any
confirmatory or falsifying force. When it is taken in the context of the theory
of boilingphenomena, which means that weare taking into account the relevant
circumstances, and when this does not enable us to view the result as a normal
case, we should say that the observational result is not in conformity with the
law. It constitutes a genuine exception which leads to further theory formation.
Of course, many 'abnormal' results of experiments are disqualified as mistakes,
and this manoeuvre again stresses the normativity of the theory, but obstinate
casescannot be 'explained away' in thismanner (cf. thebad teacher who continues to 'explain' his pupil's answers, deviating from his own, by saying that the
pupil has not yet formed the appropriate concepts) and they must lead to
further investigation. The result of our observation has been expressed in the
concepts of our theory, but it is nevertheless 'systematically unintelligible'.
Whether this result, i.e. this obstinate case,willat last turn out to be a falsification or a normal case within an extended conceptual framework can, in general
not bedecided in advance.
In this way we are back at the notions of confirmation and falsification with
which we started our examination of the concept of confirmation. It should
now be clear that, at the 'singular level', our concept 'if-then' has the following
consequences:first,a singular empirical conditional, e.g. (II),cannot be inferred
from a conjunction, i.e. (Ill), while a material implication, e.g. ' W a ^ B 2 1 2 a ' ,
doesfollow; second, an empirical conditional may befalse, whilethe correspondingmaterial implication istrue.
This concept 'if-then', however, also has consequences at the 'universal
level'.The statement
allgold cubes aresmaller than 10 m 3 ,
taken as the formulation of an exceptionless repetition, can be reformulated as
(x)(Gx^Sx)
(G=goldcube, S= smaller than 10 m 3 )
but itisnot equivalent to
ifsomething isagoldcubethen itissmaller than 10m 3
because the latter is the statement of a regularity as a necessary connection,
whichhasnot been established.
On the other hand it is correct to say that from a law the corresponding
all-statement can be inferred. We can for example infer from (I) that
allwater boilsat 212°F.
The transition from an all-statement to an empirical law, however, requires
a process of theory formation by which a law is formed as the expression of a
regularity being a necessary connection. In the same process the law is armed
against negative instances.
We may, therefore, conclude that the distinction between accidental and
lawlike universal statements can be reduced to this transition.
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SAMENVATTING

De hedendaagse wetenschapsfilosofie ('philosophy of science') is voor verreweg het grootste deel ontwikkeld binnen een logisch positivistische wijsgerige
context. Dit heeft met zich meegebracht, dat de problemen, die in de wetenschapsfilosofie aan de orde zijn, én de oplossingen die voor dieproblemen worden voorgesteld en acceptabel geacht, vrijwel steeds het stempel dragen van de
wijsgerige uitgangspunten van het logisch positivisme. Het probleem van en de
discussie rond het begrip 'empirische wet' vormen hiervan een treffend voorbeeld.
Men kan echter heelduidelijk eenandere benaderingswijze indewetenschapsfilosofieonderkennen, waarin van andere wijsgerige stellingen wordt uitgegaan.
In verband hiermee wordt wel gesproken van een post-positivistische wetenschapsfilosofie.
In deze studie wordt getracht een analyse van het begrip 'empirische wet' te
geven vanuit deze post-positivistische context. Voordat deze analyse ter hand
kan worden genomen, moet eerst een korte schets van de logisch positivistische
context worden gegeven en een uitwerking van de post-positivistische.
I
Uitgaande van de notie van directe of theorie-vrije waarneming, welke fundamenteel geacht moet worden voor het logisch positivisme, wordt een model
geschetst van de logisch positivistische context in de vorm van een vijftal stellingen. Dit model, dat sterk simplificerend is en niet als het resultaat van een
historische analyse mag worden gezien, dient als hulpmiddel bij het systematisch onderzoek, dat hier wordt ondernomen. Pas daarin krijgt dit model zijn
betekenis.
Degenoemde stellingen luiden:
i. Er is een waarnemer-onafhankelijke werkelijkheid, waarop de directe of
theorie-vrije waarneming isbetrokken,
ii. In die werkelijkheid bestaan geen noodzakelijke verbanden tussen de elementen. Alleen contingente, tijd-ruimtelijke relaties tussen die elementen
worden erkend. De elementen zijn als zodanig onderling onafhankelijk,
iii. Waarnemingstermen zijn geïsoleerde of theorie-onafhankelijke betekeniseenheden enhun betekenis moet alszuiver extensioneel worden gekarakteriseerd. Alleen dan kunnen deze termen de dubbelrol spelen, waartoe ze in een
logisch positivistische methodologie zijn voorbestemd, te weten beginpunten
van betekenis en eindpunten van confirmatie zijn.
iv. Waarnemingsuitspraken hebben eveneens een geïsoleerde of theorie-onafhankelijke status. In het bijzonder geldt dit voor empirische (i.t.t. theoretitische) wetten:hun waarheidswaarde en betekenis ligtvastonafhankelijk vande
theorieën waarin ze eventueel zijn opgenomen.
v. De elementaire, extensionele logica vormt een adequaat middel voor kennistheoretisch en methodologischonderzoek. Hetsprekenoverintensionele beteMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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kenisenintensionele verbanden is overbodig (soms:zinloos) binnen dit terrein
van wijsgerig onderzoek; het extensionele kader is dan ook toereikend.
Inhetwerkvano.a. HANSON, FEYERABENDen KUHN,en vooral in de dissertatie
van GEURTS, wordt de notie van theorie-geladen waarneming tegenover die van
eentheorie-vrije waarneming gesteld.
Een tweetal consequenties hiervan is:
i. De empirische werkelijkheid en de elementen daaruit kunnen niet als waarnemeronafhankelijke grootheden worden gekwalificeerd. Alsallewaarneming
theorie-geladen is,dan isdatgenewat wordtwaargenomen ooksteedstheoretisch
mede bepaald,
ii. Elk empirisch begrip, hoe 'eenvoudig' ook, bezit betekenis door het intensioneel verbonden zijn met meerof minder andereempirische begrippen. Als
zodanig kan elk begrip een theorie in miniatuur worden genoemd. Aangezien
dan het empirische begrip niet als een geïsoleerde betekeniseenheid kan worden
getypeerd, kan het ook niet meer de eerder genoemde dubbelrol spelen.
Het post-positivisme kan in eerste benadering door deze twee stellingen worden gekenmerkt. Een uitwerking hiervan richt zich primair op de notie van
theorie-geladenwaarnemingenbouwtvoortopeenaantalgedachten, ontwikkeld
door GEURTS. Waarneming van empirische verschijnselen isaltijd waarneming
op een bepaalde, gerichte wijze. Anders gezegd: waarneming is pas mogelijk
alshet een op de vereiste wijze theoretisch geladen waarneming is. Waarneming
is steeds waarneming 'door de geschikte begrippen heen', waarbij die begrippen
alsminiatuur theorie fungeren.
Begripsvorming is dan ook primair een leren waarnemen; het is de vorming
van die theorie die een bepaalde waarneming mogelijk maakt. Iemand, die een
empirischbegripheeft gevormd, heeft de(miniatuur) theorie gevormd waardoorheen een bepaalde vorm van waarnemen mogelijk is. Tegelijk echter heeft hij
een stukje empirische werkelijkheid ontdekt waarvan hij eerder geen weet had.
Van dit stukje werkelijkheid kan dan ook alleen maar op zinvolle wijze gezegd
worden dat het bestaat, binnen de betreffende begripscontext.
Nadere analyse laat zien, dat het empirische begrip, hoe 'eenvoudig' het ook
moge lijken, steeds een wetmatig karakter bezit, waardoor het idee van het begrip als miniatuur theorie kan worden gepreciseerd. Dit wetmatig karakter is
uiteraard niet gerechtvaardigd per se - het vereist empirische confirmatie, die
niet als een confirmatie d.m.v. positieve gevallen kan worden omschreven. Een
analogewijzevanconfirmatie treffen weaan bij empirische wetten (zieonder V).
II
Op Goodman's z.g. 'new riddle of induction', dat in de discussie rond het
begrip 'empirische wet' steeds een belangrijke rol speelt, wordt apart ingegaan.
Als inductieprobleem heeft het enige consekwenties, die het onderzoek van het
begrip 'empirische wet' uitermate bemoeilijken. Een analyse van het probleem
leert echter, dat het als inductieprobleem niet formuleerbaar is, indien we tenminste Goodman's expositie serieus nemen:het isprimair het probleem van de
keuze tussen twee concurrerende theorieën.
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Als het niet gaat om het onderzoek van verschijnselen van principieel statistische aard, zoals in Goodman's voorbeelden, dan kan men in het empirische
begrip een wetmatige trek ontdekken, die we met een voorbeeld kunnen verduidelijken.
Onderdeel van de betekenis van het begrip 'groen' is:
alsietsgroen isoptijdstip t 0 , dan is het groen (zou het groen zijn; zou het
groen geweest zijn) op enig ander tijdstip tn, mits alle relevante omstandigheden gelijk zijn (gelijk zouden zijn; gelijk zouden zijn geweest).
Wanneer Goodman's probleem wordt geformuleerd als een conflict tussen
een spreker van de 'gewone' groen-blauw-taal, L 1; en een spreker van de grauwbloen-taal, L 2 , dan blijkt, dat beidegebruik maken van eendergelijke wetmatige
trek inhun eigen begrippen.
Gebruik makend van de door BARKER en ACHINSTEIN voorgestelde wijze van
definiëren, moet dan worden geconcludeerd, dat het conflict tussen beide sprekers van begripsmatige aard is en zich afspeelt op het niveau van de singulaire
beschrijvingen van wat ze waarnemen. Er is, met andere woorden, sprake van
een conflict tussen twee begripssystemen of theorieën - de groen-blauw-theorie
en de grauw-bloen-theorie- die in L t resp. L 2 kunnen worden uitgedrukt. Er is
daarom geen sprake van een inductieprobleem, maar van het probleem van
theoriekeuze. Beide sprekers nemen geheel verschillende dingen waar, omdat
hun waarneming door verschillende theorieën heen plaatsvindt. Om vanuit zo'n
conflictsituatie te komen tot een voor beide aanvaardbare theorie, spelen heel
andere factoren een rol dan het feitelijk taalgebruik, waarop GOODMAN een
beroep doet om zijn probleem, als inductieprobleem, tot een oplossing te brengen. Sterker, zo'n beroep op het gewone taalgebruik zal steeds leiden tot de
keuze van de oude, vertrouwde theorie en biedt daarmee een nieuweling geen
kans.

iir
De regelmaatsopvatting van een empirische wet kan als volgt worden geformuleerd:
een empirische wet is een ware, synthetische, universele uitspraak, die
een regelmaat zonder uitzonderingen onder woorden brengt.
Het centrale probleem binnen dezeopvatting issteeds devraag hoe wetmatige
universele uitspraken kunnen worden onderscheiden van accidentele universele
uitspraken. En dât dit als het centrale probleem wordt gezien impliceert, dat
begrippen als 'waar', 'synthetisch', 'regelmaat' en 'uitzondering' als voldoende
duidelijk worden geaccepteerd.
Alle voorgestelde syntactisch-semantische criteria - een empirische wet iseen
universele uitspraak, die geen onelimineerbare individuconstanten bevat, die
alleen zuiver kwalitatieve predicaten bevat, die een in principe niet-gesloten
toepassingsbereik heeft - lijden schipbreuk.
Hoewel een wetmatige universele uitspraak corresponderende z.g. 'counterfactual conditionals' steunt, d.w.z. mede de basis vormt waarop de waarheidswaardevanzo'n 'conditional' kanwordenvastgesteld,terwijleen accidentele uitMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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spraak dat niet doet, kan dit feit toch ook niet als het gezochte criterium dienst
doen. Een analyse van deze 'counterfactual conditionals' zelf leidt namelijk tot
het stellen van twee onderling samenhangende vragen: i. Wat iseen empirische
wet? en ii. Wat moet onder relevante of normale omstandigheden worden verstaan? Nader onderzoek leidt er echter toe om het probleem van de 'counterfactual conditionals' in een veel breder verband te stellen: ook de analyse van
'gewone' empirische als-dan uitspraken ('singular indicative conditionals') zoals die bij een voorspelling, verklaring of retrodictie worden gebruikt - loopt
uit in de zojuist geformuleerde vragen. Het probleem van de 'counterfactual
conditionals' is slechts een onderdeel van het probleem van de analyse van
'singular conditionals' in het algemeen. Dat de analyse van 'counterfactual
conditionals' steeds als een apart probleem is gezien, is een gevolg van de opvatting als zouden 'gewone' empirische als-dan uitspraken adequaat zijn geanalyseerdbinnen eenextensioneel-logisch kader.
De laatste poging van de voorstanders van de regelmaatsopvatting, die wij
hier onderzoeken, kan aldus worden geformuleerd: een universele uitspraak is
wetmatig als hij een positie binnen een theorie bekleedt. Gegeven dit criterium,
kan men recht doen aan de functie van een wet in het wetenschappelijk redeneren, i.e. in het doen van voorspellingen, het geven van verklaringen en het
formuleren van 'counterfactual conditionals'.
Hoewel dit criterium, mitsnader uitgewerkt, mijns inziensinderdaad kans van
slagen biedt, is het binnen de logisch positivistische context waarin de regelmaatsopvatting wordt verdedigd, nauwelijks acceptabel. In de eerste plaats is
de analyse van het begrip 'empirische wet' nu vervangen door een analyse van
het begrip 'theorie', en in het bijzonder door de vraag wat het betekent dat een
wet een positie bekleedt binnen zo'n theorie. Aan de vraag hoe de relatie is
tussen een wet en de 'bijbehorende' relevante omstandigheden is in dit verband
echter nog nauwelijks aandacht besteed en het isjuist deze relatie, die ophelderingzou moeten krijgen vanuit hetgebonden zijn van eenwetaaneen theorie.
In de tweede plaats en geheel afgezien van het eerste, is de theorie-binding in
strijd met de basis-gedachte, dat een empirische wet in principe een theorie-onafhankelijke grootheid is, dieeen regelmaat zonder uitzonderingen formuleert.
Het ontbreken van een analyse van dit begrip 'regelmaat', dat in feite als een
intuïtief voldoende duidelijk begrip wordt gehanteerd, moet als één van de belangrijkste obstakels op weg naar de oplossing van het probleem van de empirische wet worden gezien. Het volledig voorbijzien van de essentiële rol, die
uitzonderingen spelen - juist uitzonderingen leiden tot de formulering van
relevante omstandigheden endaarmee tot devormingvan detheorie waarin een
wet een positie bekleedt - is hiervan het gevolg.
IV
De noodzakelijkheidsopvatting kan in eerste benadering worden geformuleerdals:
een empirische wet brengt een noodzakelijk verband onder woorden.
Hierbij is dan de explicatie van het begrip 'noodzakelijk verband' het centrale
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probleem geworden in de analyse van het begrip 'empirische wet'.
Wanneer dit verband wordt geïnterpreteerd als een logisch noodzakelijk
verband - een empirische wet is een analytische uitspraak - dan werkt men
weliswaar met een duidelijk begrip 'noodzakelijk', maar dan is tegelijk volkomen duidelijk, dat empirische wetten niet in déze zin een noodzakelijk verband
uitdrukken. Aldus tenminste de tegenstanders van een dergelijke noodzakelijkheidsopvatting. Immers, zo vervolgen zij, dit zou in de eerste plaats betekenen,
dat denegatievaneen weteencontradictie zouopleveren - quod non - enin de
tweede plaats, dat een wet nooit gefalsificeerd zou kunnen worden en dus geen
enkele empirische inhoud zou bezitten, wat geheel onacceptabel is.
Toch is deverwerping van dezenoodzakelijkheidsopvatting, op basis van een
als volledig doorzichtig opgevat noodzakelijkheidsbegrip, niet overtuigend.
Quine's aanval op het onderscheid analytisch-synthetisch wordt dan immersgeheel genegeerd. En vooral de verdediging door GRICE en STRAWSON van dit
onderscheid tegen QUINE, maakt een dergelijke verwerping dubieus. Wanneer
we met Grice en Strawson het onderscheid in déze zin handhaven, dat binnen
eenbegripssysteem oftheoriewelvan analytische ensynthetische uitspraken kan
worden gesproken, daarbij de mogelijkheid van verwerping van de theorie als
geheel open latend - hetgeen betekent, dat we met Quine's belangrijkste punt
van kritiek instemmen - dan moet ook de mogelijkheid, dat een empirische wet
in déze zin analytisch zou kunnen zijn, opnieuw aan een onderzoek worden
onderworpen. Dit onderzoek is deste belangrijker, omdat het kan worden verricht in aansluiting aan de vraag waarop we bij de regelmaatsopvatting uiteindelijk zijn gestuit: Wat betekent het dat een wet eenpositie bekleedt binnen
een theorie? Bovendien wordt het belang van dit onderzoek nogbenadrukt door
het feit - en ook aanhangers van de regelmaatsopvatting vermelden dit feit dat een universele uitspraak, als gevolg van voortgaande theorievorming, kennelijk de status van analytische uitspraak kan verkrijgen. Het dynamisch moment, waarop dan wordt gewezen, zal blijken van zeer groot belang te zijn.
Een analyse van het begrip 'noodzakelijk' als 'fysisch noodzakelijk' is met
name door KNEALE en POPPER ondernomen. Een wet moet in hun ogen een
noodzakelijkheidskarakter bezitten, omdat hij anders nooit de basis kan vormen voor het waar-zijn van een corresponderende 'counterfactual conditional'.
Zelfs als we zouden weten, dat de uitspraak 'alle raven zijn zwart' (Kneale's
voorbeeld) een feitelijke regelmaat zonder uitzonderingen formuleert, dan nog
zou dit een accidentele uitspraak kunnen zijn, die geen basis biedt voor b.v. de
uitspraak 'als deze raaf een antarctica-bewoner zou zijn, dan zou hij zwart zijn'.
Het waar-zijn van de raven-uitspraak, m.a.w. het zwart-zijn van alle raven, kan
een historisch toeval zijn:als het toevallig is, dat er nooit raven in poolstreken
hebben gewoond, dan is het waar-zijn van 'alle raven zijn zwart' mogelijk afhankelijk van dezetoevallige omstandigheid en in dat geval moet deze uitspraak
accidenteel worden genoemd. In tegenstelling tot wat in genoemde 'counterfactual conditional' wordtgesteld,zou eenantarctica-raaf waarschijnlijk wit zijn
geweest.
Een universele uitspraak ispas een wet, wanneer zijn waarheid onafhankelijk
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is van de toevallige begin-omstandigheden van onze actuele empirische werkelijkheid. Of, wanneer hij waar is inalle mogelijke werelden, diehoogstens van
onze wereld verschillen voor wat betreft begin-omstandigheden. Hiermee stuiten we andermaal op de kwestie van de omstandigheden en het blijkt, dat de
explicatie van het begrip 'noodzakelijk' in termen van 'mogelijke werelden' en
'begin-omstandigheden' nauwelijksenige verheldering biedt. Kneale'sberoep op
een intuïtief duidelijk noodzakelijkheidsbegrip doet dat evenmin.
RESCHER introduceert echter een nieuw en m.i. belangrijk element in het
onderzoek van deempirische wet. Een wet heeft inderdaad een noodzakelijkheidskarakter, dat zich vooral manifesteert in de mogelijkheid om 'counterfactual conditionals' waar of onwaar te noemen. Dit karakter heeft een wet
echter niet op grond van waargenomen feiten, maar omdat het is aangebracht
door de onderzoeker. Dit aanbrengen van noodzakelijkheid betekent in feite
het toekennen aaneenempirischegeneralisatie vaneenplaats ineen voorhanden
theorie. Hetis hetbegripssysteemofdetheoriewaarin eenempirischegeneralisatie wordt opgenomen, waaraan de wet zijn noodzakelijkheidskarakter ontleent.
RESCHER handhaaft echter het bestaan in een onafhankelijke realiteit van een
waarnemer-onafhankelijke regelmaat, die eerst wordt uitgedrukt in een empirische generalisatie, waarop dân, later, het stempel van noodzakelijkheid wordt
gedrukt door die generalisatie in een theoretisch kader in te passen. Juist hierdoor ontneemt hij zichzelf de mogelijkheid om een antwoord te geven op de
vragen, die t.a.v. zijn theorie direct rijzen: Wat betekent het 'ingepast te worden in een theorie'? Waarom wordt een universele uitspraak op een gegeven
moment ingepast en waarom juist dân?
Wanneer RESCHER niet zou zijn uitgegaan van het bestaan van waarnemeronafhankelijke regelmatigheden, dan zou hij mogelijk hebben ontdekt, dat
reeds het vaststellen van een regelmaat zelf een 'imputation' vereist, en dat de
theorie-binding reeds vanaf dit moment aanwezig is.
V
In tegenstelling tot de regelmaatsopvatting stellen wij, dat een waargenomen
regelmaat-zonder-uitzonderingen niét de ideaal-basis vormt waarop een empirische wet, door inductieve generalisatie, tot stand komt. Van een universele
uitspraak die wél op dezewijze tot stand komt, en waarvan dus alleen positieve
en geen negatieve gevallen bekend zijn, kan nooit worden beslist of hij wetmatig dan wel accidenteel is. Een dergelijke uitspraak moet, wanneer zich een
negatief geval voordoet, als gefalsificeerd worden beschouwd: deze uitspraak is
immers op geen enkele wijze gewapend tegen een negatief geval, dat dan ook
slechts alsfalsificatie kan worden bestempeld.
In het wetenschappelijk onderzoek spelen negatieve gevallen echter een
geheel andere en zelfs fundamentele rol. Veelal hebben we in dat onderzoek
niet te doen met een 'exceptionless repetition', die het ideaal van de aanhanger
van de regelmaatsopvatting is. In het onderzoek wordt desondanks een hypothese geformuleerd van de vorm:
alleAzijn B.
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Dan zijn er vanaf het begin negatieve gevallen t.o.v. dezeaangebrachte regelmaat aanwezig. Die negatieve gevallen krijgen niet een falsificerende functie,
maar worden als uitzonderingen bestempeld. Dit laatste betekent, dat de
hypothese als norm wordt gebruikt of als de formulering van een noodzakelijk
verband. Om de negatieve gevallen als uitzonderingen te kunnen kwalificeren
heeft men een dergelijke normering nodig. Erkent men dit niet, dan is de enige
mogelijkheid om denegatievegevallen,veelalvanaf hetbeginvanhet onderzoek
aanwezig en soms pas later, als falsificaties tezien. Men komt dan óf überhaupt
niet toe aan de formulering van een universele uitspraak, óf tot de verwerping
van deuitspraak waarvan totnutoe alleen positieve gevallen bekend waren.
De hypothese is nu de uitdrukking van een regelmaat als noodzakelijk verband, maar heeft in dezefase uiteraard een sterk ad hoc karakter. De verificatie
van deze hypothese, en daarmee het tot stand komen van een wet, die een
regelmaat als noodzakelijk verband uitdrukt, bestaat nu juist uit het doen verdwijnen van dit ad hoc karakter. En het moge duidelijk zijn, dat deze vorm van
verificatie niet kan plaatsvinden op basis van positieve gevallen. Deze vorm van
verificatie wordt gerealiseerd door middel van voortgaande theorievorming
(hetzelfde geldt voor de verificatie van het wetmatig karakter van een empirisch
begrip).
Stel dat iemand in een periode, waarin geen theorie over kookverschijnselen,
laat staan een theorie over de structuur van vloeistoffen, voorhanden is, de
volgendehypotheseformuleert:
allewater kookt bij212°F.
Met deze hypothese als norm zal hij sommige waarnemingsresultaten als uitzonderingkwalificeren. Zijnhypothesewordt nu geverifieerd, ofalswetgevormd,
wanneer hij er door voortgaande theorievorming in slaagt deze uitzonderingen
te begrijpen als normale of verklaarbare verschijnselen. De ene uitzondering
zalbegrepen kunnen worden binnen eentheorie overhet verband tussen druk en
kookpunt; de andere binnen een theorie over kookpuntsverhoging, ionisatie,
etc.;een derde misschien binnen een theorie over isotopen, waarin het bestaan
van b.v. de waterstofisotoop deuterium wordt gesteld.
Voortgaande theorievorming leidt aldus tot de vorming van een wet en in die
voortgaande theorievorming kunnen de eerder bestaande uitzonderingen als
normale gevallen worden begrepen, zodat het ad hoc karakter van de oorspronkelijke hypothese verdwijnt.
In een dergelijk proces komt een wet tot stand en tegelijkertijd betekent het
de vorming van de theorie waarin die wet een bepaalde positie bekleedt. Binnen dietheorie liggen nu tevens de relevante omstandigheden vast, diebij degevormdewet behoren (b.v. voor 'allewater kookt bij 212°F.', dat dedruk 1atm.
moet zijn, dat de vloeistof niet met b.v. NaCl verontreinigd mag zijn, maar
somswelmetAgCl, etc).
Wanneer een wet op deze wijze is gevormd, dan is hij gewapend tegen verschillende negatieve gevallen. Het is nog sterker: dienegatieve gevallen zijn nu,
binnen het gevormde theoretisch systeem, even normaal als positieve gevallen
(dat een hoeveelheid zuiver water op de top van de Mont Blanc bij een lagere
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temperatuur dan 212°F. kookt, isprecies even normaal als het koken bij 212°F.
van een zuiver watermonster in een laboratorium in Wageningen).
Een wet brengtdus inderdaad eenregelmaatonder woorden, maardeze regelmaat isnieteenwaarnemer-onafhankelijk gegeven;dieregelmaat komt tot stand
binnen en is pas waarneembaar door de theorie waarin de wet onlosmakelijk
eenpositiebekleedt;eenwetformuleert eenregelmaat alsnoodzakelijk verband.
De essentiële functie van de uitzondering, diede aanzet vormt tot voortgaande theorievorming en die daarmee in belangrijke mate de dynamiek van het
onderzoek bepaalt (vgl. KUHN), hebben wij op deze wijze geprobeerd recht te
doen.
Is het echter niet zo, dat nieuwe uitzonderingen steeds mogelijk blijven? En
ishetdânook nietzo,dat hetgenoemde ad hoc karakter nooit geheel verdwijnt?
In verband met deze vragen moet Kuhn's onderscheid tussen 'normal science'
en 'revolutionary science' worden gemaakt. Normale wetenschapsbeoefening
vindt plaats binnen een geaccepteerde theorie, die ons die wetenschapsbeoefeningjuist normaal doet noemen. In dit geval fungeert de theorie als norm voor
de waarneming, als norm voor de omstandigheden, als kader waarbinnen de
begrippen 'waar' en 'onwaar' worden gebruikt en als verklaringssysteem.
Revolutionair onderzoek wordt daarentegen juist gekenmerkt door de poging om tot de vorming van een alternatieve theorie te komen op grond van
het optreden van nieuwe uitzonderingen, die menmaarsteedsniet kan gaan begrijpen binnen de 'oude' theorie. Met andere woorden, als men zich geconfronteerd ziet met een opstapeling van ad hoc hypotheses, waardoor die 'oude'
theorieindiscrediet geraakt.
Binnen deze vorm van onderzoek speelt juist de mogelijkheid van het optreden van nieuwe uitzonderingen een belangrijke rol en binnen dit onderzoek
worden juist de vertrouwde normen of wetmatige verbanden ter discussie gesteld.
Tenslotte wordt, vanuit mijn omschrijving van het begrip empirische wet,
een analyse gegeven van de begrippen 'regelmaat', 'noodzakelijkheid', 'confirmatie' en 'singular conditional'.
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NOTES

1. Seefor a short exposition of these views R. S. WALTERS 'Laws of science and lawlike
statements'. (18, vol.4,p.410)*
2. Thetermstemsfrom Shapere's68.
3. SeeRescher's66.
4. Itriedtoshowthisin48, whereIalsosketchedthefivetheses,whichareformulated here.
5. In arecent articleabout lawfulness, RESCHER clearly statesthisinconnection with regularitiesinnature:"No doubt nature is in various respects regular - it would take a bold
actof rashnesstodenythat!And thisregularity ofnatureinvariousrespectsisno doubt
anontologicalfact thatwouldremainunalteredinthefaceofanyhypotheticalremovalof
rational minds from within its purview." (66, p. 192) What RESCHER states here about
regularities is a fortiori valid for empirical data, I think. The opposition between an
independent reality and the observer is quite clear.
6. E.g. REICHENBACH: "Although weemphasize theindispensability ofsyntheticconnective
operations, we should like to make it clear that wereject any kind of mysticism in the
interpretation of theserelations. Wedo not wishto say that physicalnecessity isdue to
invisible forces tying things together (. .). We agree with Hume that physical necessity
is translatable into statements about repeated occurrences, including the prediction that
the same combination will occur in the future, without exception. 'Physical necessity'
isexpressibleintermsof'always'." (62,p. 356)
7. E.g. HEMPEL: "all that a causal law asserts is that any event of a specified kind, i.e. any
event having certain specified characteristics, is accompanied by another event which in
turn has certain specified characteristics". (36, p.253).
Or: "It (i.e.a statement of universal form, H.K.) isa statement to the effect that whenever and wherever conditions of a specified kind F occur, then so will, always and without exception, certain conditions of another kind, G." (39,p. 54)
And AYER: "Onceweareridoftheconfusion betweenlogicalandfactual relations,what
seemstheobviouscourse isto hold that a proposition expresses a lawof nature when it
states what invariably happens." (2,p. 220)
BRAITHWAITE:"Scientific lawswill be taken as asserting no more (and no less) than the
de facto generalizations which they include; the law that every hydrogen atom consists
ofoneproton together withoneelectron willbeinterpreted asmeaning that, asa matter
of fact, every hydrogen atom, past, present and future, has this constitution." (9, p. 10)
And again REICHENBACH: "Since repetition is all that distinguishes the causal law from
a mere coincidence, the meaning of a causal relation consists in the statement of an
exceptionless repetition- it isunnecessary toassume that itmeansmore."(63,p. 158)
8. NAGEL: "(an experimental law)retains a meaning that can beformulated independently
of the theory; and it is based on observational evidence that may enable the law to
survivetheeventual demiseof the theory." (51,p. 86)
9. Cf. Blumberg's explication of an interpretation of the first-order predicate calculus,
LP:"an interpretation I of LP(a)specifies a non-empty domain of individuals or objects
D as the domain of interpretation, (b)assigns to each individual constant of LP as its
denotation an individual memberof D, and (c)assignstoeachn-placepredicate constant
of LP a classof (if n = 1),or an «-aryrelation among, the members of D." (18,vol.5,
p.29)
10. "Now, if confirmation is to be feasible at all, this process of referring back to other
predicates must terminate at some point. The reduction mustfinallycome to predicates
for which wecancometo a confirmation directly, i.e.without reference to other predic* References are to the BIBLIOGRAPHY, p. 127.
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ates.(. .)theobservable predicates can beused assuchabasis."(12,p.64-5)
11. 68,p.119.
12. 49,p.102.
And: "Since new paradigms areborn from oldones, they ordinarily incorporate much
ofthevocabulary and apparatus, both conceptual and manipulative, that the traditional
paradigm hadpreviously employed. Butthey seldom employ these borrowed elements
inquitethe traditional way.Within the newparadigm,oldterms,concepts,andexperiments fall into newrelationships onewith theother. Theinevitable result iswhatwe
mustcall,thoughthetermisnot quiteright,amisunderstanding betweenthetwocompetingschools."(ibid.,p. 149)
13. "Introducing anewtheoryinvolveschangesofoutlook bothwithrespecttotheobservable
and with respect totheunobservable features ofthe world, andcorresponding changes
in themeanings ofeven themost 'fundamental' terms of the language employed. (..)
scientific theoriesarewaysoflookingattheworld;and theiradoption affects ourgeneral
beliefs andexpectations,and therebyalsoourexperiencesand ourconceptionofreality."
(23, p. 29)
14. 55,p. 425.
15. 34, p. 15 and 19.
We mayadd that observation isnot only "a systematic exposure of thesenses tothe
world; it is also a wayof thinking about theworld, a wayof forming conceptions."
(ibid.,p. 30)
In 60, RUTH ANNA PUTNAMhasdrawnattention to thefact that HANSONdid not makea

sharp distinction between 'seeing' and'observing' andthat this obscures what hereally
means. In all cases when I quote HANSON, I have taken himto saysomething about
observing.Iagreewith Ruth Anna Putnam's remark that "itisplausible toassume that
he (i.e. Hanson, H.K.) meant, at least often, 'observe' (when heused 'see', H.K.).For
somethingswhichhesaysabout seeingbecometruewhentheyaretaken asclaimsabout
observing." (60,p. 499)
16. "Toa layman entering anatomic physics laboratory itwould notbeatall obvious that
certain pairs of scintillations over here are connected with the presence of a nuclear
reaction over there, and that they confirm a theory which explains whycertain other
scintillationsnearthereactorhavethecharacter theyhave.Buttothephysicisttheycount
asthedetectionofneutrinoswhosepresencewassuspected becauseofalossofenergyin
certain decay processes inthereactor." (40, p.18)MARY HESSEconcludes with: "Each
entityisobservedinthewaysappropriatetoit",(ibid., p. 27)
HANSONhasalsogiven thisexampleand heended upwith theremark that "The layman
mustlearnphysicsbefore hecanseewhatthephysicistsees." (34,p. 16)
17. GEURTS tried toanalyse thenotion oftheory-loaded observation (although hedoesnot
like the term) in his dissertation 'Het ervaringsgegeven in de natuurwetenschappen'
('Experienceinscience'),Utrecht,1971.
18. FEYERABEND: "Experimental evidence does notconsist offacts pure andsimple, but of
facts analysed, modeled and manufactured accordingtosometheory." (23,p. 50-1)
19. 24,p. 180.Somewhatfurther, FEYERABENDsays:"Thephilosophieswe havebeendiscussing so far (i.e. versions of empiricism, H.K.)assumed that observation sentences are
meaningful perse,that theories which have been separated from observation arenot
meaningful, andthat such theories obtain their interpretation bybeing connected with
some observation language that possesses astable interpretation. According tothe view
I am advocating themeaningofobservation sentencesis determined bythetheories with
whichtheyareconnected",(ibid.,p.213)
And in general: "theinterpretation of an observation-language is determined bythe
theorieswhich we usetoexplainwhatweobserve,anditchangesassoonasthosetheories
change."(22,p. 163)
Cf.POPPER:"not only the more abstract explanatory theories transcend experience,but
even themost ordinary singular statements. Foreven ordinary singular statementsare
always interpretations of'the facts' inthelightof theories. (And thesame holds for'the
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20.

21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

facts' ofthecase.Theycontain universal;and universalsalwaysentaila law-likebehaviour.)" (55, p.423)
Somewhere else POPPER remarks that "the customary distinction between 'observational
terms'" (or 'non-theoretical terms') and theoretical termsis mistaken, since all terms are
theoretical to some degree, though some are more theoretical than others". (58, p.119)
HANSON: "If seeing werejust an optical-chemical process, then nothing we saw would
ever be relevant to what we know (it would not constitute confirming evidence, H.K.),
and nothingknowncould havesignificance for whatwesee.Visuallifewould beunintelligible; intellectual life would lack a visual aspect." (34,p.26)
And MARY HESSE: "The conditions given for phenomenal statements are not sufficient
for them to have scientific significance (e.g. in confirmation, H.K.), and if they are to
have such significance, there must beconnections of meaning between them at a higher
thancommon-senselevel,and therefore thecondition ofcompletetheoretical independence between them must be dropped." (40, p. 16)
CARNAP: "One of the most important distinctions between two types of laws in science
isthedistinction betweenwhatmaybecalled (thereisno generallyaccepted terminology
for them) empirical lawsand theoretical laws. Empirical laws are laws that can be confirmed directly by empirical observations. The term 'observable'is often used for any
phenomenonthatcan be directlyobserved, so itcan be said thatempirical lawsarelaws
about observables."(14,p. 225)
And NAGEL: "each descriptive term in an experimental law L has a meaning that is
fixedby an overt observational or laboratory procedure." (51,p. 84)
51, p.85.
Thisexamplehasoriginallybeengivenby UBBINKinhislecturesatUtrecht in1966-1967.
GEURTS has also mentioned it (26, p. 139), but neither of them worked it out. POPPER
hasgivenananalogousexample (55,p. 421),but hedid not work itout either.
"Perhaps themost strikingfeature ofthenormalresearch problemswehavejust encounered is how little they aim to produce major novelties, conceptual or phenomenal."
(49, p. 35)
"If oneaskswhyithasfor solongbeenconsiderednecessary toaccept the comparatively
unproblematic character of the observation predicates and statements in contrast to
those of theories, there seem to be two replies, neither of which has been made very
explicit. First, the pragmatic account of observability is only a cover for a much more
deeplyrooted belief,stemmingfrom phenomenalism and theBritishempiricist tradition,
that there are entities (and their properties) which are directly given in perception and
that more or less well-defined areas of language directly describe these. (. .) Second, a
half-conscious fear of vicious circularity has inhibited investigation of alternative accounts of the observation language. If we have no firm observation basis on which to
stand, how can we begin to analyze the meaning and justification of theories that are
erected upon observables? Worse, if observation itself is said to share the uncertainties
of theories inany important degree,howcanweavoid beingsucked intoa logical vortex
inwhich weloseallcontact withempiricalevidence?"(42,p. 103)
GEURTS has also warned against such a separation: "It iscorrect to say that the observational datum is co-determined by the context through which it is observed, but one
should be careful not to conceive this theoretical connotation itself as a 'datum' in its
turn.Thetheoreticalconnotation we aretalkingabout,representsthestructuring activity;
itbringsaboutapattern,ifyoulike,thankstowhichtheobservational datum isconstituted. This theoretical connotation is a constitutive part of the datum in this sense, that
itcontributes toitsformation." (26,p. 77;my translation)
Seefor amoredetailed answer Geurts'criticism ofthesense-datum theory, 26,p. 31-61.
57,p.47.
55,p. 31.
Compare Popper's attack upon 'the primacy of repetitions':"Generally, similarity, and
with it repetition, always presuppose the adoption of apoint of view".(55,p.421) It is,
inmyview,precisely this 'point ofview'which comes to beknown inconcept formation
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as a learning of how one should observe. The 'how' is the 'point of view', intended by
Popper.
31. The element of 'ordering' is fundamental in Geurts' view: "Concept formation comes
about in an ordering", as he expressed it. (26, p. 142; my translation) But he did not
connect 'thelearninghowtoobserve'with 'thelearninghowto order'.
32. "The concept is a possibility to order, and it is as such only a position that can be
occupied", as GEURTS stated in connection with the universal character of empirical
concepts. (26, p. 151;my translation)
33. 33, p.38.
34. This isalso the way of defense of the 'dogma' by GRICE and STRAWSON: "The point of
substance that QUINE is making, by this emphasis on revisability, is that there is no
absolute necessity about the adoption or use of any conceptual scheme whatever (. .).
But itisonethingto admit this,and quiteanother thing tosaythat therearenonecessitieswithinanyconceptual schemeweadopt oruse".(30,p.158)Ishallcomeback tothis
later, in connection with the necessity view of empirical laws.
35. The difficulty of revising sociological concepts is clearly illustrated by NORBERT ELIAS
inhis 'Wasist Soziologie?'.The 'Wissenschaftstheorie', ELIASopposes to is,bytheway,
a rather unrealisticoneand I think that all of us would reject it.
36. The idea of the lawlikeness of aconcept canbefound at different places in Popper's 55 :
"By the word 'glass', for example, we denote physical bodies which exhibit a certain
law-likebehaviour". (55, p.95)
Or: "alluniversalsaredispositional"(ibid., p.424)inwhich 'universal'maybe identified
with my 'concept' and 'dispositional' with 'lawlike'.
Cf.:"universal terms (. .)entail dispositions tobehaveinalaw-likemanner, sothat they
entail universal laws", (ibid., p.425)
37. "my view of the matter, for what it is worth,is that thereis nosuch thing as a logical
methodof havingnew ideas,oralogical reconstruction of this process. Myview may be
expressed by saying that every discovery contains 'an irrational element', or 'a creative
intuition' inBergson's sense."(55,p. 32)In myopinion, however, POPPER hasdismissed
of an inquiry into concept formation too quickly. See also my remarks at the end of
section3.
38. 34,p. 30.Hanson's quotations ofBraggand Herschelarealsoveryillustrativeinconnection with this point (ibid., p. 183-4) and in his 33weget a clear illustration of concept
formation asalearningtoobserve appropriately.
39. 33, p.32.
40. 54,p.22.
41. CARNAP mentioned both, normal instruments and normal circumstances, in connection
with the confirmation of a full sentence of, e.g., the predicate 'red': "According to the
explanationgiven,forexamplethepredicate'red' isobservablefor aperson N possessing
a normal colour sense (which requires a lawlike character of 'red' in my view, H.K.).
For a suitable argument, namely a space-time-point csufficiently near to N, say a spot
on the table before N, N is able under suitable circumstances (and this again requires
'red' to bealawlikeconcept, H.K.) - namely,ifthere issufficient lightat c- tocometoa
decisionabout thefull sentence 'thespot cisred' after few observationsnamelybylookingat the table."(12,p.64)
Ihaveworkedouttheconsequencesofaconceptbeinglawlikeforthedistinctionbetween
theoretical and observational termsin 48,in particular with respect to Carnap's view.
42. In thesenseinwhich POPPER described it:"It isthe simplerule that wearenot to abandon thesearchfor universal lawsand for acoherent theoretical system,nor evergiveup
our attempts toexplain causally any kind ofevent wecandescribe."(55,p. 61)
43. "it ismost important to realizethat the recourse to probability lawsunder such circumstances (i.e. the analysis of radiative phenomena, H.K.) is essentially different in aim
from thefamiliar applicationofstatisticalconsiderationsaspracticalmeansofaccounting
for theproperties of mechanical systemsofgreat structural complexity. In fact, in quantum physics we are presented not with intricacies of this kind, but with the inability of
112
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the classical frame of concepts to comprise the peculiar feature of indivisability, or 'individuality', characterizing the elementary processes." (8,p. 203)
Again and again BOHR stressed this 'individuality' of atomicprocesses, which marks the
essential difference between classical and modern physics: "a wholly new situation in
physical science was created through the discovery of the universal quantum of action,
which revealed an elementary feature of 'individuality' of atomic processes." (7,p.313)
And: "in quantum mechanics, we are not dealing with an arbitrary renunciation of a
moredetailedanalysisofatomicphenomena, butwitharecognitionthatsuchananalysis
isinprinciple excluded.Thepeculiar individuality of the quantum effects presents us, as
regards the comprehension of well-defined evidence, with a novel situation unforeseen
in classical physics and irreconcilable with conventional ideas suited for our orientation
and adjustment toordinary experience."(8,p.235)
It is precisely this individuality, that determines quantum mechanics as a principally
statisticaltheory: "Infact, thespecification ofastateofaphysicalsystemevidentlycannot
determine the choice between different individual processes of transition to other states,
and an account of quantum effects must thus basically operate with the notion of the
probabilities of occurrence of thedifferent possibletransitionprocesses. Wehavehere to
dowithasituationwhichis essentiallydifferent incharacterfromtherecoursetostatistical methods in the practical dealing with complicated systems that are assumed to obey
lawsofclassicalmechanics."(7,p.313)
44. "This novel feature (of individuality, H.K.) is not only entirely foreign to the classical
theories of mechanics and electromagnetism, but it is even irreconcilable with the very
idea of causality." (7, p.313)
Or: "the impossibility of subdividing theindividual quantum effects and of separating a
behaviouroftheobjects from theirinteraction withthemeasuring instrumentsservingto
definetheconditionsunderwhichthephenomenaappearimpliesanambiguityinassigning
conventional attributestoatomicobjects whichcallsforareconsideration ofour attitude
towards the problem of physical explanation. In this novel situation, even the old questionofanultimatedeterminacyofnaturalphenomenahaslostitsconceptionalbasis,and
it is against this background that the viewpoint of complementarity presents itself as a
rational generalization of the veryideal of causality." (7,p.317)
Andalso:"Indeed thefinite interactionbetweenobjectandmeasuringagenciesconditioned by the very existence of the quantum of action entails - because of the impossibility
ofcontrollingthereactionoftheobject onthemeasuringinstruments,ifthesearetoserve
their purpose- thenecessity of afinalrenunciation of theclassical ideal ofcausality and
a radical revision of our attitude towards the problem of physical reality." (8,p. 232-3)
In such a situation Mr.A's concept of change cannot be applied to quantum effects,
because thiswould require afurther analysisof theseeffects, whichisforbidden bytheir
individuality.
45. EINSTEIN:"Whatdoesnotsatisfymeinthattheory (i.e. statisticalquantumtheory,H.K.)
from the standpoint of principle, is its attitude towards that which appears to me to be
the programmatic aim of all physics: the complete description of any (individual) real
situation (asitsupposedlyexistsirrespectiveofanyactofobservationor substantiation)
(. .) for such a complete description there is no room in the conceptual framework of
statistical quantum theory". (20,p. 668)
And: "For me,however, theexpectation that the adequateformulation of the universal
lawsinvolves the use of allconceptual elements which are necessary for a completedescription, ismore natural (. .).Assuming the success of efforts to accomplish a complete
physical description, the statistical quantum theory would, within the framework of
future physics, take an approximately analogous position to the statistical mechanics
withintheframework ofclassicalmechanics.Iamratherfirmlyconvincedthatthedevelopment of theoretical physics will be of this type; but the path willbelengthy and difficult", (ibid., p. 672)
Cf. 19, where EINSTEIN has also defended the thesis of the incompleteness of quantum
mechanics and the possibility ofa further analysisofquantum phenomena.In Einstein's
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view, the classical concept of change, as it is used by our Mr. A, remains applicable in
principle to quantum effects.
In his 'Studies in the logic of explanation' HEMPEL used the universal statement 'all
apples in basket b are red' as an example of an accidental statement, which cannot be
used as a premise in his model of a D-N-explanation. (36, p. 226)
46, p. 123. His example runs as follows: "The fact, if it is a fact, that no ravens have
lived in very snowy regions may be only an accident of history, and so too the fact, if it is
a fact, that there has never been a raven that was not black." (ibid., p. 123)
KNEALE wanted to stress the possibility that 'all ravens are black' is the expression of an
historical accident on a cosmic scale, so that it is not a lawlike, but an accidental universal. Cf. chapter IV, section 2.
See 35, especially sections 3 and 6. HARRÉ introduced a 'hypothetical mechanism' as a
'candidate for reality'. An 'ontological experiment' may prove this mechanism to be the
real one and inthiswayits ad hocness, as I would callit,can be removed.
CARNAP: " T Obe real in the scientific sense means to be an element of the framework;
hence this concept cannot be meaningfully applied to the framework itself." (11, p.
210-1)
The internal question, i.e. the question about the existence of certain entities within a
framework, is a genuine theoretical question, but the external question of the choice of
that framework isa practical question : "The acceptance or rejection of abstract linguistic
forms (. .)will finally be decided by their efficiency as instruments, the ratio of the results
achieved to the amount and complexity of the efforts required." (ibid., p. 228)
The difference between Carnap's internal-external distinction and mine lies in the fact
that in my view the choice of a theory isnot at all as non-obligatory as CARNAP takes it to
be, unless he takes 'linguistic framework' in a purely syntactical sense, but this is hardly
compatible with what he says inhis'Testability and meaning', where he offers an epistemological - as opposed to pragmatic - argument to choose the thing-language: "According
to these considerations, it seems to be preferable to choose the primitive predicates from
the predicates of kind 1, i.e. of the observable thing-predicates. These are the only intersubjectively observable predicates." (12, p. 80)
This cannot be said to be a practical reason of the kind quoted above. The choice of a
theory or a conceptual system is made on the basis of empirical evidence, the predominant point being whether it enables us to understand or explain what can be observed
through that theory. The instrumental efficiency is a derived aspect.
38, p. 11.
28, p. 74.
28, p. 74.
"We have so far neither any answer nor any promising clue to an answer to the question
what distinguishes lawlike or confirmable hypotheses from accidental or non-confirmable
ones; and what may at first have seemed a minor technical difficulty has taken on the
stature of amajor obstacle to the development of a satisfactory theory of confirmation. It
is this problem that I call the new riddle of induction." (28,p. 80-1)
"True enough, if westart with 'blue' and 'green', then 'grue' and 'bleen' will be explained
in terms of 'blue' and 'green' and a temporal term. But equally truly, if we start with
'grue' and 'bleen', then 'blue' and 'green' will be explained in terms of 'grue' and 'bleen'
and a temporal term (. .). Thus qualitativeness isan entirely relative matter and does not
by itself establish any dichotomy of predicates." (28, p. 79-80)
69, p. 128.
Goodman's remark that "The reason why only the right predicates happen so luckily
to have become well entrenched isjust that the well entrenched predicates have thereby
become the right ones." (28,p. 98)cannot be taken as an adequate answer, of course.
BARKER and ACHINSTEIN proposed the following definition of 'grue' : "(it) applies to a
thing at a given time if and only if either the thing is then green and the time is prior to
t 0 , or the thing is blue and the time isnot prior to t 0 ". (4, p. 511)
See for Blackburn's formulation 5, p. 140.
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GOODMANcriticised theproposal of BARKERand ACHINSTEINin 29, but hedid not object

totheir definition.
58. 41,p. 15,underB.
59. 41, p. 16.
60. 28,p.74-5.
61. Compare, e.g., SMALL, whostated that, in order to uphold thesymmetry, wehave to
suppose that there arehuman beings "who have aquite astonishing ability tolook ata
thing and saystraight offwhetheritisgrueorbleen withoutfirstdetermining whetherit
isblueorgreenandwhattheirtemporallocation is."(70,p. 548)
But SMALL forgets that Green must have thesame astonishing ability inGrue's viewin
order toestablish that athingisgreen.
62. 75,p.388-9.
63. Compare for theargument inthetext N.RESCHER 'Hypothetical Reasoning', Amsterdam, 1965. RESCHER has made useof this kind of reasoning in 65and 66,where he
considered thelawlikenessoflaws,notthatofconcepts.
64. "Plainly 'green', asaveteran ofearlier andmany more projections than 'grue', has the
moreimpressive biography. Thepredicate'green',wemaysay,ismuchbetter entrenched
than thepredicate 'grue'."(28,p. 94)
65. In44 KAHANE has drawn attention tothe fact that one must appeal tothemeaningsof
thepredicates inquestion inorder tomake senseofthe notion ofconflict between those
predicates: "onemight claim that 'all emeralds aregreen' and 'all emeralds aregrue'
conflict becauseifsomething isgrueafter timet 0 thenitisblue,anditfollows fromthe
meanings ofthe terms 'blue' and 'green' that if somewhing is blue it cannot begreen.
Myownpersonalinclination istoacceptthislineofreasoning,butformany philosophers
it isforbidden. Inparticular, Goodman cannot accept it,sincehe denies thevalidityof
the synthetic-analytic distinction, andit is only bemeans of that distinction thatone
can know without inductive evidence that ifsomething isblueitcannot be green." (44,
p. 380-1)
I agreewith KAHANE,butIhavenot paidmuchattentiontothispointinmyexamination.
66. 41, p. 25.
67. "Unless Grue has some such long andnon-trivial story available Goodman's puzzlein
practiceisspurious."(41,p.23)
68. 41, p. 25.
69. NAGEL, 51, p. 85.

70. SCHEFFLERproposedthefollowingexplanationofthistheory-independence ofexperimental laws:"The main preposaiIshould liketomake here (. .) is that we reconstrue the
possiblemeaning-indep indenceofexperimentallaws,andindeedofobservational formulationsgenerally,internisofreference rather than senseorconnotation. Experimentalor
observationallaws,forixample,formulate relationshipsofoneoranothersortamongthe
classes ofelements den ited bytheir constituent terms.The denotations orreferencesof
thesetermsinspecificc sescan,as wehaveearlierstressed,bedetermined independently
ofacharacterization oi their respective senses.(. .)Now itfollows from suchaviewof
thematterthattheabso-ptionofexperimentalorobservationallawsintodifferent theoreticalframeworks iscomjatiblewiththeirconstancy of referential interpretation." (67,p.
61-2)
It mayalso beclear fr im this quotation, that theterms inan experimental law,asa
theory-independent statanent,haveapurelyextensionalmeaning,i.e.theyarethenames
ofclasses.
71. CARNAP: "nosharp lin :canbedrawn accross this continuum (ofterms, H.K.); itisa
matter ofdegree(. .).Ii dividual authors willdraw theline whereitismost convenient,
dependingontheir poirtsofview,andthereisnoreason why they should nothave this
privilege."(14, p. 226)
And:"Oneofthemost mportant distinctions between twotypesoflaws inscienceisthe
distinctionbetweenwhatmaybecalledempiricallawsand theoretical laws.(. .)empirical
lawsarelaws about observables." (ibid., p. 225)
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NAGEL : "the distinction between experimental laws and theories is not a sharp one, and
(. .) no precisely formulated criterion is available for identifying the statements to be
classified under these rubrics" (51, p. 106), but "Despite the admitted vagueness of the
distinction under discussion, we shall see that it is an important one." (ibid., p. 83)
63, p. 157.
2, p. 220.
39, p. 54.
2, p. 220.
GOODMAN: "For convenience, I shall use the term 'lawlike' for sentences that, whether
they are true or not, satisfy the other requirements in the definition of law. A law is thus
a sentence that isboth lawlike and true". (28,p. 22)
HEMPEL: "What distinguishes genuine lawsfrom accidental generalizations? This intriguing problem has been intensively discussed in recent years." (39,p. 55-6)
Or: "The characterization of laws as true lawlike sentences raises the important and
intriguing problem of giving a clear characterization of lawlike sentences without, in
turn, using the concept of law. This problem has proved to be highly recalcitrant".
(37, p. 338)
And GOODMAN: "to define this distinction is a decilate matter" (28, p. 38) and "We have
so far neither any answer nor any promising clue to an answer to the question what
distinguishes lawlike or confirmable hypotheses from accidental or non-confirmable
ones", (ibid., p. 80)
STEGMÜLLER has given a detailed survey of these attempts (71, p. 300-314) and NAGEL
has discussed them in 51, ch.4.
NAGEL: "the accidental universal contains designations for a particular individual object
and for a definite date or temporal period, while the nomological universal does not."
(51, p. 57)
GOODMAN: "The most popular way of attacking the problem takes its cue from the fact
that accidental hypotheses seem typically to involve some spatial or temporal restriction, or reference to some particular individual. (. .) Complete generality is thus very
often supposed to be a sufficient condition of lawlikeness; but to define this complete
generality is by no means easy." (28, p. 77)
P A P : "Let us call expressions by which we designate particular objects, times, or places
individual constants, and predicates by means of which we talk about repeatable qualities
or relations and that are not defined in terms of individual constant purely general. And
an individual constant will be said to occur essentially in a statement p if it occurs in p
and/) is not translatable without change of meaning into a statement in which it does not
occur. As a first approximation one might then define a lawlike generalization as a
synthetic universal statement in which no individual constants occur essentially." (53,
p. 293)
HEMPEL: "a fundamental lawlike sentence must be of universal form and must contain
no essential - i.e. uneliminable - occurrences of designations for particular objects."
(36, p. 268)
REICHENBACH: "An individual-term is a term which is defined with reference to a certain
space-time region, or which can be so defined without change of meaning. The term can
be a proper name or a definite description." (64, p. 32)
Then: "A synthetic statement is universal if it cannot be written in a reduced form which
contains an individual-term." (ibid., p. 33)
Now, for/? to be a fundamental lawlike statement, "The statement/? must be universal."
(ibid., p. 40)
According to GOODMAN, 'all grass is green' may be equivalently reformulated as 'all
grass in London and elsewhere isgreen' and hisconclusion that "to exclude all hypotheses
that have some equivalent containing such a term is to exclude everything" (28, p. 78)
is correct in his context, but cannot be directed against the amended criterion in my
text.
AYER does not speak about uneliminable constants either if he says that "as Professor
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Nelson Goodman has pointed out, generalizations of law can themselves be expressed
in such a way that they contain a reference to particular individuals, or to specific
places and times." (2, p. 227)
62, p. 361.
36, p. 267.
NAGEL: "a distinction isintroduced between 'fundamental' and 'derivative' lawlike statements. Ignoring fine points, a universal conditional is said to be fundamental if it contains no individual names (or 'individual constants') and all its predicates are purely
qualitative; a universal conditional issaid to be derivative if it is a logical consequence of
some set of fundamental lawlike statements". (51,p. 57)
And P A P : "a.fundamental lawlike statement (is a) synthetic universal statement in which
no individual constants occur essentially, and (. .) a derivative lawlike statement (is) one
that is deducible from a fundamental lawlike statement though it contains individual
constants essentially." (53, p. 293)
Cf. NAGEL, 51,p. 58,note 12. See also 53,p. 294.
See his 'Postcript' to 36.
See 50.
51, p. 58.

90. Cf. GOODMAN, 28, p. 20; HEMPEL, 36, p. 268; NAGEL, 51, p. 59.

91. GOODMAN: "The next step, therefore, has been to consider ruling out predicates of
certain kinds. A syntactically universal hypothesis is lawlike, the proposal runs, if its
predicates are 'purely qualitative' or 'non-positional'." (28,p. 78)
92. HEMPEL: "the idea suggests itself of permitting a predicate in a fundamental lawlike
sentence only if it is purely universal, or, as we shall say, purely qualitative, in character;
in other words, if a statement of its meaning does not require reference to any one particular object or spatio-temporal location." (36, p. 268)
POPPER also pointed to this distinction between, in his terminology, individual and
universal concepts :"An individual concept is a concept in the definition of which proper
names (or equivalent signs) are indispensible. If any reference to proper names can be
completely eliminated, then the concept is a universal concept." (55, p. 66)
93. HEMPEL: "The stipulation just proposed (cf. note 92, H.K.) suffers, however, from the
vagueness of the concept of purely qualitative predicate. The question whether indication of the meaning of a given predicate in English does or does not require reference to
some specific object does not always permit of an unequivocal answer since English as a
natural language does not provide explicit definitions or other clear explications of
meaning for its terms." (36, p. 269)
And GOODMAN: "The claim appears to be rather that at least in the case of a simple
enough predicate we can readily determine by direct inspection of its meaning whether
or not it is purely qualitative. But even aside from obscurities in the notion of 'the meaning' of a predicate, this claim seems to me wrong. I simply do not know how to tell
whether a predicate isqualitative or positional,except perhapsby completely begging the
question at issue and asking whether the predicate is 'well-behaved'- that is, whether
simple syntactically universal hypotheses applying it are lawlike." (28, p. 79)
94. 61, p.22. Quine's allergy for intensions can be found in many of his articles e.g. 'On
what there is', 'The problem of meaning in linguistics' and 'Two dogmas of empiricism',
all contained in his 'From a logical point of view'.
95. 27, p. 4,
96. "That there is such a distinction to be drawn at all is an unempirical dogma of empiricists, a metaphysical article of faith." (61, p. 37)
97. NAGEL: "let us call a universal whose scope of predication is not restricted to objects
falling into a fixed spatial region or a particular period of time an 'unrestricted universal'.
It isplausible to require lawlike statements to be unrestricted universals." (51, p. 59)
STRAWSON: "It is customary to dévide empirical general statements into restricted and
unrestricted generalizations ; or into generalizations about closed classes and generalizations about open classes; or, we may put it, into general reports and forecasts on the
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one hand, and laws on the other." (73, p. 198)
98. HEMPEL: "Surely a lawlike sentence must not be logically limited to a finite number of
instances: it must not be logically equivalent to a finite conjunction of singular sentences,
or, briefly, it must be of essentially generalized form." (37, p. 340)
99. POPPER: "We can distinguish two kinds of universal synthetic statement: the 'strictly
universal' and the 'numerically universal'. It is the strictly universal statements which I
have had in mind so far when speaking of universal statements - of theories or natural
laws. The other kind, the numerically universal statements, are in fact equivalent to
certain singular statements, or to conjunctions of singular statements, and they will be
classed as singular statements here. (. .) Formal logic (including symbolic logic), which
is concerned only with the theory of deduction, treats these two statements alike as
universal statements ('formal' or 'general' implications)." (55, p.62)
100. NAGEL: "It must also be noted that, though a universal conditional is unrestricted, its
scope of predication may actually be finite. On the other hand, though the scope is
finite, the fact that it is finite must not be inferrible from the term in the universal conditional which formulates the scope of predication, and must therefore be established on
the basis of independent empirical evidence." (51,p. 59)
101. 51,p. 59.
102. 50, p. 139.
103. 50, p. 137.
104. Cf. P A P : "We have not succeeded in capturing any formal characteristic of lawlike hypotheses that would reliably distinguish them from accidental statements." (53, p. 301)
And POPPER : "there may be true, strictly universal statements which have an accidental
character rather than the character of true universal laws of nature. Accordingly, the
characterization of laws of nature as strictly universal statements is logically insufficient
and intuitively inadequate." (55,p. 428)
105. NAGEL: "This prima facie difference between accidental and nomic universality can be
briefly summarized by the formula : A universal of law 'supports' a subjunctive conditional, while an accidental universal does not." (51,p. 52)
AYER has given the following example: "If it is a law of nature that the planets move in
elliptical orbits, then it must not only be true that the actual planets move in elliptical
orbits ; it must also be true that if anything were a planet it would move in an elliptical
orbit." (2, p. 229)
CHISHOLM: "Both law and nonlaw statements may be expressed in the general form, 'For
every x, if x is S, x is P'. Law statements, unlike nonlaw statements, seem to warrant
inference to statements of the form 'If a, which is not S, were S, a would be P ' and 'For
every x, if x were S, x would be PV' (16, p. 97)
And finally RESCHER: "In accepting 'all A's are B's' as a law, we have to beprepared to
accept the conditional 'If xwere an A, then xwould be a B'.It ispreeminently this element
of hypothetical force that distinguishes a genuinely lawful generalization from an accidental generalization like 'all coins in my pocket weigh less than one half ounce.' ". (66,
p. 179)
HEMPEL suggested that GOODMAN also wanted to make the distinction via the support to
counterfactuals : "Goodman has pointed out a characteristic that distinguishes laws
from such nonlaws: The former can, whereas the latter cannot, sustain counterfactual
and subjunctive conditional statements." (37, p. 339)
This, however, suggests too much. GOODMAN posed the question: "Is there some way of
so distinguishing laws from non-laws, among true universal statements of the kind in
question, that laws will be the principles that will sustain counterfactual conditionals?"
(28, p. 20) and he then seeks a criterion.
106. NAGEL: "What has come to be called the 'problem of counterfactuals' is the problem of
making explicit the logical structure of such statements and of analyzing the grounds
upon which their truth or falsity may be decided." (51,p. 71)
107. "we need to invoke theconcept 'lawlike generalization' in order to explainhow a counterfactual conditional can be asserted with warrant; hence it would be running around in a
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circle todefine a lawlikegeneralization asa universal statement that warrants a counterfactual conditional." (53,p.291)
108. GOODMAN: "The analysis of counterfactual conditionals is no fussy little grammatical
exercise. Indeed, if we lack the means for interpreting counterfactual conditionals, we
canhardlyclaimtohaveanyadequatephilosophy ofscience. Asatisfactory definition of
scientific law, a satisfactory theory of confirmation or of disposition terms would solve
a large part of the problem of counterfactuals. Conversely, a solution of the problem of
counterfactuals would give us the answer to critical questions about law, confirmation,
and the meaning of potentiality." (28,p.3)
And CHISHOLM: "Given amethod of treating the subjunctive, it may then be possible to
throw light, not only upon disposition predicates, but also upon such notions as 'law',
'cause', 'physical necessity', etc." (15, p. 297)
109. For example HAMPSHIRE: "The difference is that the subjunctive form explicitly implies
that the condition specified is contrary to fact, the antecedent unfulfilled, while the
indicative hasno such explicit implication; it leavesit open." (32,p. 11)
And BRAITHWAITE: "The assertion of asubjunctive hypothetical issimilar to that of an
indicative hypothetical except that the assertion includes an assertion that p (i.e. the
antecedent, H.K).isfalse (indicated bytheuseof thesubjunctive mood or bysome other
device)". (9, p.316)
NAGEL examined two examples and then stated: "In both conditionals, the antecedent
and consequent clauses describe suppositions presumably known to be false." (51,p.
71)

GOODMAN explicitly confined himself to conditionals of which we know the antecedent
tobecontrarytofact. (28, p.4)
110. 15, p.302.
111. Cf. GOODMAN: "Considered as truth-functional compounds, all counterfactuals are of
course true, sincetheir antecedents arefalse." (28,p.4)
And Nagel's example: " C (i.e. the statement 'if the length of pendulum a had been
shortened to one-fourth of its actual length, its period would have been half its actual
period') isnot rendered by thestatement:'The length of awasnot shortened to a fourth
of its actuallengthand ifthelengthof a wasshortened toone-fourth of its present length
then its period was half its present period'. The proposed translation is unsatisfactory,
because, since the antecedent clause of the indicative conditional is false, it follows by
the rules of formal logic that if the length of a was shortened to a fourth of its present
length,itsperiod wasnothalf its present period- aconclusioncertainly not acceptable to
anyone who asserts C " . (51,p.71)
112. See 43.

113. 51,p. 68ff.
114. 9, p.295ff.
115. 51, p. 71.
116. 28,p. 5. Cf.:"Acounterfactual istrue ifacertainconnection obtains between theantecedent and theconsequent. But asisobvious from examples already given, the consequent
seldom follows from the antecedent by logic alone." (ibid., p. 7-8)
And CHISHOLM: "A subjunctive conditional is one such that we can know that the
antecedent in some sense implies the consequent without knowing the truth-values of
either." (15,p.295)
117. NAGELhasgiven aclearformulation: "a counterfactual can beinterpreted asan implicit
metalinguistic statement (i.e.a statement about otherstatements,and inparticular about
the logical relations of these other statements) asserting that the indicative form of its
consequent clause follows logically from the indicative form of its antecedent clause,
when the latter is conjoined with some law and the requisite initial conditions for the
law." (51,p. 72)
118. "Thefirstmajor problem is to define relevant conditions: to specify what sentences are
meant to be taken in conjunction with an antecedent as a basis for inferring the consequent. But even after the particular relevant conditions are specified, the connection
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obtaining will not ordinarily be a logical one. The principle that permits inference of
'That match lights' from 'That match is scratched. That match is dry enough. Enough
oxygen is present. Etc.' is not a law of logic but what we call a natural or physical or
causal law. The second major problem concerns the definition of such laws." (28, p.
8-9)
CHISHOLM also pointed to these two problems: "Assuming that the distinction between
lawstatementsand nonlawstatementsisavailabletous,Ishallnowmakesome informal
remarkswhichIhope willthrowlight upon the ordinary useof theseconditionals." (16,
p. 101) and somewhat later: "The peculiar problem of interpreting ordinary counterfactual statements isthat ofspecifying which,amongthestatementstheasserterbelieves,
he intends to excludefrom his presuppositions." (ibid., p. 103)
119. 51, p. 72.
120. See HAMPSHIRE 32 and RESCHER 65.

RESCHER: "First we have the nomological counterfactuals. These do not pose any distinctively logical difficulties, although they may (and I think do) generate real problems
fortheproperunderstandingoftheconceptoflaw.Secondlywe havethepurely hypotheticalcounterfactuals." (65,p. 195)
121. ANDERSON: "Several recent articles have stated or implied that the true subjunctive
conditional sentencesentail the denial of their antecedents. (. .)It willbe the purposeof
thisnotetoestablishconclusivelythatthisviewisuntenable."(1, p.35)
Cf. also D'ALESSIO, who wanted to give "further evidence against the widespread view
that the grammatical distinction between subjunctive and indicative conditionals is
associated with a logical distinction between twotypes of statement, viz., counterfactual
and noncounterfactual." (17,p. 306)
CHISHOLM remarked already in hisfirst article that "Many contrary-to-fact conditionals
are not expressed in the subjunctive mood and many conditionals which are expressed
inthismood arenotactuallycontrary-to-fact." (15, p.289)
Atlast AYERS:"What isitabout aconditional statement whichmakesit 'counterfactual'
or'unfulfilled'? Certainlynotanyfeature ofthestatement itselforitsexpression.Whether
a conditional is fulfilled is like the question whether or not a factual statement is true:
the answer depends on something quite outside the meaning, form or category of the
statement or the sentence by which it is expressed. An empirical statement cannot by
itselfgiveusreasonfor saying that it istrueor that itisfalse,sincetheassertionthat itis
either isonewhichmustbechecked against thefacts. Norcan we read offfrom themood
or from anyother feature of an hypothetical statement whether or not theantecedent or
the consequent is fulfilled, whether or not it iscounterfactual. For this again has to be
checked against the facts." (3, p. 349)
122. See72.
123. GOODMAN: "As a first approximation then, we might say that a law is a true sentence
used for making predictions." (28, p.20) and hence "A general statement is lawlike if
and only if it is acceptable prior to the determination of all its instances." (ibid., p.22)
and somewhat later: "A sentence is lawlike if its acceptance does not depend upon the
determination of any given instance." (ibid., p.23)
NAGEL: "TO call a statement a law is to assign a certain function to it, and thereby to
say ineffect that theevidence on which it isbased isassumed not to constitute the total
scope of its predication." (51,p.63)
And STRAWSON: "All weneed to add to our characterization of natural laws (i.e. that
they are unrestricted generalizations, H.K) is the requirement that such evidence as this
(i.e. evidence that there willbe no more members, and that there never were more than
the limited number of which observations have been recorded) shall not be an essential
part of our grounds for accepting them." (73,p. 199-200)
124. STEGMÜLLER: "dieBrauchbarkeit diesesKriteriums (hängt)von derWahrheiteinerrecht
unplausiblen empirischen Hypothese ab, nämlich von der Annahme, das die Endlichkeitshypothese des Universums falsch ist. Unter dieser Endlichkeilshypothese verstehen
wirdabeidieAussage,daszdasUniversum eineendlicheZeitdauer besitzt,vonendlicher
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räumlicher Erstreckung ist und eine endliche Anzahl von Elementarpartikeln enthält.
Ist dieauf Grund heutiger physikalischer Erkenntnisse alsfundiert zubetrachtende Endlichkeitsannahme richtig, so gibt es nach diesem Kriterium keine Gesetze. (. .) dieTatsacheallein,daszdiesesKriteriumvonder Wahrheit einerphysikalischen Hypothese abhängt,spricht gegendas Kriterium." (71,p.305)
HEMPEL has also drawn attention to this point: "It would be excessive, however, to
deny the status of fundamental lawlike sentence to all statements which, in effect, make
an assertion about a finite class of objects only, for that would rule out also a sentence
suchas 'Allrobins'eggsaregreenish-blue', sincepresumably theclass ofallrobins'eggs
- past, present andfuture - isfinite." (36,p. 267)
125. Compare, e.g., STRAWSON who stated, after he has given his characterization of a law
(cf. note 123):"Evidence which isboth permissible and adequate to establish a lawwill
thenbeadequatetoestablishalsotherelated unfulfilled conditionals." (73, p.200)
126. GOODMAN has given the following example: "That a given piece of copper conducts
electricity increases the credibility of statements asserting that other pieces of copper
conduct electricity, and thusconfirms thehypothesis that allcopper conducts electricity.
Butthefact that agivenmannowinthisroomisathird sondoesnot increasethecredibility of statements asserting that other men now inthisroom are third sons,and sodoes
not confirm thehypothesis that allmennowinthisroom arethird sons."(28,p. 73)
127. 28, p.73.
128. GOODMAN has made this clear enough with respect to the confirmability of a statement
and LAUTER also pointed to the fact that an explication of theconcept of lawrequires a
solution of the problem of confirmation: "a theory of original nomological statements
without anexplanation of theirinductiveconfirmation isunable toexplain the difference
betweenaccidentaluniversalsand laws".(50,p. 139-40)
129. See46for theexposition of the raven-example. Cf. also 45,p. 75ff.
130. KNEALE: "Thefact, ifit isafact, that no ravens havelived inverysnowyregionsmaybe
onlyan accident of history, and sotoo thefact, if itisa fact, that there hasneverbeen a
raventhatwas not black. But to say this isjust to say that, even if (per impossible)we
could know the second fact, weshould still not beentitled to assert such a contrary-tofact conditional as 'If some inhabitants of snowy regions were ravens, they would be
black'." (46,p. 123)
131. "Although we may not use any modal word such as 'must' or 'necessarily', we assume
that our pronouncement (i.e. 'all F is G', H.K.) commits us not only to asserting that
everythingwhichactually hasbeen or willbeF has been or willbe G, but also to assertingthat ifanythingwhich isnot asa matter of fact F wereF it would also be G. This, I
thought, was sufficient to show the inadequacy of a Humean account of natural laws."
(47, p.97)
And elsewhere:"an unfulfilled hypothetical proposition cannot bederived from a proposition which isconcerned only with the actual." (45,p.75)
132. 28,p.82.
133. GOODMAN: "Somewhat like Kant, we are saying that inductive validity depends not
only upon what is presented but also upon howit isorganized(my italics, H.K.); but
theorganization wepoint toiseffected by the use of language and is not attributed to
anythinginevitableorimmutableinthenatureofhumancognition."(28,p. 96-7)
134. BRAITHWAITE: "If areasoncanbegivenfor theblacknessofallravensbyexhibitingsuch
a scientific system,thisgeneralization willberegarded aslawlike."(9,p. 304)
NAGEL: "one may refuse to label S (i.e. 'all ravens are black', H.K.) as a law, on the
ground that only statements for which indirect evidence is available (so that statements
must occupy a certain logical position in the corpus of our knowledge) can claim title
to this label." (51, p.69)
135. 51, p.70.
136. NAGEL: "The evidence on the strength of which a statement L is called a law can be
distinguished aseither 'direct' or 'indirect', (a)It maybe 'direct' evidence,in the familiar
sense that it consists of instances falling into the scope of predication of L (. .) (b) The
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evidence for Lmay be 'indirect' in two senses.It may happen that Lisjointly derivable
with other laws Li, L2, etc.,from somemore general law (or laws) M, so that the direct
evidence for these other laws counts as (indirect) evidence for L. (. .) However, the
evidencefor Lmay be 'indirect' inthe somewhat different sense that Lcan becombined
with a variety of special assumptions to yield other laws each possessing a distinctive
scope of predication, so that the direct evidence for these derivative laws counts as
'indirect' evidence for L." (51,p. 64-5)
PAP: "A universal statement is lawlike to the degree that it is indirectly confirmed by
instances that directly confirm more general hypotheses from which it follows or less
generalstatements that follow from it (. .).It is thus the concatenation of inductions by
means ofunifying, comprehensive generalizations that confers lawlikecharacter onstatements of restricted generality as well as on statements of unrestricted generality." (53,
p. 302)
BRAITHWAITE: "The condition for an established hypothesis h being lawlike(i.e. being,
if true, a natural law) will then be that the hypothesis either occurs in an established
scientific deductivesystemasa higher-level hypothesiscontaining theoretical conceptsor
that it occurs in an established scientific deductive system as a deduction from higherlevelhypotheses which are supported byempirical evidence which isnot direct evidence
for hitself." (9,p. 301-2)
137. GOODMAN hasgivenadifferent example.For thestatement 'allcopperconductselectricity' indirect evidenceisavailable that isdirect evidencefor 'all iron conducts electricity',
via the higher-level statement 'all metals conduct electricity' (H). But the statement 'all
iron things and all things on mydesk conduct electricity' (K) does not put us in a position to accept the direct evidence for 'all iron conducts electricity' as indirect evidence
for 'all things onmydesk conduct electricity'. "Wherein liesthe difference? (. .) Clearly
the important difference here is that evidence for a statement affirming that one of the
classes covered by H has the property in question increases the credibility of any statement affirming that another suchclasshas thisproperty; whilenothing of the sort holds
truewithrespect toK. Butthisisonlytosaythat Hislawlikeand Kisnot.Weare faced
anewwiththeveryproblemwearetryingtosolve: theproblemofdistinguishingbetween
lawlikeand accidental hypotheses."(28,p.77)
138. Cf. LAUTER: "a complete analysis of the concept 'original nomological statement' must
wait upon an analysis of what it is for a sentence to be part of an 'accepted scientific
theory'. The prospects for the latter analysis are just as remote as those for a direct
analysis of 'scientific law'." (50,p. 142)
139. 51,p. 69-70.
140. 51, p.72.
141. "If thisnecessity isinterpreted, asithas been,asaform of logicalnecessity,the meaning
of 'necessary' in this sense is quite transparent; and indeed a systematic and generally
accepted analysisof suchnecessity isprovided bylogical theory." (51, p. 52)
142. NAGEL:"none of thestatementsgenerallylabeled aslawsinthevarious positivesciences
are in point of fact logically necessary, since their formal denials are demonstrably not
self-contradictory. Accordingly, proponents of the view under discussion must either
reject allthesestatementsasnotcasesof'genuine'laws(and]somaintainthatnolawshave
yet been discovered in any empirical science),or reject the proofs that these statements
are not logically necessary (and so challenge the validity of established techniques of
logical proof). Neither horn of the dilemma isinviting." (51,p.53)
143. AYER: "ifwewantourgeneralizations tohaveempiricalcontent, theycannot belogically
secure; if we make them logically secure, we rob them of their empirical content. The
relations whichhold between things,orevents,or properties,cannot beboth factual and
logical."(2,p. 219)
CARNAP: "It istruethat wehaveobtainedcertainty(inthestatementsoflogicandmathematics, H.K.), but wehave paid for it a very high price. The price is that statements of
logicand mathematicsdonot tellusanythingabout theworld."(10,p. 10)
And: "Logical statements are true under all conceivable circumstances; thus their truth
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is independent of the contingent facts of the world. On the other hand, it follows that
these statements do not say anything about the world and thus have no factual content."
(13, p. 25)
Cf. the rhetorical questions of HAMLYN : "How is it possible for a statement both to be
about something and to elucidate theconcepts involved?" (31, p. 108)and of WAISMANN:
"if this item of knowledge (i.e. 'I see with my eyes', H.K.) isbased on experience, how can
it be necessary! And if it was necessary how could it tell us anything about experience?"
(76, vol. 10, p. 117)
144. AYER: "It would be characteristic of such systems (of logically true statements, H.K.)
that no experience could falsify them, but their security might be sterile. What would take
the place of their being falsified would be the discovery that they had no empirical applications." (2, p. 217)
145. QuiNE,61,p. 22-3.
146. Cf. his 74.
147. Cf. Nagel's examples in 51 p. 54 and p. 55,footnote 8.
148. Ayer's exampleis this: "If it suitsus to regard heavy water as aspecies of water, then we
must not make it necessary that water consists of H 2 0 . Otherwise, we may. We are free
to settle the matter whichever way we please." (2, p. 216)
149. 53, p. 252.
150. See 61 and also White's 77. Compare Goodman's remark: "the notion of a necessary
connection of ideas, or of an absolutely analytic statement, isno longer sacrosanct. Some,
like Quine and White, have fortrightly attacked the notion; others, likemyself, have simply discarded it; and still others have begun to feel acutely uncomfortable about it."
(28, p. 60, footnote 1)
151. "The unit of empirical significance is the whole of science." (61, p. 42) and "As an empiricist I continue to think of the conceptual scheme of science as a tool, ultimately, for
predicting future experience in the light of past experience." (ibid., p. 44)
Statements in isolation cannot admit of confirmation or information: "The dogma of
reductionism survives in the supposition that each statement, taken in isolation from its
fellows, can admit of confirmation or information at all." (ibid., p. 41)
152. 61, p. 43.
153. See 30.
154. GRICE and STRAWSON: "Where such a shift in the sense of the words is a necessary condition of the change in truth-value, then the adherent of the distinction will say that the
form of words in question changes from expressing an analytic statement to expressing a
synthetic statement." (30, p. 157)
155. 51,p. 55.
156. BLANSHARD: "Granted that some things are related through a necessity linking their
qualities, and that some events are related through the necessity implicit in causation, is
there any ground for holding that all things and events are interrelated necessarily? Yes,
there is impressive ground" (6, p. 472), because "It is part of reasonableness to accept a
conclusion, even when undemonstrable, if it makes sense of things, and no alternative
does." (ibid., p. 471)
And EWING, quoted by NAGEL: "The cause logically entails the effect in such a way that
it would be in principle possible, with sufficient insight, to see what kind of effect must
follow from examination of the cause alone without having learnt by previous experience
what were the effects of similar causes." (51,p. 53)
And: " C (a cause, H.K.) may perfectly well entail E without our being able to see that
it does so, and we may have general grounds for assuming the presence of a logical
necessity which we cannot grasp ourselves, or at least see that this assumption is really
presupposed in all our scientific reasoning." (21,p. 167)
157. We shall restrict ourselves to KNEALE, but see also W.E. Johnson's 'Logic' (I, ch. 11
and III, ch. 1)and G.H. von Wright's 'Logical Studies' (pp. 144-162).
158. For the exposition of this example, see 45, p. 75 ff.
159. "When we say that A-ness necessitates B-ness, we mean that it is impossible for an AMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 73-2 (1973)
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thing not to be B. Our idea of necessitation is,therefore, the notion of the boundary to
possibility." (45, p.78)
160. 45,p.80.
Cf. also: "Instead of trying to reduce necessity to universality weshould, I think, take
thenotion ofnecessitation asfundamental." (47,p. 101-2)
It isinteresting that HEMPELalsointroduced a kindofnecessity whichcan be interpreted
as a boundary of possibilities: "whether a statement of universal form counts as a law
will depend in part upon the scientific theories accepted at the time. This is not to say
that 'empirical generalizations' - statements of universal form that are empirically well
confirmed but have no basis in theory - never qualify as laws: Galileo's, Kepler's, and
Boyle'slaws,for example,wereaccepted assuchbefore theyreceivedtheoretical grounding. The relevance of theory is rather this:a statement of universal form, whether empiricallyconfirmed or as yet untested, willqualify asa lawifit isimplied byan accepted
theory; but even if it is empirically well confirmed and presumably true in fact, it will
not qualify asa lawifitrules out certain hypothetical occurrences (such as the fusion of
two gold bodies with a resulting mass of more than 100,000 kilograms, in the case of
our generalization H, i.e. 'All bodiesof pure gold have a mass of lessthan 100,000kilograms') which an accepted theory qualifies as possible." (39,p. 57-8)
But this again remains an incidental remark and isnot systematically elaborated.
161. See for thisdiscussionPopper's 55(par. 14 andnewappendix X),56 and 59; and Kneale's
46 and 47.
162. Foradiscussionofessentialism,see58.
163. POPPER: "Thus natural laws set certain limits to what is possible. (. .) in fact, when I
said, in several places in my book, that natural lawsforbid certain events to happen, or
that they have the character of prohibitions,I gave expression to the same intuitive
idea.And Ithink itisquitepossibleand perhapsevenuseful tospeak of 'naturalnecessity' or of 'physical necessity', in order to describe this character of natural laws, and of
their logicalconsequences."(55, p.428)
164. 55,p. 433.
165. 55, p.427-8.
166. KNEALE: "Theimportant thinginPopper's newdefinition, and what makes it acceptable
to me,isjust that itconnects thenotion of natural lawwith that of validity for statesof
affairs other than the actual." (47, p.99)
167. KNEALE: "all worlds that differ from our world, if at all, only in initial conditions and
thesemust clearly benaturally possible worldswith instances of the same attributes and
relations as wefindexemplified inour actual world." (47,p. 101)
NERLICH and SUCHTING describe these worlds as 'all worlds which instantiate the properties and relations of our world but which may differ from our world with respect to
initial conditions." (52,p.234)
168. "What wemeanis'allworldswhich havethesamestructure- orthesamenatural laws asourownworld'." (55, p.435)
169. See 52.
170. 59,p. 321.
171. POPPERsaysthisinanaddendumof 1968totheXth newappendixof 55, andhecontinues
with:"Imayperhapssumupmypositionbysayingthat,whiletheoriesand theproblems
connected with their truth are all-important, words and the problems connected with
their meaning are unimportant. For this reason I am not really very interested in either
the definition or in the definability of 'natural necessity'; though I am interested in the
fact (for I believethat itisa fact) that the idea isnot meaningless."(55,p.441)
Idonotthinkthatthisremark isaverygoodoneeither.Ofcourse,aquarrelabout words
isnot veryinteresting, but it hasmuch of a purely ad hocescape to qualify the attempts
for clarifying a concept (i.e. 'physical necessity') as a quarrel about words.
172. POPPER: "Nevertheless, the phrase (in the definition) 'all worlds which differ (if at all)
from our world only with respect to initial conditions' undoubtedly contains implicitly
theideaoflawsofnature.(. .)(soit)maybesaid tobecircular." (55, p.435)
124
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173. 55, p. 435.
174. See 66.
175. "Lawfulness manifests itself in two related ways:nomic necessity and hypotheticalforce.
Nomicnecessityintroduces theelementof must, ofinevitability. (. .)Thisnomicnecessity
manifests itself most strikingly in the context of hypothetical suppositions - especially
counterfactual hypotheses.(. .)It ispreeminently thiselement of hypothetical force that
distinguishes a genuinely lawful generalization from an accidental generalization like
'Allcoinsinmypocketweighlessthanonehalfounce'."(66, p. 179)
176. 66,p. 185.
177. RESCHER: "For no matter what the structure of a generalization might be, or how well
established itisbytheknown data, itsacceptanceasalawdemandssomeaccommodation
of it within the 'system' of knowledge. Any 'law' occupies a place that is more or less
fundamental within the general architectonic of our knowledge about the world - its
epistemic status isa matter not only of itsown form and its own evidential support, but
itsplacementwithinthe woofand warp ofthefabric comprisingittogetherwithothercognatelaws ofnature."(66,p. 186)
178. 66,p. 187.
179. RESCHER: "Our view of the matter agrees with Hume's that lawfulness is not an observablecharacteristic ofnature, and itagrees with Kant that it isamatter ofman's projection. But wedonot regard this projection as theresult of the (in suitable circumstances)
inevitable working of the psychological faculty-structure of the human mind. Rather,
weregard it as a matter of warranteddecision, a deliberate man-madeimputation effected in the setting of a particular conceptual scheme regarding the nature of explanatory
understanding. We thusarriveataposition that isKantian witha difference. Kantfinds
the source of lawfulness in the way in which the mind inherently works. We find its
source in the conceptual schemata that we in fact deploy for explanatory purposes:As
weseeit, lawfulness demands an imputational stepmade in thecontext of a certain concept of explanation. Both these divergent views agree, however, in making lawfulness
fundamentally mind-dependent." (66,p. 189-90)
180. "At thispoint,however,thedistinctionbetweenlawsandregularitiesbecomesimportant.
No doubt nature is in various respects regular - it would take a bold act of rashness to
deny that! And this regularity of nature in various respects is no doubt an ontological
fact that would remain unaltered in the face of any hypothetical removal of rational
minds from within its purview. But the idea of a law involves - as we saw - more than
just factual regularity assuch,since lawfulness is bound up with nomic necessity and
hypothetical force. To say that these factors do not represent objective facts but result
from man-made imputations is not to gainsay the objective reality of regularities in
nature."(66, p. 192)
And:"Doesitfollow from thisposition that iftherewerenomen- orrather no rational
minds - that there would be no laws? (. .) The answer (. .), I believe, must be: Yes."
(ibid.,p. 190)
181. "Like rules, laws state how things 'must be', yet unlike most familiar rules laws admit
no exceptions, but are always 'obeyed'." (66,p. 178)
182. Wefindthesamefailure inGeurts' treatment oflawlike statements:firstof all,wehave,
in his view, a synthetic universal statement, asserting a contingent regularity, be it, in
hisview,not a regularity in an observer-independent reality. Then the scientist makes it
analytic by decision, and hence lawlike. But the presupposition of there being synthetic
universal statements, asserting anobserved regularity, asthebasisof a law,isuntenable.
See26,pp. 183-190.
183. 57,p. 44-5.
184. RESCHER: "The appropriateness of such epistemic commitment revolves about questions of the type: 'To what extent is the 'law' at issuejustifiably regarded as immune to
rejection in the face of hypothetical considerations?' 'How should this generalization
fare if {per improbabile) a choice wereforced upon us between it and other laws wealso
accept?"How criticalisitthat thelawbetrue-how seriousa matter would it be were
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the law to prove false?'" (66, p. 186)
185. "None of these claims (i.e. 'No object can move faster than light', 'There cannot be a
perpetuum mobile', 'A temperature registration of less than -273°C. is impossible')
state mere matters of fact. Each essentially involves the conceptual principles of entire
physical theories. Similarly the proposition: 'One must interact with microparticles to
learn about them'. The negation of this is none the less physically unintelligible, as with
theclaims above." (33,p. 78)
And: "It is at this moment inconceivable - i.e. 'systematically unintelligible' - that we
should ever encounter a perpetuum mobile, or accelerate particles faster than c." (ibid.,
p. 83)
186. Compare once again GRICE and STRAWSON: "If we can make sense of the idea that the
same form of words, taken in one way (or bearing one sense), may express something
true, and taken in another way (or bearing another sense), may express something false,
then we can make sense of the idea of conceptual revision. And if we can make sense of
this idea, then we can perfectly well preserve the distinction between the analytic and the
synthetic, while conceding to Quine the revisability-in-principle of everything we say."
(30,p. 157)
187. QUINE is right when he rejects the view that an analytic statement is one in which 'the
linguistic component is all that matters'. He says: "it is nonsense, and the root of much
nonsense, to speak of a linguistic component and a factual component in the truth of any
individual statement." (61, p. 42)
188. This opposition has also been accepted by FISK, who speaks of a necessary connection in
nature to account for the fact that in nature only a few of a great many possibilities are
realized : "It is often supposed that the stable patterns required are simply regularities.
One of the main points to be made here will be that mere regularities are inferior to
necessary connections in doing the job that must be done for data to serve as inductive
support. The problem is not that data fail to have a chance of being representative of the
way things are if there are only regularities in theuniverse,and no necessary connections.
It is rather that, without necessary connections, things could happen in so many ways
that it would be unreasonable to suppose they happen in one of the relatively few ways
in which regularties are preserved. A denial of necessity makes unreasonable an assumption of regularities. (. .) only if there are a certain number of unspecified necessary connections believed to hold in nature is it consistent to hold that given data support a
given hypothesis." (25,p. 385)
Such a necessity should be taken to be "a real necessity - a de re necessity - and is not a
propositional necessity, a de dicto necessity." (ibid., p. 389)
189. Cf. HANSON 33,p. 26ff. HANSON has clearly seen the importance of necessary connections
for scientific investigation.
190. These cases also constitute examples of Harré's so-called ontological experiment, 35,
p. 40.
191. 33, p. 32.
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